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?; The work reported herein encompasses study efforts during the
period July 1972 through April 1973. This report is a sequel to NASA
r CR-128998 "Feasibility Study of a Zero-Gravlty (Orbital) Atmospheric
t_ Cloud Physics Experiments Laboratory," November 1972. The main goal
_i of this effort is in low
_o
_r,Jvide a mult i-experiment capability
4: gravity whereby members of the cloud physics scientific community may
_i_ further the basic understanding of cloud mlcrophysical processes.
_ The scope of work for which the Space Science Department of
_o McDonnell Douglas Astronautics Company was supported for this reported
effort by NASA, involved the following tasks:
Task I - Maintain communications with the atmospheric cloud
_, physics community relative to candidate experiments and ideas.
w
4
_ Task II - Work with the Senior Scientific Board to review and
evaluate experiments, ideas and concepts for the Cloud Physics Labora-
_ tory.
Task III - Conduct studies for Space Shuttle applications of
the Zero-G Cloud Physics Laboratory components Involving the
(a) Diffu_.ion Chamber Thermal Control System, (b) Expansion Chamber
Sub-System, and (c) selected flight payload concepts.
Task IV - Assess the mission requirements based on schedules
of potential low gravity payload carriers. This includes studies of
i aircraf_ zero-g programs, unmanned ballistic rockets, SAT and laminar
; flow techniques.
Task V - Conduct an Indepth analysis of all candidate
exper:.ments selected by the NASA/MDAC Senior Scientific Board as
recommended by members of the cloud physics community.
._ Task VI - Determine the observational, data recording require-
" ments, and preliminary laboratory concept utilizing documentation
developed under Task V and results obtained in the feasibility study.
(Nt_A CR-128998)
This program is being conducted on behalf of NASA's Office of _
Application and Office of Manned Space Flight. The progress on this
Space Shuttle payload definition effort has been due primarily to _be
enthuslastlc response and support provided by members of the cloud
i physics co._unlty and their recognition of the significant potentlal
111
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that such a payload could provide further research and application
work. Comments on the contents of this report will be welcomed. Copies
of this report are available from:
Aerospace Environment Division
: Aero-Astrodynamics Laboratory
NASA-Marshall Space Flight Center
t
t
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i " " I. SUMMARY
This study summarizes work accomplished during July 1972 - At,_,1i'z" on
Zero-Gravity Atmospheric Cloud Physics Laboratory. This prugran_ in,_tves
• the definitionand development of an atmospheric cloud physics laboratory and
accomplishing a set of candidate experiments ti_atmust utilizethe uniLine
',_ environment of zero-gravity or near zero-gravity.
General objectives of the Zero-Cravity Atmospheric Cloud Physics Laboratory#
program are to significantly increase the level of knowledge in atmospheric
! cloud physics resea_'ch by placing at the disposal of the terrestrial-bound
atmospheric cloud physicist a laboratory that can be operated in the en,,ironm_nt
of zero-gravity or near zero*gravity. This unique laboratory will allow studies
i_ to be performed without mechanical, aerodynamics, electrical, or other type
i techniques to support the object under study. Terrestrial experiments tend
to mask data results such that some identical experiments are not repeatable
! and divergence in the data will occur.
ScientHic objectives of the Zero-Gravity Atmospheric Cloud Physics Labor_tory
e
! program are: To advance the state-of-the-knowledge in atmospheric cloud
microphysics, to provide an _nique laboratory for cloud physics research£rs,
and to develop techniques in weather control and modification.
Cloud physics research under zero- or low-gravity conditions offers an
opportunity to answer many problems that cannot be solved in earth-based
laboratories. By taking advantage of zero-gravity to define many of the
processes in clouds that are not yet fully understood, man could influence
weather by changing, for example, drop distributions and nuclei concentrations.
or by adding pollutant compositions. Under sero..gravity, an experimenter can
suspend a drop in a chamber and observe its nature for the actual time required
for various processes and forces to take eHect. The droplet can be frozen
and thawed out, aud another drop can be propelled into !;. Observations can
be made of the migratlo,_ and collection of particulate matter that may be near
or around the drop. Th,,'_e characteristics cannot be investigated on earth
because o! sravit_ and, in some instances, because of effects of measures
1973020942-011
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taken to offset gravity. Thus, numcrous experiments that cannot be done on "
earth can be performed in this unique environment.
• i
Participation of the scientific community was encouraged, supporting research
•
:. was done at universitiesand n_any valuable suggestions by scientistsin industry,
', government, and universitieswere incorporated in the concept. Irladdition,
a Senior-ScientificBoard was formed early in the study to act in an advisory
k
capacity. Its members were: Drs. C. L. Hosler, L. J. Battan, P. Squires,
and H. Weickmann. The board continues its participation in the program.
In Section II of this report, the first phase of the feasibility study (NASA
• CR-128998), conducted from September 1971 to 5uly 197Z, is reviewed.
This phase of the study accomplished the following: (I)Developed scientific
community supp. rt, (2) selected high-priority experiments, (3) determined
:. the program feasibility, and (4) identified a concept for the multi-experiment
i cloud physics laboratory, includin_ its subsystems and components, with
particular emphasis on long-lead-time research and development.|
t
!
i The remainder of this report present_ the results of the investigation from
' i July 1972 to date. The results of this study were: (1) experiment•
• uggested by the scientific community were defined; (2) Z0 classes ofI
such experiments that require zero- or low gravity were identified, (3)
I laboratory requirements were determined, based on these 20 experiment
classes, and (4) a multi-experiment laboratory concept was established to
I accommodate ne_,rly all these experiments. Expgriment mission hours were
" 'I determined by analyzing the 20 experiment classes, the specific experiments
! in each class, the experiment parameter variations, and the iterations
needed for validity.
The laboratory will be made available to the entire cloud physics community
so that a wide variety o_ important experiments can be performed.
Section ILl describes the in-depth analysis of the experiment. Each of the 20
classes of experiments is described in detail. Engineering tequirementr
based on the 20 experiment classes are also given, and subsequent mission )
workload analysis are described.
2
m
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• ,t_ Section IV describes the conceptual design selected, based on the cloud
i _ ( physics experiment engineering requi.'ements. This con, ept utilizes commonm
subsystems and five interchangeable chambers. The laboratory is self-
_ contained and interfaces with the Shuttle-Sortie laboratory for operational
.- i power, heat rejection, and for limited data management and communications.
Section IV also discussed the results of the engineering analysis on suboystem
_ requirements and con,monality. Many of the subsystems and ancillary systems
'; associatf-d with the laboratory are used in comn,or,
The laboratoey concept accommodates 19 of the 20 identified experiment
" _ classes and was selected because itbest satisfied the long-range research
objectives, was most responsive _o the scientific community, and satisfied
both the technical guidelines and design features agreed upon by MDAC, the
Senior Scientific Board, and NASA.
i Section V discusses supporting research for the experiment aad engineeringanalysis in long-lead technology areas. The University of Missour, at Rolla
performed an e.._.ensivecloud chamber and supporting subsystem study. The
_" major emphasis of their work was on expansion chambers and the applicability
of expansion chambers to zero-gravity research. The Desert Research Institute
• of the University of Nevada completed an analysis of chamber operation under
zero-gravity conditions, with emphasis on diffusion chambers. The
Donald W. Douglas Laboratories studied the applications of heat-pipe technology
for thermal control and cloud chamber subsystems. McDonnell Douglas Eleco
tronics Com.pany studied holography applications for observation purpeses
in the zero-gravity cloud physics laboratory. _LDAC in-house efforts were
concentrated on thermal transport and thermal control development. Heat-
pipe technology was studied in relation to continuous flow diffusion chambers
and Ram, an cells. Additional MDAC efforts evaluated alternative means of
achieving low gravity for design, testing, and experiment purposes. Tech-
niques such as drop towers and aircraft progri, ms appear possible fo_
r;quipm.ent and component testing; however, space platforms appear to be
the only means of achieving sufficient time to provide for significant cloud
physics research.
Throughout the investigation, consideratio,t vvab given to using pre-Shuttle
flight opportunities for concept testing _nd scientific research. Section Vl
discusses two of these opportunities, the Apollo-Soyuz Test Program and
the Apollo-Skylab Experiment, and also describes potential experim.ents
aboard early Shuttle test missions.
3
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!' IL FEASIBILITY STUDY STATUS (SEPTEMBER 1971 TO JULY 1972)
I ' ' A primary objective of the September 1971 to July 1972 phase of the feasibihty
._ and concepts study was to encourage suggestions for experimen*_ :rom every
•_ institution where cloud physics laboratory work is underway. A para]lel
objective was to inform everyone working in the discipline about the objectives
i of this program. Agencies involved in ,, eather modification and field experi-
. mentation, and cloud-seeding commercial firms were invited to submit their
', _ ideas. Letters were sent to scientists in the field of cloud physics and weather
modification who had articles published in meteorological journals from the
! period 1968 to 1971. Letters were also sent to those who had presented papers
! at the American Meteorological Society cloud physics meetings including
i
individuals associated with universities, Govermnent laboratories and privateresearch organizations. A lim ted solicitation was made to scientists outside
: the United States. An explanation of the zero-gravity cloud physics program
t
was sent to each addressee, including the role of gravity in limiting terres-
tri_l rpsearch, the purpose of the solicitation effort, and the requirements
associ=tod with suggestions_i.e., scientific merit, relevance, ano the need
for zero gravity.
• In addition to the mail solicitation, visits were made to universities and
. Government laboratories where major cloud physics laboratory research
_:.I programs were underway, and individual and group conferences were held
• i with many leading researchers in the cloud physics field. An announcement
! of the study and solicitation effort was also published in the Bulletin of the
i
i American Meteorological Society, Volume 52, December 1971.:.i The response t this solicitation was gratifying (Figure I) and served as the
basis for further analysis to prepare and clarify the experiment suggestions
for detailed stud;,by the NASA-MDAC Senior Scientific Board. The board
independent] y evaluated the experiment suggestions in terms of scientific
merit and relevance and the requirement for zero gravity. Four inter°
nationaUv known scientists in the field of cloud physic_ and weather
modification serve on this board: Drs. G.L. Hosler, L.J. Battan,
P. Squires, and H. Weickman.
S
)
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' I It INSTITUTIONAL ANALYSIS
• t SOLICITATIONS REPLIES SUGGESTED
J. SUBMITTED RECEIVED EXPERIMENTS
• t
UNIVERSITIES AND INSTITUTES 27 22 18
p
! GOVERNMENT LABORATORIES 12 8 6
• i PRIVATE RESEARCH ORGANIZATIONS 8 3 2
J FOREIGN METEOROLOGY SERVICES 7 6 S
t TOTALS 54 39 31
i O INDIVIDUALS CONTRIBUTED 82 EXPERIMENT SUGGESTIONS
3o
• i FigureI. Solicitation
At its first meeting, held on 3 and 4 February 1972, the Senior Scientific
Board selected and classified a set of experiments that met the major pro-
gram requirements of relevance and scientific merit, as well as the
requirement for zero or low gravity. The board agreed that the concept of
accomplishing significant cloud microphysics research in low or zero gravity
was clearly .Ceasible.
Engineering problems and requirements associated with the development of a
zero-gravity cloud physics laboratory were then identified. This preliminary
engineering analysis delineated the various subsystem requirements for the
laboratory and indicated potential systems and techniques to meet these
: subsystem requirements. An additional objective of this phase of the research
was to delineate the long-lead-time requirements of the various laboratory
subsystems. )
e_
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FTwo major briefings were prepared during the feasibility study. The first
,. was delivered to personnel of the Marshall Space Flight Center on 23 February
1972 and to staff personnel in the Office of Applications and the Office of
Manned Space Flight at NASA Headquarters on 24 February 1972. The second
was presented to the Applications Committee of NASA's Space Program Advi-
sory Council on 5 April 1972 at C,oddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt,
Maryland.
The briefings established the feasibility of the laboratory and the very impor-
tant support of the scientific community. There was also general agreement
that the program should try to take advantage of flight opportunities prior to
Space Shuttle in order to test and develop engineering requirements and con-
cepts and to gather some scientific data. Emphasis was placed on the need
for early in-depth definition studies of the candidate experiments.
Several papers and reports were given on such topics as "Zero-Gravity Cloud
. Physics," "Zero-Gravity Research in Cloud Physics and Weather Modifica-
tion, " and "Summary Description of the Zero-Gravity Clcud Physics Experi-
ment. " The substance of the material covered is included in the summary
report (NASA CR 128998).
. Thus, the significant accomplishments of this study included (1) completion
i__ of the experiment solicitation, (2) development of _ "entificcommunity
.1 support, (3) selection of high-priority experiments, (4) determination of
J program feasibility, and (5) identification of a concept for the multi-
experiment cloud physics laboratory, including subsystems and components
of the laboratory, with particular emphasis on those items requiring long-
lead-time research and development.
Figure 2 summarizes the MDAC presentation to the Senior Scientific Board
at its first meeting: it compares cloud constituents (liquid, liquid-ice, ice,
nuclei, and gas) with the various cloud physics phenomena, such as nuclea-
tion, growth, scavenging, charge separation, and absorption. These con-
stituents and phenomena can be combined into experiment classes, which
have individual experiment groups, parameter variations, iterations, and
discrete events.
?
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Figure 2. Experiment Class;fication Reply Statistics and Applications
i
=
i
Figure 2 also categorizes the various phenomen_ by area, including modification
of rain, snow, fog, hail, thunderstorms, hurricanes, and smog. For
example, experiments with nuclei and gases willhelp in understanding the
process of scavenging. This process is criticalin the analysis of fog and
smog conditions. The numbers in Figure 2 indicatethe frequency of the indi-
vidual areas of experiments suggested.
The Senior ScientificBoard indicated three areas of importance - optical
properties, charge separation involving ice, and scavenging- where gravity
was such a deterrent that little or no research was currently underway, and
where very little had been completed in the past. The Senior Scientific Board
also analyzed each suggested experiment to determine the operational ease
or difficulty of performing each experiment. The two major factors consid-
ered were hardware requirements and man-involvement requirements.
1973020942-017
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, _ IIardware considerations included the type of chamber, environmental ranges,
motion control, and supporting equiprn_ent. Manpower considerations de_It
;" with the educational background needed for the research, and the manipulative!
"I and observing skills requirements during the experiment. It was established
that some very important and significant research can be made by an astronaut
,_ using off-the-shelf hardware. Other experiments, however, are more
! involved, and could require an astronaut with several years of graduate train-
! ing in cloud physics.
I The Senior Scientific Board reviewed the scientific analysis completed byMDAC to establish experiment importance and difficulty. The conclusions
of this analysis were that (I) it is feasible and highly desirable that the
advantages of zero gravity be assimilated into the cloud physics research
program, (2) there are a large number of important experiment areas and
experiments that can be done in zero gravity, and (3) some very important
cloud physics research could be accomplished with relatively simple
equipment carried by a non-scientist astronaut, but the majority of
important experiments will require sophisticated apparatus and a trained
I
experimenter.
I The Senior Scientific Board agreed with the conclusion that cloud physics
research progress has reached a plateau in certain areas due largely to
_ I laboratory restrictions imposed by gravity-induced motion and that these
restrictions can be ¢vercome by the use of a zero-gravity environment for
certain experiments. These experiments involve particles with diameters
between O. Ol _tm and ZO _tm, where the primary forces involved illnucleation•
growth and scavenging are not aerodynamic (e.g., diffusive and electrical}.
0
8
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III. BASELINE CHAMBERS AND EXPERIMENT CLASSES
I
. All experiments received during the feasibility study were grouped into the
20 classes of experiments shown in Table I. Each class represents a group
•' of experiments that are designed to study similar processes.
I
Five cloud chambers were determined as the optimum number needed for the
experiments. The chambers, as shown in Figure 3, were selected for each
, experiment class on the basis of achieving maximum information from a
given expenditure of experiment time. In many cases, the experiment could
1 be performed in one or more chambers that would emphasize certain aspects
of the experiment. Descriptions of these chambers and their ,:ode designa-
tions follow.
General-Purpose Chamber (G)
This chamber will be a 30-cm cube with transparent walls. Provisions will
be made for generating various electric fields, positioning devices (sound,
optical, electrical), and remote droplet sizing. This chamber will be used
for many experiments that require a relative humidity below 100 percent and
minimum temperature control.
%
• Static Diffusion Liquid (SDL)
, !
This is a Twomey type o¢ chamber, 1.5-cm deep and 15 cm in diameter. It
_,: will be used for experiments requiring above-freezing temperatures and
suversaturation of the liquid relative to water. Supersaturation is controlled
! by the temperatures of the water covering the upper and lower surfaces of
i the chamber.3
StaticDiffusion Ice _SDI)
provide controlled supersaturation relative to ice. Its dimensions are I0 cm
: deep by 40 cm in diameter.
Conti.___nuous-Flow Diffusion (CFD)
The c_amber dimensions are 1-cm deep by 30-cm wide by 30-cm long. The
supersaturation is controlled as in the Twomey chamber and provides con-
tinuous data readout. It will be used for cloud condensation nucleation exper-
_ iments, and have the capability for size distribution determinations.
11
i
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Table 1
: "i)
EXPERIMENT CLASSES
i EXPERIMENTCLASSES
1. CONDENSATIONNUCLEATION ]]. SATURATIONVAPORPRESSURE
2. ICENUCLEATION 12.ADIABATICCLOUDEXPANSION
3. ICEMULTIPLICATION 13.ICENUCLEIMEMORY
4. CHARGESEPARATION 14.TERRESTRI ALEXPANSIONCHAMBEREVALUATION
'\ 5. ICECRYSTALGROWTH ABITS 15. CONDENSATIONNUCLEIMEMORY
6. SCAVENGING ).6.NUCLEIMULTIPLICATION
7. RIMINGANDAGGREGATION 17.DROPLETCOLLISIONBREAKUP
& DROPLET-ICECLOUDINTERACTIONS18.COALESCENCEEFFICIENCIES
9. HOMOGENOUSNUCLEATION 19. STATICDIFFUSIONCHAMBEREVALUATION
IO.COLLISION-INDUCEDFREEZING 20. UNVENTILATEDDROPLETDIFFUSIONCOEFFICIENTS
3O :3O
F.___4om__
GENERAL (G) STATIC DIFFUSION
LIQUID (SOL) STATIC DIFFUSION t
ICE (SDI)
5 cm----;
()
CONTINUOUS
FLOW DIFFUSION
(CFD)
F m3. A_ic CloudPhysicsChllmb_ i
'r
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Expansion Chamber (E)
This chamber will be a 30-cm-diameter sphere. The cooling of the wails will
be synchronized with the expansion cooling of gas, thus providing for long-
_: term, natural cloud, adiabatic expension simulation. Figure 4 briefly sum-
, marizes the chamber characteristics.
f
; Zero-G Laboratory Advantages
; Figures 5 and 6 compare several aspects of natural cloud physics processes
\: with terrestrial laboratory capabilities.
: Figure 5 indicates that _bservations in terrestrial chambers are limited to a
i ! few seconds by gravity-induced _unvection and particle fallout. Extremely
, large chambers have been and are being used in an attempt to overcome the
fallout factor, but these chambers stilldo not provide the desired results
i
. i for many experiments. Gravity is the limiting factor fc,'both convection and
}' fallout. Under low-gravity conditions (e. g., 10 -3 g), the complete atmospheric
., time scale can be covered.
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Figure 6 relates important atmospheric particle sizes with some of the
significantphenomena in precipitationand pollutionprocesses. Particles
range from Aitken nuclei at the lower end to hail stones at the upper end,
representing a range of over eight decades.
The processes involving particlesbelow a few micrometers are independent
of gravity. As the particles become larger, both gravity-dependent and
independent forces become active. At the upper diameter range, gravity-
driven aerodynamic forces are of prime importance as in coalescence,
aggregation, droplet distortion,and breakup. Many of the important obser-
vations (e.g., ice crystal growth habits)cannot be made with a normal
opticalimaging device untila particie grows to a few micrometers in
dimensions. This is in contradictionto many of the atmospheric experiments.
Low supersaturations (below O. 3 percent) require growth times that cannot
be accommodated in a terrestrial laboratory without fallout.
)
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"i
.& low-gravity environment permits the gravity-dependent forces to be sep-v
I
arated from. independent forces, and will provide much needed data. The
il shaded area in Figure 6 represents those processes which will function the
#
same in a low-gravity environment as in the Earth's atmosphere. The results
I would therefore be directly compatible with the atmospheric environment.
;
,:! In addition, certain dynamic inertial processes can be studied. The low-
gravity environment would permit precise control of droplet-droplet impact
energy and would permit "slow" -motion, aerodynamically sc•led experi-
- ments. There are therefore a number of areas throughout the eight-dec•de
dimension range that would benefit from use of low-gravity environment.
Figure 7 illustrates an adiabatic cloud expansion involved in a convective
clood l_rowth cycle. This particular situation can be simulated in an e_pan-
0ion chamber under zero-gravity conditions. As • parcel of air containing
O condensation and ice nuclei rises in the it cools due to adiabaticatmosphere,
expansion. Soon after the dew point (I00 percent relative humidity} has been
Is
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Figure 7. Adiabatic Cloud Expansion Using Expansion Chamber
passed, droplets form on condensation nuclei and start their diffusional
growth. As the air rises higher, a lower temperature is reached, at which
_: point the ice nuclei become active. Once a supercooled droplet freezes and
becomes ice, its surface vapor pressure drops. The ice then draws the
vapor from surrounding unfrozen droplets, resulting in the ice growing at
the expense of the droplets. The nucleation, ice propagation, scavenging,
• , and sphere of diffusional growth influence are only a few of the phenomena
that must be understood in order to develop improved techniques of weather
modification and control.
The major mlcrophysical requirements are: (l) natural growth cycles take
tens of minutes, and (2) many processes, such as those occurring in stratus
clouds and fogs, have very low supersaturation conditions that require
seconds to minutes just for the nucleation phase. The only way to achieve
these natural timea and supersaturations is in a zero-Bravity environment.
)
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lExperiment Class Descriptions
A description of each class of experiments given in Table 1 follows. Most of
the methods, equipment, and procedures are presently being used in terr,-.:-
triallaboratories. Refinements and revisions willtake place as the program
develops and the low-g laboratory environment is further established
The introductory sections explain the experiment objective, its importanc_
to man, and the experiment method. The discussion section presents in
detailthe significanceof the problem being studied. Italso presents the
current difficultiesin terrestrial laboratory experiments along with the
advantages and potentialof low-gravity experimentation.
The remaining parts of the description are tailoredto a specificexperiment,
given as an example for simplicityand clarity.Each class actually includes
many experiments that may be performed in the same chamber but would
require variations in method, procedure, and data requirements. These
variations have been found to have minimal impact on the physical require-
ments of anylaboratory facility.The remaining material gives some brief
statements concerning experimental method, instrumentation, and data
requirements. Further information concerning commonality of allthe
experiment classes along with unifiedweight, power, and volume require-m
I ments are given in Section IV. The procedural section specifies representa-
_' : tire event times, but it does not include times for setup, calibration, and
"4 shutdown. These items are included with the engineering analysis in
Section IV.
• . Acknowledgments are given in each experiment to persons who contributed
suggestions in the 1971 phase of the study. Our appreciation is extended to
the many other persons who made significant contributions to the experiments
in later phases of the program. A list of contributors is shown in Table 2.
'; "_'_1
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i CONDENSATION NUCLEATION EXPERIMENTS
_ " INTRODUCTION
I
Objective
•
c Determine the nucleation efficiencies and early growth properties of soluble,
_ insoluble, and hydrophobic nuclei. This class of experiments encompasses a
, lar_,e range of nuclei types, size, distributions, and relative humidities.
i Applications
i Nucleation processes are the key to weather modification. Condensation
nuclei are used to modify and dissipate warm fogs and other warm pre-
1 cipitation processes. A thorough underatanding of nuclei properties and
t
! their roles in cloud formation will permit better local forecasting on the
i basis of measurements or observations of the particul--_e matter in the air,
whether from natural or artificial sources. The datairom these exueriments
will contribute to the "what" (type and size of seeding material} and "how
much" decisions of warm-weather modification and pollution control.
Specific Knowledge Requirement Satisfied
: Provide activation conditions of various nucleating agents for use in a specific
,' weather modification and permit prediction of precipitation conditions associ-
ated with given particulate observations.
Approach
Various nuclei types will be studied using a continuous-flow diffusion chamber
with various temperatures, relative humidities, and pressure • and utilizing
the low-gravity conditions of a space platform. Measurements of nucleation
efficiencies and initialgrowth rates will be compared with nucleation theory
and will also be used to determine the heat and vapor accommodation
coefficients during the early growth per._od.
DISCUSSION
Si._nfficance
Kohler's theory of the interaction of small hydroscopic particles with water
vapor {1926) has been applied with some success to explain the behavior of
atmospheric clouds. Thus, it i_ known that the ease and rapidity with which
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rain forms by' coalescence is related to cloud microstructure, and that this
; in turn is largely controlled by the size distribution and composition of cloud -}
nuclei.
In some respects, however, the theory does not appear to agree very well
" with observation: numerical calculations of the cloud-forming process pre-
dict more monodisperse cloud droplet spectra than are commonly observed.
_ One possible explanation for this difference is that the accommodation
, coeificient for condensi,ig water vapor molecules (usually assumed to be
} 100 percent) is not known. As discussed by Rooth in 1957, a small value of
I this coefficient could explain hetelogeneity in the droplet sizes resulting
from aerosols of mixed constitution. Influences of trace gases may also
• cause the condensation coefficient to vary, even among nuclei of the same
type.
Thus, "poisoning" of cloud nuclei may occur in nature; moreover, it may
prove to be technologically feasible to use such means to prodrce desired
changes in cloud microstructure and behavior (i. e., weather modification).
Z e ro-Gravity
• Terrestrial cloud chambers for the study of cloud nuclei rely on _he assump-
. tions that all individual droplets grow at the same rate (e. g., in a standard
. | Twomey static diffusion chamber) and all nuclei are assumed to reach a
diameter of 2 _tm at the same time so that they can be photographed before
fallout. In reality, this assumption is not true. Terrestrial diffusion cham-
bers are restricted to a depth of 1 cm by thermodynamic considerations and|
J' t as a result, their performance is seriously limited by fallout. Nuclei which
i grow more slowly than others would stil' be unobservably small when thefaster-growing nuclei have formed droplets large enough to fall out of the
region of observation.The study of droplet growth rates, as affectedby condensation kinetics, is
therefore one class of experimental investigationfor which zero-gravity
conditions offer distinctadvantages.
) ,
4
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_ METHOD
| " _ A continuous-flow thermal diffusion chamber will be used to study the
activation and critical growth properties of soluble (e.g., NaC1), insoluble
(e.g., DOP, dioctyl phthlate), and hydrophobic (e.g., Teflon)particles.
High-purity air will be passed through a desiccator, absolute filter, and into
_" a conditioning chamber (collapsible m_tallized mylar bag). Once the bag is
approximately two-thirds full, nuclei of the desired chemical composition
\ _ will be generated and introduced into the bag. The amount of time that the
aerosol is allowed to reside in the bag will partly determine the size dis-
' l• tribution due to coagulation; long residence times will result in nuclei of up
to a few tenths of a micrometer in diameter, while very short coagulationt
"_ times will produce nuclei in the hundredths of a micrometer diameter range.
For certain experiments, a natural aerosol wiil be taken into space.
After nuclei of the desired type and size are introduced into the conditioning
• chamber, samples can be drawn into an aerosol size analyzer and at the
same time aomitted into the diffusion chamber and total nucleus counter.
Depending on the aerosol type and the conditions of supersaturation in the
chamber, nucleation maytake place in several seconds to severalminutes.
For most atmospheric nuclei, droplet growth to micrometer sizes occurs
' in six to seven seconds. The aerosol can be collected into a holding system
for later disposal.
I
The continuous flow diffusion chamber is especially suited for the investiga-
tion of condensation nucleation and growth of droplets at small supersatura-
" tions (condensation coefficient, nucleus constitution, nucleus poisoning, etc.).
Droplet and particle sizes down to 0.3 _ can be measured using the auxiliary
optical counter. The residence time of the growing droplets in the super-
saturated area can be controlled by the flow velocity of particle-free air.
INSTRUMENTATION
The dlffusi,a chamber is shown in Figure I-I. Significant dimensions are the
separation of the horizontal plates Pl and P2 (h = I.3 cm), their length along
the stream (28 cm}, and their breadth (b = 29 cm). The sample is injected
through a manifold (8 cm wide, 2 rnm deep} with a preconditioned sheath
n
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Figure1-I. Continuous-FlowDiffusionChrnber
I i i
flow, thus confining the sample within the central 2-ms constant-supersatu-
ration region of the chamber. The aerosol sample volume flow is between
9 and 1 cm3/sec -I. The droplets exit from the chamber into an optical
counter (Royco 225 or equivalent).
The overall pattern of air flow is shown in Figure I-2. The pump associated
with the particle countec drives a circu2ating stream of air s_me 330 cm3/ "
sec -l, most of which forms an almost particle-free sheath surrounding the
droplet-carrying stream from the diffusion chamber. A stream of 42 cm3/
sec "I is vented to the atmosphere through an orifice (B), the pressure at B
t
being controlled by a flow resistor downstream. This flow is partly replaced
by the metered bypass inflow (A), which consists of room air. The remainder
of the 4Z cm3/sec "I required to replace the air exhausted at B passes through
i
the diffusion cloud chamber; it consists mostly of the main flow (F), a metered _
flow of filtered room air, with some sample flow I. The pump unavoidably 1!
N t
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heats the air. To avoid particle counterheating and possible droplet evapora-
tion, the sheath flow air is cooled to the temperature of the top plate, T 2. The *
temperature of the two plates is measured to 0.05_C.
The chamber operates at a deficit pressure (1 cm mercury) relative to the
air supply pressures. In an experiment where it is desired that the super-
saturation be constant to within 0.02 percent, the maximum rate of change :
of pressure which can be tolerated in a chamber l-cm deep (I/_-sec time
constant) is around 0.5 mb/mec relative to a total pressure of 800 rob. For
the sero-gravity cloud physics laboratory, the main air flow would be !
derived from stored air compressed in a cylinder (flow rate up to 5 cu ft per ; "
hour at one atmosphere) and all exhausted air would be delivered to a sump
i tank.
0
N.
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• MEASUREMENTS AND DATA REQUIREMENTS
_''!_ Measurements and control of the upper and lower plate temperatures (Tl, T 2) __
' fi
... .] and chamber pressure will be used to calculate the supersaturation profile
i between the plates. Nuclei residence (growth) time within the chamber is
ii givenbythe measured air flow rates. Nuclei sizes and numbers are obtained
utilizes the optical Mie scattering properties of particles '-osize and count
one particle at a time. Digital records of time, plate temperatures (TI, T2) ,
chamber pressure, and air flow rates would be made along with records of
droplet size spectrum from the optical counter. Voice-recorded commentary
would be utilized at appropriate points during the experiment.
PROCEDURE
Activities Minutes
=-_ Generate aerosol and precondition 30
• Start continuous flow chamber and permit plate
temperatures to reach equilibrium (while aerosol
is being generated)
Inject aerosol into chamber air flow and obtain 2 to 20
size distribution
• Change chamber flow rate (residence time 5
5 settings)
.@ Change plate temperature settings and stabilize 15
(saturation levels, 4 settings)
..J Recycle to new aerosol
This class of experiments will involve between 140 and 500 rain of operating
time for each type of nuclei. At least three types of nuclei and several kinds
of each type should be considered along with several conditions of "contami-
nating" environments. These experiments can be conveniently divided into
sessions of a few hours duration.
il
m
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ICE NUCLEATION EXPERIMENTS
INTROD UC TION
Objective
Determine the relative importance of contact, internal, and sublimation
nucleation of ice. Absolute nucleation efficiencies will also be studied as
a /unction of nuclei types and size.
Applications
These data are important in eHorts to modify weather for all cold precipita-
tion processes such as occur, for example, in snow, hail, and cold fogs.
Proper seeding decisions will permit the redistribution of snow (e. g., over
watershed control areas, recreation areas, and away from lake-located
metropolitan areas such as BuHalo, New York). These experiment data
will contribute to the "what" (type of seeding material), "when" (in the
, precipitation cycle), and "how much" (seeding material) decisions involved
in weather modification.
Specific Knowledge Requirement Satisfied
_|I Provide nucleation mechanism and conditions for optimum nucleation effect-iveness and provide nucleation efficiencies for various nuclei types. '
Approach
The ice-crystal phase will be initiated (nucleated) for various types of ice
nuclei in a static ice diffusion chamber under various temperatures,
pressures, and relative humidities utilizing the low-gravity conditions of a
space platform. The plate temperatures and chamber pressure determine
the relative humidity distribution and when combined with the photographic
data of the number of ice crystal versus time, will provide the nucleation
efficiencies and nucleation mode.
DISCUSSION
S!gnltica,nce,
Among the population of atmospheric aerosol particles, ice-forming nuclei
occupy a minute traction" they are important because they iorm ice crystals
in supercool_l clouds and trigger a thermodynamically supported change
m !
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(i.e., glaciation). This process frequently leads the cloud to develop precip-
itation. Ice-phase weathr-r modification is based on this phenomenon. When- i_
ever the natural ice-forming process is inefficient in supercooled clouds or
cloud systems, introduction of artificial ice nuclei helps to initiate the
thermodynamic change and modifies the cloud structure, often leading to
additional precipitation.
In order to understand the cloud process and to modify it further, we must
have exact knowledge of the complex process of ice nucleation. The macro-
scopic modes of ice nucleation are of our direct concern when we are to
apply our knowledge to the atmospheric processes, although the micro-
mechanisms are indirectly connected.
Some answers Ior the long-standing puzzles of ice nuclei behavior at different
saturation ratios will be provided by this study. In ot_er words, this study
will be able to tell the extent of (1) sublimation nucleation which is macro-
scopically defined to occur below water saturatiol., (2) condensation freezing
which is macroscopicaUy defined to happen above water saturation, and
(3) contact freezing nucleation which is considered to take place when the ice
nucleus particle collides with a supercooled water droplet. The contact ice
nucleation may be analyzed by the behavior of ice nucleation above water
saturation (droplets coexist}.
Zero-Gravit Y
When ice nucleation takes place on the ground, ice crystals formed move
away from the points of nucleation due to the gravitational settling. This
factor makes the analysis of nucleation modes difficult.
For this study, the low-gravity condition in • space laboratory helps the
nucleated ice crystals stay in the original positions and presents an oppor-
tunity to perform accurate experiments. There is no need to say that a study
of this kind depends solely on its accuracy, since the questions to be answered
are "to what extent"? or "how many percent"?
O
M
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METHODf" "_ The sample smoke nuclei will be kept in a conditioning chamber and will be
introduced into the thermal diffusion ice chamber while it is at room temper-
ature. The ice chamber will be cooled to the temperature of investigation
without having a temperature gradient inside (temperatures on both plates
are the same).
When the chamber is uniformly cooled to the temperature of the study, the
bottom plate will be cooled and the top plate will be warmed at a slow but
constant rate (e.g., 0.25"C rein'l). The starting temperature will be main-
tained in the center of the chamber. The supersaturation at the center can be
calculated from the temperatures of both plates. This will continue until fog
droplets form and reach about 10 pxn in diameter. The number of ice crystals
formed in a unit volume will be measured by photographing the number of ice
crystals in a Known volume illuminated with a laser beam.
Since this study will suggest possible mechanisms of ice nucleation, it is
desirable to run the same experiment at several temperatures between the
nuclei nucleation threshold and a low temperature (e. g., -25"C) where the
number of natural ice nuclei increases sharply. The integral number of ice
nucleates will be plotted with respect to the water saturation ratio with a
mark at ice saturation, and the temperature will be considered as s
parameter in the graph.
The range of the bottom-plate temperature of the chamber will be between
0" and -32"C. The internal saturation ratio will range from ice saturation
to 2-percent water supersaturation for several ambient temperatures.
Representative nuclei samples are I, 5-dihydroxynaphthalene and metal-
dehyde for organics, ASI and one clay material (Kaolinite) for inorganic s,
and one or two soil samples.
INSTRUMENTATION
i:_ Nuclei Generators
A simplified LdhMer-Slnclair monodispersed aerosol generator can be used.
The generator consists o! 8 nuclei source (normALly s heated wire), an
evaporator of the nuclei compound with a dilution gas inlet, a mixing
mechanism/or the nuclei and vapor, and a coolin| tube for gentle nucleation i
J - i
l
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and growth. This generator uses a molten chemical to increase the vapor
] pressure. It may be necessary to use woven fiber glass to confine the liquid '_"
' _:i,l under low-gravity conditions.• Another way to attack the problem is to use a simple organic smoke nuclei
generator of the Cloud Physics Laboratory, University of Denver. The smoke
generator consists of an ordinary electric soldering iron with 1/16-in. copper
tube wound around it. A small amount of sample organics (about 1 ,rig or less)
is placed at one end of the tube, protruding from the hot soldering iron in
order to prevent heating. A flexible plastic tubing with a syringe is then
attached to the other end. A puff of air is sent through the hot copper tubing
around the soldering iron by a pumping action of the syringe. The sample
pewder is blown in the hot spiral c,_pper tube, and the centrifugal force keeps
the particles rubbing against the hot wall while they move; it lets them evap-
orate quickly. As the vapor-laden air comes out of the tube, smoke particles
form by condensation. Clay miner,,!a must be ground and put in a plastic
bottle while they are on the ground. The plastic container has a coarse filter
and a tube. For smoke nuclei generation, the bottle will be shaken vigorously
and then squeezed. The filter will retain large particles in the bottle. Space-
craft air is another possible nuclei source for this study. Other generation
concepts are being investigated that are compatible with zero gravity.
Low-Temperature Thermal Diffusion Chamber
For this study, a static ice thermal diffusion chamber will be used at sub-
free-.ing temperatures. The temperature between the top and bottor_ plates
will be adjustable. The diffusion chamber for this study is basically the
same as that used for the ice crystal habit studies.
MEASUREMENT AND DAT_ REQUIREMENTS "
For a given air composit:oa. ":he chamber plate t, mperatures and pressure
define the relative humidity distribution in the chamber. Photographic data
provide the numbers of ice crystals per unit of chamber volume as a function .,
of time and ambient conditions. A recorded commentary will be utilized at
appropriate points during the experiment along with digital recording of
time. temperatures, and pressure.
)
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(_t PROCEDURE
Activities Minutes
--@ Prepare nuclei in conditioning chamber 60
•o Purge diffusion chamber 10
@ Establish thermal equilibrium at _T = 0 20
• Inject aerosol nuclei 5
• Cool chamber to desired temperature (_T = 0} 20
• Record plate temperature and time {continuous)
• Time-lapse photographs of ice crystal formation
• Establish _T (c.f., METHOD} at 0.25"C/rain 10
• Recycle for new mean temperature (5 values}
J Recycle for various nuclei
The variables to be considered are nuclei types, size distributions, temper-
ature, relative humidity, pressure, and gas contaminants. These experiments
can be conveniently divided into segments of a few hours duration.
ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
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ICEMULTmLlCATIONZXPERIMENTS
INTROD UCTION
Objective
Ii Determine the conditions under which ice fragments are generated during
atmospheric precipitationprocesses and the extent to which they are
g n ated.
Applications
The limited number of ice nuclei relativeto the condensation nuclei provides
a key by man can modify certain weather conditions. The extent and
which
conditions of the natural seeding by ice breakup (multiplication)must be
known before the "when" (inthe lifecycle), "how much" (added seeding
material), and "where" (incloud system) of weather modification can be
decided. These data are applicableto the control of hailand the
redistributionof snow, among other phenomena.
SpecificKnowledge Requirement Satisfied
Provide information concerning the conditionsand extent of self-seeding in
the cold precipitationprocesses.
Approach
Studies of droplet-shattering during freezing and crystalization processes
(including melting) will be performed in a static ice diffusion chamber I
utilizing the low-gravity conditions of a space platform to provide the
necessary experiment time without mechanical supports. The chamber
surface temperatures define the relative humidity while photographic data
will supply the desired particle sizes and numbers from the experiments.
Infrared measurements of the surface temperature of droplets and ice
c-,,stal8 are also desirable.
DISCUSSION
Si_nilicance
Ice-forming nuclei are a minute fraction of the population of atmospheric
aerosol particles. They torm ice crystals in supercooled clouds and trigger
. I
i
_ t
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a thermodynamically supported change (i.e., glaciation). This process _
l
._ frequently leads the cloud to develop precipitation; consequently, ice-phase
weather modification is based on this phenomenon. Whenever the natural
ice-forming process is inefficient in supercooled clouds or cloud systems,
introduction of artificial ice nuclei helps to initiate the thermodynamic change
and modifies the cloud structure, often leading to additional precipitation.
The processes involved in the rapid glaciation that is often observed in a
cloud are of concern in these experiments. The rate and conditions of this
glaciation have an impact on the decision as to how much artificial seeding
material should be added. Improper seeding (e.g., overseeding during a
rain enhancement project) could result in not obtaining the desired goal.
t
Z e ro oGrarity
In many of these experiments, fallout in a terrestrial laboratory does not
provide the necessary observation time to study the processes in detail. For
example, the freezing process itself of a freezing supercooled drop, while
influenced by ventilation factors as it falls in a gravity field, is not directly
dependent on gravity. Thus, a low-gravity environment would permit the
main droplet and any fragments to be localized for a long enough time to
detect and measure them, thereby eliminating the gravity-induced restrictions
and permitting observation of the gravity-independent processes.
METHOD
The representative experiment described herein is droplet breakup during
freezing. A droplet of water will be supercooled in a staticdiffusionice
chamber with controlled relativehumidity, pressure, and temperature.
Freezing will then be induced by an ice nucleus or another ice crystal (Fig-
ure 3-1). Initial sizes of all ice particles over a few micrometers in
dimension will be _btained and the resulting smaller fragments will then be _ '
permitted to grow until photographic records can be obtained of these
fragments. The process will be repeated for various temperatures, ii'
pressures, and relative humidities. The experiment is to determine those
conditions which are conducive to droplet breakup during freezing. Other
experiments deal with ice and snow type crystal breakup during conditions
or melting. .('_of collision
40
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t Figure3-1• Typical Experiment- Droplet Breakupi all n III i
• :_ INSTRUMENTATION
'} A static diffusion ice chamber will be utilized for these experiments. A few
details of a chamber are given in Figure 3-2 with representative dimensions.
t
Square or cylindrical geometry is acceptable. Optical windows are required
on the side for visual and photographic observations. The upper plate tem-
perature ranges from +10°C to -40°C and the lower plate from -10°C to -40°C.
Cooling requirements at -40°C will theoretically be around 50 watts, not
accounting for equipment inefficiencies. Optical illumination will require
Z5 to 80 w.
MEASUREMENT AND DATA REQUIREMENTS
The temperatures of the chamber plates and the chamber gas pressure will
be measured. These quantities define the relative humidity distribution in
the chamber. Photographic data will provide the droplet position and motion
and resulting crystal numbers and sises. Commentary will be recorded for(-
41,
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Flgure3-2. StaticDlffudon Ice Chamber
i i N I
appropriate points during the experiment along with digital recording of
time, temperature, pressure, and computed relative humidity.
PROCEDURE
.%ctivitie s Minute i
--e Pur_e Chamber 5 ,
• Estsblish thermsl and vspor equilibrium I0
t Photograph (time lapse) _
• Insert droplet(s) 1
• Freese droplet (e. g., insert nuclei) 2
• ALlow submicrometer fragments to grow 3
• llecord temperstures and pressure
•4 Recycle with a given droplet diameter (50 events)
- 41
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_d['_ *-O Recycle with three other droplet diameters (50 events}
"- -e Recycle with other humidity levels (5 levels)
--e Recycle with other temperature levels (4 values)
_-e Recycle with other pressure levels (3 levels)
-o Recycle with other gas (e. g., pollutant) composition
(6 types)
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4. CHAKGE SEPARATION (ELECTRIFICATION)
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CHARGE SEPARATION EXPERIMENTS
<.)
INTRODUCTION
Objective
Determine quantitative values for charge transfer occurring during several
important atmospheric processes.
Applications
Particle-to-particle charge transfer mechanisms are believed to be responsible
for the production of charge separation in thunderstorm clouds that results
in lightning. An understanding of these mechanisms maypermit certain
weather control efforts to minimize lightning and associated fires and strike
damage to buildings, forests, and aircraft. This understanding will aid in
deciding "where" in the cloud system and "when" in the cloud life to modify
weather during lightning-a s sociated precipitation.
Specific Knowledge Requirement Satisfied
Provide information concerning the mechanisms, conditions, and extent of
various charge separation processes.
Approach
Studies of droplet and ice interactions in various combinations will be per-
formed in a static ice diffusion chamber, utilizing the low-gravity conditions
of a space platform to provide the necessary time and electrical isolation
from mechanical support surfaces. The quantity of interest is how much
charge has been transferred from one ice (droplet) particle to another ice
(droplet) particle as a result of their interaction under given conditions of
electric field, temperature, pressure, and relative humidity.
DISCUSSION
%
Sisnificgnc e
Lightning causes much damage to forests, buildings, and homes through
fires. Also of concern is the direct loss of life from lightning strikes and
the ever present threat of such loss from strikes on aircraft and space
vehicle launches. An increased emphasis has been placed on finding what
1973020942-049
4mechanisms are important to the electrification processes within thunder-
.] storm clouds. ')
A number of interactionsinvolving ice and droplets have been shown to
produce varying degrees of particle electrification.Among these interactions
are freezing of supercooled water drops, melting of snowflakes and hailstones,
the disintegrationof large raindrops, and collisionsbetween ice crystals,
water droplets and hailpellets.An understanding of the relativeimportance
of these processes with respect to particle electrificationis important ifany
attempt is to be made to minimize lightningconditions.
These electrification phenomena involve a number of very different mecha-
nisms of charge transfer (e. g., by ion segregation at the ice-water interface
during freezing, by proton migration in ice down a temperature gradient, by
conduction of charge between ice crystals and water drops colliding with and
rebounding from hail pellets, and by the shearing of the electrical double
layer at the surfaces of air bubbles bursting in water and of water drops
bursting in air).
-' t Most of the above processes occur for hydrometeors (ice, water) which
_' l are greater than 100 _m in diameter. Thus, the physical separation
/
 illo_ ocer oaa- a ooa
and convective updrafts within a cloud. But a number of electrification
processes themselves, which is of concern here, are a function of
!o thermal and electrical properties of the particles, which in turn are not a
._,! function of gravity. As a consequence of the ice and droplet particle size] and resulting fallout due _o gravity, most terrestrial laboratory experiments
> ,I have utilized mechanics/ supports to provide sufficient time for the necessary
_:_J experimental observations. The conductivity of even the best supports modi-
il ties the resulting charge measurements to such an extent that qualitative
measurements are obtained, but quantitative measurements are nearly
impossible.
:;-,i- z,,ro. ravitY
Under low-gravity conditions, the various interactions can be studied without
/
the need for physical supports. Techniques are presently available for the
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, measurement of charge on a freely floating spherical droplet by the use of
(;_. static and alternating electric fields. A low-gravity environmen _. would per-
sit quantitative measurements to be made for those electrification processes
which are not strictly gravity-dependent. Even certain aspects of the proc-
esses such as electrificationduring the disintegrationof large droplets could
be studied to advantage under such conditions.
METHOD
'\ Electrificationduring the impingement and rebounding of cloud droplet with
hailpelletswillbe used as a representative example of this class of
•- experiments.
A neutrally charged, l-cm ice pellet will be placed near the center
'_ "' of a thermally controlled, staticice diffusionchamber. The plate tempera-
tures of the chamber will define the relativehumidity within the chamber
from exact saturationwith respect to ice up to several percent supersat-
uration as required. Humidity values below 100 percent can be provided by
utilizingdry walls and plates and preconditioning the air before entry into
the chamber.
A uniform electric field will be applied across the diffusion chamber. This
. ._ field Will electrically polarize the ice pellet as would happen in a natural
:_/_': cloud.
• Single droplets between I00 to I, 000 _m in diameter will then be impinged
_/:_ at a glancing angle onto the ice pellet so that the droplets will rebound
":'._. from the surface. The motion of the droplet (and of the ice-pellet
._i, ' to a lesser degree due to its mass) under the influence of a static electric
_ field or an applied alternating field will be used to deduce the acquired
_ charge. Particles of irregular shape would require auxiliary calibration
:,,_ to determine their drag coefficients.
'_'_:" These measurements would be performed for various particle stses, tern-
;/t,;
;'" "_" peratures, pressures, relative humidities, and purities land therefore
_:""" electrical conductivities) st ice and water. Observations would be made to
_ :_. 0 related processes such as droplet shattering and resulting charging.
smmqm
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INSTRUMENTATION
A static diffusion ice chamber will be utilized for these experiments. Afew -_
details of the chamber are given in Figure 4-1 with representative dimensions.
Square or cylindrical geometry is acceptable. Optical windows are required on
the sides for visual and photographic observations. The upper plate temperature
ranges from +I0°C to -40°C and the lower plate from -10°C to -4O°C.
MEASUREMENT AND DATA REQUIREMENTS
The temperatures of the chamber plates and the chamber gas pressure will
be measured. These quantities define the relative humidity distribution
within the chamber. Photographic data will provide the droplet and ice pellet
sizes, positions, and electric field-induced velocities, thus providing a mea-
surement of the induced charge. Voice recorded commentary will be utilized
at appropriate points during the experiment along with digital recording of
time, temperature, pressure, and computed relative humidity.
_>' II /A ,.¢lluI
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PROCEDURE
v
(
.) Activities Minutes
--e Purge chamber 5
• Establish thermal and vapor equilibrium I0
• Photograph (time lapse)
• Insert pellet and position 5
-e Apply static polarizing electric field
• Impinge droplet I
• Apply appropriate charge measuring electric field Z
{resulting motion being photographed)
• Turn off charge measuring fields
-e Recycle with other droplets (50 events)
(purge when necessary)
--e Recycle with other droplet diameters (3 sizes)
--e Recycle with other humidity levels (5 levels)
--e Recycle with other temperatures (4 values)
--e Recycle with other impurities in ice and water
ACK NOW LED GMEN TS
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5. ICE CRYSTAL GROWTH HABIT
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_._) ICE CRYSTAL GROWTH HABIT EYPERIM_NTS
INTRODUC TION
Objec*;ve
Determine the temperature, pres,ure, and relative humidity conditions which
dictate ice crystal geometry and growth rate under pure diffusion (non-
convective) conditions.
Applications
These data will contribute to the control and distribution of snow and cold rain
precipitation. A goal is to distribute snow in mountain areas above runoff-
controlled watersheds for the purpose of enhancing the water supplies utilized
for irrigation, domestic and industrial us,., recreation and wildlife. Another
application is the redistribution of snow away from lake-located cities (e. g. ,
Buffalo, N.Y. ) to the surrour_ding non-urban areas to prevent crippling
snowfall within an urban area. The understanding of crystal growth habits
{rate of growth and fall velocity as a function of crystal type} will also be
applied to the minimisation of blizzard conditions. These experiment data
govern the "when" (in the crystal growth cycle that a given system would be
modified} and "where" {what temperature, relative humidity regions} decisions
of weather modification involving cold precipitation processes.
Specific Knowledge Requirement Satisfied
Provide diffusional growth parameters of ice crystals in cold precipitation
processes.
Approach
Ice crystals will be grown unsupported in a static ice diffusion chamber 'Inder
various conditions of temperature, pressure and relative humidity. _tilizlng
the low-gravity conditions of a space platform. Crystal gro_wth rates, mass,
surface temperature, and geometry (types} will be measured and correlated
with ambient conditions surrounding the crystals.
0
N
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i DISC U SSION
: i )
i Significance
Ice crystals are responsible for releasit_g much of the precipitation (snow,
:. rain, hail) from clouds in the high- and mid=latitudes. The growth properties
of _,c crystals form an important aspect in the area of weather modification.
The cold precipitation mechanism depends on the conversion of water vapor into
\ ice crystals. The rate of this conversion is controlled by the growth rate of
ice crystals, which in turn is governed by the distribution of water vapor and
d'_ temperature around the crystals.
...."_ Needle and dendritic ice crystals have been found to grow very rapidly at
...... _ ._ temperatures of =3°C to-5°C and -12°C to =16°C, respectively. At other
,_,....
• temperatures, the linear growth rates are much slower. Certain crystal types
.' enhance collision and riming processes while the potential breakup of crystals
' becomes important in the cold precipitation process of conversion of super-
_" cooled water droplets to ice. Ice breakup may also play an important role in
.,
: thunderstorm electrification. Ice crystal growth rates and their controls need to
., 0
" • be better understood before this knowledge can be efficiently utilized in the "when
_. : and where" decisions of weather modification. These are only a few of the many
'_ _ areas where detailed knowledge about crystal growth habits are needed,
_. _ _. _ Zero-Gravity
.._"= "_ Past and present terrestrial laboratory experiments have shown the complexity
,i-.- : i of the precipitation ice growth phase within a cloud. Important questions re-
:_'_.'_.r ._', main as to just what critical parameters of pressure, temperature, and vapor
":'..',' '_.:i concentrations determine the transitions between crystal growth types.
:._/,":!:!":_ Present laboratory investigations of the pure diffusion mechanisms involved
•,,,,::,- in the crystal growth are hampered by gravity-induced convection cur:rents and
_:_ restricted by the need of mechanical supports. These restrictions modify
_'_._ the heat and vapor transport characteristics sufficiently to mask the observation
_i_ of the desired physical processes. Ventilation is important in the growth of
:. _ _., ice crystals and the contribution of this factor can be better evaluated by com-
_-/_:'i ,: paring terrestrial wind tunnel data with the low-gravity diffusional growth data.
_]
,.,_!
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• 1
! . A low or zero-gravity platform would greatly enhance the study of ice crystal
_ "_,, growth habits. Gravity-induced convection would be reduced by a factor related
• . , to the reduction of the residual acceleration (gravity and vehicle motion) and
at the same time permit extended periodsof time for crystal growth with no
. 'ii ! physical supports.
, METHOD
l-\ . Long-term growth of ice crystals would be done using an ice thermal diffusionchamber. The supersaturation relative to ice would be controlled by the
.. absolute temperature at a given point within the character and the temperaturegradient between the two parallel surfaces of such a chamber. The time avail-
able for unsupported crystal growth would be a function of crystal mass, shape,
and residual acceleration level. For extended times, the crystals may be
automatically positioned by utilizing optical, sound or electrical servo devices.
Variables of interest besides pressure, temperature, and supersaturation
relative to ice include electric fields (ac, dc), effects of controlled crystal
motion through air, and effectsof atmospheric "contaminants" on crystal
growth habits.
As an alternateapproach, short-term {tensof seconds) crystal growth could
be studied by use of an expansion chamber. The chamber could utilizecontinued
expansion to make available more moisture for growth and thus simulate the
process which occurs in a natural convective atmosphere (c. f., lZ. Adiabatic
Cloud Expansion). "fhe use of an expansion chamber with walls that are
cooled at a controlled rate would be very desirable. Although this approach
would be pushing the state of the art, long-term goals should give this
approach further consideration.
INSTRUMENTATION
A thermal diffusion chamber requires that the plate surface temperatures be
controlled. The spacing of the plates, their temperature difference, and mean
temperature will determine the level of supersaturation from less than I per-
cent to lO percent. A water surface on the warmer, upper plate would provide
high local supersaturation within the chamber relative to the ice crystals,
S7
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!• : while covering this plate with ice would provide lower supersaturation values.
! In both cases, the lower plate is ice covered. '_
' ',i
• j Crystals in a diffusion chamber (Figure 5- 1) typically grow to 1 mm in a
|
[ few tens of minutes. Crystals 1 mm in length may be conveniently exam-
-.| ined during growth by a long-working-distance (about I0 cm) microscope,
"[ This arrangement sets the design limits for the chamber to be greater than
\ i 2 crn in depth. To examine the temperature range 0°C to -30°C, a chamber
at least I0 cm deep is desirable to distinguish between growth in different
-, temperature regimes. A width/height ratio (aspect ratio} of at least 4 is de-
•" sirable to prevent significant depletion of the downward diffusing vapor by
"_. growing crystals and to minimize wall effects, Hence, preliminary design
•: _":t criteria may be established:
A. Height, 10 cm
B. Diameter, 40 cm
: C. Horizontal cross section cylindrical with optical viewing ports
D. Upper plate temperature range, +10 to -40°C
': E. Lower plate temperature range, -10 to -40°C
F. Total heat load, 60 w
_• -_ Power required by illumination system, 25 w
.- , 2 | I
"__ "_ The efficiency of the refrigeration system must also be considered.
_ ._ It may be necessary to program the wall temperature to prevent ice
:_ crystal growth around the chamber. This will have to be done ,
: _"_ empirically, but a temperature variation to give only a very slight
'._;_I saturation at each level should be sought (Figure 5-Z), resulting in
_j'_/:;."_ an additional heat load of about 20 w. Alternativ_Iy, the walls may
i:.:"._] be maintained at the top temperature, and the aspect ratio increased
,,_!_ to about 8.
G. Time constant. Once the chamber is cooled, its diffusional
• equilibrium time constant, v d' is given by approximately
_¢_
!_,_ h2
2 *1
*-'_- Where h (height) = I0 cm and D (thermal diffusivity) = 0. Z cm sec ,
: the resulting equilibrium time constant T d = 20 sec. Hence, to
i approach 0.5 percent of equilibrium for a given change in conditions •
_:] v_uld take five time constants or about I00 |ec.
.A"
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Figure 5.1. Static Diffusion Ice Chamber
t
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H. Crystal may take 10 minutes to Z hours to grow depending on conditions;
: temperatures must therefore be maintained to 0.2°C (to give saturation
i ratios to 1/Z%) over at least a three-hour period.
t I. Construction: Silver top and base
Plexiglas walls
Cooling by thermo-electric servo loop system,
MEASUREMENTS AND DATA REQUIREMENTS
Time lapse photographs will provide ice crystal geometric shape and size
versus time and thus growth rates. Temperature measurements of the upper
and lower chamber plates and internal chamber pressure along with a known
gas composition will be used to compute the ambient relative humidity as a
function of position within the chamber. Voice recorded commentary would
be utilized at appropriate points durin_ the experiment along with digital
recording of time, temperature, pressure, and relative humidity.
PROCEDURE
Activities Minutes
,-*e Purge chamber Z
• Establish temperature profile between plates, _T 2
• Insert ice or ice nuclei within chamber'-:" 3
• Record plate temperatures and time
• Time lapse photography of crystal growth 10 - 100 ,
..m Recycle for various AT
i
t
CHigh supersaturations would give large ice crystals in minutes while low "[)
supersaturations may take hours.
W
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SCAVENGING EXPERIMENTS
<)
INTRODUC TION
._ Objective
" t Determine the relative and quant,tative importance of thermal (thermophoresis),
diffusional (diffusiophoresis), and Brownian forces in the collection of sub-
\ micrometer aerosol particles by cloud droplets.
.- Applications
Scavenging is an important mechanism that is active in cleansing the atmosphere
of submicrometer aerosol particles. This mechanism is also the process which
• unites man's cloud seeding nuclei with the desired cloud elements in the
modification or control of raip, snow, hail, and fog and is a very important
link between man and weather modification, These experiments will also con-
tribute to the understanding of the scavenging mechanisms involved in the
cleansing of the atmosphere. Experimental data will aid in the determination
of the quantity of seeding material necessary to accomplish a specific weather
modification goal (associated with precipitation processes) and in a better
.
%
_._. ,, understanding of the atmospheric c:eansing processes occurring to reduce '
, t
air pollution.
_*'_ Specific Knowledge Requirement Satisfied
-_ _ Provide collection efficiencies of seeding material and air pollutants by
_'. ,, droplets under various atmospheric conditions.
A.*. ",'
"*•'"_ _t'_",'a'-r°ac_
:,__.: Supercooled droplets and silver iodide particles will be suspended in a measured
.,.,,_ and controlled temperature, pressure and humidity environment, utili--_g the
',:;_ low-gravity conditions of a space platform. Numbers of droplets free-ing per
'_;_:_ unit time (from photographs) under conditions of droplet evaporation, conden-
_ sation, and non-growth will be used to determine the relative effectiveness of
5._,_''_ thermal, di[fusional, and Brownian forces.
', 2
• L_
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: DISC USSION
t ")
Significance
Scavenging of aerosol particles by larger droplets and ice crystals is important
in three areas: cloud physics, air pollution, and weather modification studies.
The cloud microphysics concern is to study the method by which aerosol
particles transform cloud droplets to ice crystals. In air pollution problems,
precipitation scavenging within a cloud is considered the most important method
by which aerosol particles, natural and artificial, are removed from the
atmosphere. In weather modification research, one of the optimizing param-
eters is the size distributionof the seeding aerosol particles, since this
influences the seeding effectiveness. In all three of these facets, there are
detailsof the processes b7 which aerosol particles attach to the cloud drop-
lets which require additionalstudy.
Five major scavenging mechanisms are aerodynamic interception, electrical
interactions,Brownian motion, diffusiophoresls,and thermophoresls. The
lastthree are of interestin this experiment while electricaleffectswill be
considered later.
Zero-Gravity
Terrestrial laboratory studies of the sc_ venging forces usually are performed
using mechanically supported water dropb due to the need for long times and
microscopic observations. Freely falling droplets in a terrestrial laboratory
are not compatible with the necessary observation requirements. As a con-
sequence, thermally conductive mechanical supports introduce uncertainties
about the droplet temperature change resulting from evaporation or condensa-
tion. Thus, laboratory measurements have been made of the diffusiophoretic
forces, but these experiments did not permit the evaluation of thermophoretic
forces. Theoretical considerations are divided as to wh/ch of these forces
are more important and their relative importance to the ever-present Brown-
ian motion.
Zero-gravity would permit free suspo,,sion of both aerosol and droplets. This
situation will provide undisturbed vapor and thermal fields around the droplets.
and thus permit the evaluation of the relative importance of the scavensln8 J
forces.
O8
i
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|METHOD
"_-) The freezing of supercooled water drops will be used as the detector of
aerosol capture where the aerosol will consist of submicron silver iodide
particles. A chamber will be controlled to -10°C. Droplets (a few/cm 3}
"_ and aerosol will be injected within this chamber and the number of droplets
j freezing per unit time will be determined under conditions of droplet
I evaporation, condensation, and non-growth. A comparison of the resulting
! numbers will give the relative effectiveness of the scavenging forces. The\ '1
1 analysis is shown in Figure 6-I.
I'"-,I Condition 1 in Figure 6-I indicates that when a droplet is evaporating the
,.., ! thermal gradient force (T) is inward, the vapor gradicnt force (Vp) is outward.
.: and the Brownian force is inward. The results for condition 2 are for Brownian
forces alone and condition 3 reverses the thermal and vapor gradients. Results
of condition Z permit the elimination of the Brownian effects from conditions 1
and 3. A comparison of conditions 1 and 3 permits an evaluation of their
relative importance and subsequent comparison of these with condition 2 deter-
• mines the relative importance of the three forces.
_ NUCUE_j,__ LIQUIDOaOPi-rT 6T -8. 6V/, -O
T ¥p P
oly'".... _' • • 0
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.. These same experiments will permit some study of the contact nucleation
r,roperties of silver iodide. Under appropriate conditions, certain simple "_
'I
' 'i aspects of droplet shatteringand charge separation may also be included.
INSTRUMENTATION
The experiments will be performed in a thermal ice diffusionchamber, I0 cm
high and 40 cm in diameter. Data collectionwill be in the form of time lapse
photographs which will give the number of droplets freezing as a functionof
time. The chamber humidity willalso be controlled to give the three
conditions stated in the Methods section.
MEASUREMENT AND DATA REQUIREMENTS
Measurements of the plate temperatures and chamber pressure will determine
the average relative humidity distribution within the chamber. As droplets
freeze, their optical properties change. This change is captured on photographic
film along with elapsed time. Analysis of the photographs will provide the
numbers and times necessary for the evaluation of the relative importance of
the scavenging processes. Time lapse photography of droplet freezing rates
will be used along with voice recorded commentary at appropriate points
during the experiment. Digital records and displays of temperature, pressure,
and relative humidity will be used.
PROC EDURE
i
Activitiel, Minutes
-4 Purge chamber 5
@ Establish temperature, pressure and humidity 10
• Inject nuclei and droplets Z
• Photograph droplets 20 "
• Stop when all droplets frozen
.4 Kecycle 3 times at same conditions
•4 Recycle with new chamber conditions
(Evaporation, condensation, equilibrium) .
,.e Recycle with other nuclei types
,)t
m
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RIM!NG AND AGGREGATION EXPERIMENTS
0
INTRODUC TION
Objective
Determine interaction between a superco, led water droplet and an ice surface
during events associated with riming anQ ,.,,raupelformation.
Applications
This process is important in crystal multiplication, cloud electrification, and
riming on aircraft and stationary objects. These data will contribute toward
. lightning control in addition to reduction of damage due to riming of stationary
.. objects such as trees and power lines. These data govern the "when" !in the
lifecycle) and "where" {in the cloud system_ decisions of weather modifications
involving cold precipitation processes.
Specific Knowledge Requiremen_ Satisfied
Provide conditions contributing to the adhesion of the supercooled water
droplet to an ice crystal surface.
 •
, ; Approach
_;,_ Supercooled droplets will be projected at very low velocitiG_ toward an ice
surface or ice crystal within an ice diffusion chamber under var'ous conditions
' " of temperature, pressure, and relative humidity'. This study, through the use
of low relative v-_.ocities, will be possible by utilizing the low-gravity conditions
.'.., of a spac,: plat/o,'m, Photographic _.ata will supply the interaction data while
'_" temperature and pressure measurements define the chamber conditions,
•._ :._
Sigr, lfica.nc e
, ,_ Oraupel and rime form by the accretion and freezing of supercooled water drops
_'_ on a falling ice crystal or on a fixed obstacle in the wind, The nature of this
interaction is of importance for a number of atmospheric processes including '
crystal multiplication and any associated electrification phenomena. The
J
f ,---" ' r R '
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interaction involves the approach of a supercooled drop to the ice e,urface
and its subsequent freezing• There are reports that small supercooled drops 0_
• i:: move around for a period of time on an ice surface without freezing.
• .I Zero-Gravity!
Terrestrial laboratory experiments are complicated because of the need for
"'_ * the control of the relative velocity between the ice and droplet. Also, the
'_ i droplet on the ice must be supported if microscopic observations are to be
ii made. A low=gravity environment will pern,it slow approacb velocities between/.' the droplet and ice, thus permitting detail studies of the interactions between
(,. i.! the droplet and ice. This will also permit the study of the postulated super°
_ ::;_i cooled droplet motion upon an ice surface.
" METHOD
The droplet-ice interaction processes can be studied in detail in the static
thermal diffusion ice chamber in the followin_ way:
_. Supersaturation: Uncharged drops (e.g., I0, I00 ram) are injected at low
velocity and allowed to come to thermal equilibrium, at appropriate super-
_
_._:', , cooling. T' o detailed interaction of the drop is of interest; namely, velocity
'",'¢ 'J of approacl_, instant of freezing, and the freezing mechanism itself. H ice
:":_:_ satelliteparticles are produced, they would be revealed in the prevailing
i,._:i_ high supersaturation.
:':i:J Undersatuation: The top and bottom of (he chamber are maintained at one
,-*_.,._;
.._-,_ temperature (say,-15°C) and the ice crystal is radiantly heated by 2°C to 3°C.
The drop is injected as above. This study is of particular interest for small
drops which may be inhibited in entry b- vapor flux away from evaporating
crystal.
A prelimimary experiment may also be considered at an earlier opportunity:
A drop is injected with very low velocity onto an ice surface. Interaction is
examined by successive strobe photography, with a microscope (Figure 7-I),
The microscope views drop interactions edge on. Drop impaction velocity
Jhould be on the order of 10 _m/sec or less. Its trajectory will be studied by .)
stroboscope and the interaction by direct photography.
74
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Figure 7-1. Low Velocity - Drop Irnpaction Study
t
These studies, carried out at differenttemperatures, will give valuable infor-
mation on the nature of the "liquid" layer on the ice. Precautions must be
taken to use high-purity, single-crystalice. Initiallaboratory studies should t
examine processes occurring as a suspended supercooled drop is brought
close to an ice surface at constant velocity;high-speed camera studies m,_y
also be required.
INSTRUMENTATION
Crystals in a diffusionchamber (Figure 7-2) typicallygrow to a millimeter
in a few tens of minutes. Crystals of millimeter size may be conveniently
examined by a long worldng distance ('-10cm) microscope during growth.
This factor sets the design limits for the chamber, that cannot be less than
~2 cm deep as crystals cannot be conveniently studied, To examine the
temperature range between 0*C to - 30"C, a chamber at least 10-cm deep
O is desirable to distinguishbetween growth in differenttemperature regimes.
A width/height ratio of >5 is desirable to prevent significant delpetion of the
diffusing vapor by growing crystals. Crystals may take I0 rain to 7 hr
JL.=
v
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to grow depending on conditions; temperatures must therefore be maintained to
• :_ _)0.2 ° C (to give saturation l atios to 1/2%) over at least a 3-hr period.
' • .4
" MEASUREMENT AND DATA REOUIREMENTS
• -_
:i
'"i Of specific interest is whether a supercooled droplet moves around on an ice
t
-,.:_ surface. Photographic film will provide this information versus time, as well
". !
as the time to freeze. The ice chamber plate temperatures determine the
t
\ relative humidity distribution within the chamber. The data will be time lapse
• , photographs of droplet-crystal interactions and voice recorded commentary
• _
'_,i during appropriate points of the experiment along with digital recording of
: :", time, temperature, pressure, and relative humidity.
. . ° ,
! °
_ 2
• " ; #,:?
Fbum7.2.S_ Oiffu_'tmChamdxr )
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!-) PROC EDURE
Activities Minutes
• Generate ice surfaces and ice crystal 30
-- -_ Purge chamber 5
• Establish desired thermal equilibrium 20
• Inject and position ice crystal 5
Project droplet diameter d I at crystal 2_Photograph interaction
Reposition crystal 1
Recycle with another droplet d I (10 times}
_J Recycle with droplet d 2 (10 times}
_..R Recycle with new thermal profile (5 values)
The thermal profile will include supersaturated and undersaturated conditions.
Effects of superimposed electric fields will also be studied.
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8. DROPLET-ICE CLOUD INTERACTIONS
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DROPLET-IC E C LOUD INTERACTIONS EIk'PERIMENTS
0
INTRODUC TION
Obj ec tive
Determine the modes and extent of the interactions of ice crystals and super-
cooled water droplets, including the propagation of the ice phase through a
supercooled droplet cloud and the diffusional growth of ice crystals within a
cloud of supercooled droplets under varying conditions of temperature,
pressure, and droplet/crystal concentrations.
Applications
The growth of ice crystals and their proF_gation is important in all attempts to
modify cold precipitation processes (e.g., snow, hail, sleet and thunderstorms}.
The generation of natural ice crystal nuclei has a bearing on the quantity of
nuclei that may be needed to achieve a spec'fic weather modification goal.
Overseeding and underseeding can defeat the original objective.
SpecificKnowledge Requirement Satisfied
Provide information concerning the rate and conditions of the ice crystal growth
and propagation within clouds representing natural concentrations and times,
Approach
A cloud of supercooled droplets will be generated within a cooled chamber
under various conditions of temperature, pressure, and relative humidity.
The low-gravity environment of a space pla_orm will provide the necessary
time for atmospheric realistic diffusional growth of ice crystals within a
supercooled droplet cloud without the normal terrestrial l_mitation of fallout.
Photographic information will provide size and numbers of ice and droplets _ ,
versus time. The effects of electric, sound and optical fields will also be
studied, i
0
m
_ -- , - .
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DISC USSION
-)
;i Significance
q
• The propagation of ice throughout the upper levels of clouds (e.g., thunder-
storm cumuli) has extreme relevance toall attempts to modify weather• Air-
,,:: craft observations have indicated that the numbers of ice nuclei near a cloud
base are often several decades lower than the number of nuclei necessary to
\ explain the rapidity with which the ice phase moves through the upper parts
i:ii!] of a supercooled cloud as determined by radar, An explanation of this rapid
". propagation of the ice phase is the multiplication of ice particles (e. g. , by
droplet breakup upon freezing and ice crystal breakup during collisions).
"',..] These fragments then serve as ice nuclei resulting in the cascading of the ice
i, ::i " phase through the cloud. The extent and conditions for natural ice nuclei
'o production must be known before decisions can be made concerning the quantity
of seeding material that is injected for a specific modification objective.
For some rain and snow processes, too many nuclei cause competition for
_,, " the available water among the generated ice crystals. This results in small
,: crystals which have less probability of forming rain-size precipitation. At
the other extreme, too few seeding nuclei would not release the thermo-
": dynamics of a precipitation system that would result in precipitation. Each
f
_i:!_'"-":'.4_i precipitation process has different seeding requirements, and a knowledge of
• _ the total natural and man-injected nuclei properties must be available.
Another important aspect of the cold precipitation process is the growth of ice
' ' crystals within a cloud of supercooled water droplets. The crystal types
.._.._;,, and rate of growth of multiparticles must be studied. Such studies will provide
[--' " i an indication of the conditions and times under which seeding must be done to
2._::,,.,- '_ have effectivenes for a specific weather modification goal.
: ":?'_:_":i maximum s
'_'_:_"_._5!_ place during the ice phase of precipitation growth. Each aspect of these
_:4:| processes must be studied separately involving only a few particies under very
_,_. '-_ controlled laboratory conditions before a process can be fully understood in
_ relation to its complex interaction with the environment. For this reason,
: many of the classes of experiments proposed for zero-gravity, as in a "_
J
Imi_:_,:_
, ,_:_ IR 1
mm I eli i _ l
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terrestrial laboratory, deal with single or few particles to isolate specific
processes for detailed studies.
A necessary step in understanding the complete atmospheric precipitation
process is to simulate a large parcel of particles for the study and observation
of several microphysical processes proceeding simultaneously. It is _is
latter aspect to which this experiment is directed. Once individual processes
such as diffusion growth and conditions for droplet splintering are understood,
then the complex interaction studies can better be approached. Effects of
sound, optical, and electrical fields will also be studied in relation to the ice-
droplet interactions.
These experiments also will be used to provide knowledge as to the extent to
which inadvertent weather modification takes place due to man (e. g.,
through pollution and urban development).
Zero-Gravity
:i. Observations in the terrestrial laboratory are limited by particle fallout and
._ to some extent convection, which are both gravity-driven. Observation times
'%
.,'. are limited to milliseconds in small expansion chambers, seconds in dif-
'" '" fusion chambers, and tens of seconds in very large chambers, With the
_ii_: large chambers, convection prevents the continuous observation of specific
"' particles, while for the smaller chambers, the seconds available are not
"_ enough compared to the minutes available within natural atmospheric clouds.
, ". ,. A low-gravity environment would permit the observation of individual crystals
....... : and droplets for times that are representative for atmosphere-relevant
:- '.f
/ processes.
"_ .,_
......_., METHOD
:':_:: The nucleation of ice and ice crystal growth within a supercooled cloud of i
:i_)_!_ droplets is used as representative experiments of this class, i
A cloud of supercooled droplets will be injected into a thermally controlled
chamber. Ice or water surfaces will provide an appropriate humidity- *
O controlled environment. For anumber of the observations, the chamber will be
raised to near saturation at or above freezing temperature by the use of a
m
........... -e- ,.
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/. purge and humidification system. A cloud of water droplets will then be "_t
i injected into the chamber. As the chamber is then cooled below freezing, the .J
,i air will become saturated and the supercooled droplets will grow or
•i evaporate as a function of the initial relative humidity and pressure, as well
as the final temperature and pressure. At a selected final condition of
temperature and relative humidity, some ice nuclei will be injected to pro-
"_ duce a few ice crystals. As the supercooled droplets freeze, visual and
\ photographic observations will be made of the freezing of adjacent droplets
and the resulting ice phase propagation, as a consequence of droplet splinter-
ing (ice multiplication), The application of sound, optical, and electric fields
will also be studied in relation to their influence on the ice phase propaga-
tion (e. g., due to electric field-driven charged particles generated by
freezing supercooled droplets).
Observations will also be made of the ice crystal type and growth rate at the
expense of adjacent supercooled droplets as a function of ambient pressure,
. temperature, and relative humidity. These observations will include, e. g,,
the rates of evaporation of adjacent droplet and a measure of the sphere of
_ influence for an ice crystal (i. e., that volume from which an ice crystal
•..... t draws water vapor at the expense of the surrounding supercooled water
t
o @
I droplets). The variables of interest include droplet and crystal concentrations
_'i!-j and sizes, rates of growth, ambient temperature, pressure, relative humidity
/. _! along with presence and magnitude of electric, sound and optical fields.
...... INSTRUMENTATION
",''! The ice chamber geometr t with a depth of 10 cm and diameter of 40 cm willi¢.-_
2 be suitable for these experiments. In this case, both controlling surfaces will
ii be cooled to the same temperature te provide a saturated atmosphere. Vibrating
needle droplet generators will provide the necessary droplets with control}ed
surface charge. Vibrating orifice aerosol generators are available that pro-
duce aerosols from tens to below O. Ol micrometer diameter nuclei with a
diameter spread of less than I percent for a fixed generation setting. Aerosol
mass and size distributions can be determined with a Whitby instrument,
while photographic and optical detectors will provide size, position, and
ice/liquid determinations. .')
|
- j
I
. l2 '
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• |_'_ MEASUREMENTS AND DATA REC)UIREMENTS
".. Time lapse photographic data will provide information concerning the physical
properties and changes of the ice-dropletcloud. Vocal recorde: commentary
will be utilizedat appropriate points during the experiment ,.:add,tionto the
digitalrecording of time, temperature, pressure, and relativehup.,idity.
:' Holographic and single-exi')sureand multiple-exposure interferometry
would both be very beneficialdue to the desired depth of fieldand the rate of
i.\ change information that is needed.
.- PROC EDURE
'" Activities Minutes
•" ,4., ,:;
-,_ Purge chamber 5
! i. • Establish humidity and thermal equilibrium (+5"C) 15
: • Starttime-lapse photographs (l/second)
• Injectdroplets (I to 1,000 per cm 3) 3
; " • Cool chamber to subfreezing temperature 15
• Inject ice nuclei 3
• Visually obsez've freezing and growth of ice crystals Z0
=_ • Stop camera
,_ . . .-@ Recycle to other final relative humidity and temperature
.:. -4 Recycle other droplet sizes
<,i_.':L. .-4 Recycle other droplet/crystal concentrations
, ,._ ._.' -4 Recycle with electric, optical, sound fields
.... " • ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
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9. HOMOGENEOUS NUCLEATION (ICE)
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HOMOGENEOUS NUCLEATION (ICE) EXPERIMENTS
0
INTRO DUC TION
Objective
Determine the homogeneous freezing distributionof droplets as a functionof
time, degree of supercooling, and droplet diameter under conditions of no
physical supports.
Application
Cloud droplets in the atmosphere often exist at temperatures to -20"C and
sometimes tu -35"C before freezing. Most indications _tre that -40"C is the
lower limit at which a small supercooled droplet can exist before it will
spontaneously freeze. While the question of heterogeneous freezing (using
ice nuclei) is very germane to weather modification, the phenor_ena of
homogeneous freezing is of theoretical interest and sets the framework for
the important heterogeneous freezing. Also in arctic cities (e.g., Nome,
Alaska), ice fogs occur when temperatures faL below -35"C and thus, in such
locations, the properties of homogeneoL1s nucleation are of great interest.
._ _ Specific Knowledge Requirement Satisfied
:_ , Provide information concerning freezing probabilities versus free-floating
_':-: droplet diameters under atmospheric conditions.
• Approach
: -.., , A monodispersed layer of droplets will be injected into a thermally controlled
_,_., chamber which can be cooled slowly but steadily down to temperatures of at
,'_>_ least -40" C, The low-qravity condition of a sp4ce platform will eliminate all
,," .-. uncertainties about contaminations arising from various methods of
" :'_ suspension as used in terrestrial laboratories. Photofjraphic recordin 8 will
t-_:,'i"! provide data on numbers of ice and droplets versus temperature and time.
._*.,,._. The optical scatterinj properties of ice are used to dlstinsuish it from liquid
_..... droplets.
] 973020942-08 ]
' DISC USSION
] Significance4
t
The formation and behavior of clouds are, in part, regut_.ted by the micro-
•,_ physical processes active in the formation, development, and behavior of the
individual droplets. The mechanisms by-,hich atmospheric nuclei become
acticated and grow to cl_ ad size dl'oplets is not completely understood. The
!
heterogeneous nucleation process is complicated by tile presence of a foreign
particle which is usually of unknown compor, ition and possesses surface1
":I properties which are not readily characterized. Even the simplest of
'l nucleation processes, the homogeneous nucleation of liquid droplets from the
, , vapor, is rot fully understood. Although homogeneous nucleation does not
'; j occur in the atmosphere, the concepts established through its study will form
a foundation upon which an understanding of the heterogeneous nucleation
process can be developed. Therefore, a qt,",ltitative understanding of the
¢
• homogeneous nucleation process must precede our comprehension of the more
comvlex heterogeneous nucleation process.
Homogeneous nucleation is a function of time and tempexature, as well as of the
, %'
characteristics of the "pure" water such as the specific surface free energy
of the crystal/liquid interface. A possible result of homogeneous nucleation
_i,_: , experiments is the determination of the fre_ energy of this crystal/liquid
_ _: interface which cannot be accurately measured or calculated in any other way.
:' _i'i"_'{I Various physical supports and errors in droplet surface temperature deter-minations due to free fall h ve not yet given a reliable de rmin tion of this
r
quantity.
Zero- Oravlty
Many o; the homogeneous nucleation experiments have been performed with
the water droplets on polished metallic plates between two immiscible liquids
or with the liquid sealed within '.he glass or quartz tube. All ot these methods
involve surl_ace contact which can modify the surface free energy of the droplet
and, thus, the support media can serve as nucleation sites. Of these methods,
the two liquid approach appears to be the best. Small droplets can be frozen
while _ree-falllng through a temperature gradient. Some diftlcult¥ is ? ,
i
m
_ . _ -- as. .m
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e×perionced here in knowing the actual droplet temperature at the time of
O freezing. A potential solution to a number of these problems is the free
-3
suspensio, of droplets In air under low'-gra,;ity condiLions (e.g., IO g), as
i1 available on a space platf_)rm. These expevirnents can then be performed
over extended time pt.riods with slow rates of cooling to eliminate thermal
time lag problems and performed without surface contact wit..t a foreign
material.
\
METItOD
A cloud of pure _ater droplets will be injected into a thermally controlled
chamber while the chamber is above freezing (e.g., +5"C). Then the
• chamber will be cooled slowly, less than 0.5°C per minute, and photographic .
data taken at 0. I'C inter_als. Because of volume of data required, holo-
graphic techniques would be ideally suited. These data would provide sizes
and numbers of droplets and crystals versus time, temperature, and rate of
cooling. Cooling continues until all droplets have frozen which will take place
by about -40"C depending on dropl.et characteristics{such as volume). Surface
area and volume dependence of this statistical freezing will be studied b5
.. inserting clouds wh;_h all have the same total liquid volume but diffe:',nt .
; 5: pint diameter (i.e., different surface areas). Consideration mu,Jt be given
' ... ",'_ maximum allowable droplet/crystal density that will avoid diffusion
': interaction of adjacent particles. Other clouds with tile same surface areas
' but different total liquid volumes will provide further infer.nation concerning
•_ volume and surface area dependence of homogeneous freezing. At present,
most results favor the volume dependence, but experimental uncertainties and
/_. difficulties leave room for some question about this.
. _-_" INSTRUMENTATION
_" The thermally controlled chamber will be capable of beii_g slowly and uniforr,My
-p_
,. cooled to temperatures _s low as -40"C. Special precautions must be taken to
., prevent ice nucleation on the walls of the chamber. Non-nucleating fluids show
_ the most promise below -20" C, while special teflon surfaces are adequate above
_: this temperature. Droplet injection techniques are avail_ble whic. _, permit
" placement of individual droplets within a few mlllimeter_ of a desired location.
In this way, a single layer of droplets, appropriately spaced to pre,,ent
--. IIli
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i
interactions, can be provided to conform to the depth of field limitations of
-' a normal camera system. Holographic techniques would remove this ._/
' restriction, permitting mucb more information to be collected at a given
.' time because of its volume recording capabilities.
.:]
1
MEASUREMENT AND DATA REQUIREMENTS
.. Photographic records will provide the basic information on droplet and
\ : crystal numbers, spacing, and sizes walch is to be correlated with cooling rates,
t temperature, time, and ambient relative humidity. Vocal recorded
i
• ! commentary will be utilized throughout the experiment along with digit,tl
: _ recording of time, temperature, pressure, and relative humidity. Analog
:i displays of these variables will also be available during the experiment.
PROCEDURE
Activities Minutes
_t .-o Purge chamber {very clean) 30
• Establish thermal equilibrium (+5°C) 15
; • Start time lapse camera
" • Inject droplet cloud (1 per cm 3
., ---i • _ ool chamber slowly (0.5°C/min) 90 max. ,
i" _t • b _p camera when all droplets have frozen
k t i,
._ , L_ Recycle for other total liquid droplet volume (4)
_: ! Recycle for other total droplet surface areas(4)
;_ °J Recycle for other cooling rates '
!'2",*,
•,.. , q
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INTRODUCTION
Objective
Determine the conditions and frequency of d,-oplet freezing due to collisions
of supercooled droplets as a function of droplet size, impact energy, and
various ambient conditions of tempe ratu -e, pressure, and relative humidity.
Effects of electric and sonic fields will also be investigated.
Application
The ice propagation through supercooled clouds has been observed to be rapid
and has not been accounted for by measurements of ice nuclei at cloud base.
An understanding of all mechanisms contributing to the "rapid glaciation" of
- clouds has important impact on all attempts to modify clouds producing hail
= and snow. An understandin£ of this propagation of the ice phase would permit
more realistic estimates of how mu_.a seeding material is needed for weather
_" modifications of hail.- and lightning-associated precipitation processes.
- q
:, Specific Knowledge Requirement Satisfied
_, _ Provide information concerning the relationship between supercooled droplet
=('_:: collisions and the ice phase propagation within a cloud.
.:'%,
"iil,1' ; Experiments of supercooled droplet freezing during collision will be studied
._!_'"_i in a static ice diffusion chamber, utilizing the low-gravity environment of a
_,_ space platform to provide time and lack-of-physical droplet support. Photo- _,
_b/?_ graphic data will provide velocity and impact parameters. Chamber plate {
.<_ temperature will determine the relative humidity and temperature of the
,':_. chamber. Observations will also be made for droplet splintering wheneverb:_-"
_?;<:_ freezing does occur, i _
!
:_._'_ DISCUSSION
The propagation of ice throughout the upper levels of clouds (e. g., thunder-
• storm cumuli) has extreme relevance to all attempts in weather modification.
. -
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!- Aircraft observations have indicated that the number of ice nuclei near cloud _
._ bases are ofte_l several decades lower than the number of nuclei necessary to -P
t
ii explain the rapidity with which the ice phase moves through the upper parts
of a supercooled cloud as determined by radar. A contribution to this rapid
propagation of the ice phase could be through _upercooled droplet freezing as
1 a result of droplet-droplet collisions. Any fragmentation due to freezing would
further accelerate the glaciation process since these fragments would then1
"\ serve as ice nuclei, resulting in the cascading of the ice phase through the
cloud.
I
i The extent and conditions for n,_tural ice nuclei production must be known
• i before a decision can be made concerning the quantity of man-injected seeding
•1 material that is needed for a specific modification objective. For some rain
and snow processes, too many nuclei cause competition among the generated
ice crystals for the available water, resulting in small crystals which have
less probability of forming precipitation. At the other extreme, too few
3 seeding nuclei would not release the thermodynamics of a precipitation system
:,. that would result in precipitation. Each precipitation process has different
< : seeding requirements and a knowledge o£ the total natural and man-injected
_._ .' nuclei must be available.
"_ t Any process which causes a change in the surface free energy or other
-'' characteristics of a droplet can potentially contribute to the initiation of the
L-'-I
:"_:i freezing process. Collision processes are k-,own to play an important role
._ in the growth cycle of ice and liquid p_trticles and, thus, the aspect of the
_.:_,"_ collision-induced freezing must be considered.
_' '_
¢ _:. Zero-Gravity
_,:::_ Gravity-induced motion hinders precise control of droplet-droplet interaction
. ":'_ studies in a terrestrial laboratory. Experiments performed within a wind
1_" o," tunnel do not permit the sir,;ultaneous suspension of la_.ge narticles and the
" ._] detection of any resulting fragmentation of the freezing droplets. Wind
":i_ tunnel experiments at the University of California at Los Angeles have
i "_ conclusively shown that droplet distortion does often occur upon freezing, but
':_ any possible determination of loss of mass is masked by the unknown change ;_
_IA_] in aerodynamic drag from liquid to distorted solid particle. Droplets of a
-
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rgiven mass have a single fall velocity in a terrestrial laboratory; consequently,
collisions with controlled impact energy are very difficult. This control is
necessary if the physical process is to be understood.
The low-gravity environment of a space laboratory will permit controtled
motion and placement of large supercooled water droplets. Impact velocity
(i,e., energy) can be varied over a large rar.ge for various droplet diameters
to determine under what condition_ collision-induced freezing may occur.
The low-gravity environment will permit detailed observations of the droplet
surface before, during, and after the collision. The low-gravity environment
will also permit any resulting small ice fragments to be grown to detectable
dimensions, which is presently either very difficult or impossible.
METHOD
Supercooled droplets will be placed within an ice diffusion chamber. The
chamber will provide thermal and relative humidity control. Other droplets
will be injected on a collision course with various velocities and impact
parameters. Photography will provide the data acquisition for droplet sizes,
velocity, and surface characteristics before, during, and after collision. The
chamber will also provide the necessary supersaturation for growth of any
resulting ice fragments, providing numbers and possibly crystal character-
istics. The addition of sound and electric fields will also contribute to the
study of this potential freezing mechanism and associated electrification
processes.
INSTRUMENTATION
The static diffusion ice chamber 10 centimeters in depth and 40 centimeters
in diameter will provide the necessary temperature and relative humidity
controls. Droplet production techniques are available that permit individual
droplets to be accurately placed within the designated area. Thus, an array
of target droplets, appropriately spaced to prevent interactions, would permit
efficient utilization of experiment time. There are several potential tech-
niques available for the projection of droplets with precise velocity and
direction control for collisions. The demands on the optical resolution of the
medium-speed camera are greatly relaxed in a low-gravity environment since
larger droplets can be used to simulate the dynamics of smaller droplets.
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Electric field plates and acoustical sources will be placed within the
.)
chambers providing acoustical waves from a few hertz to a few kilohertz and
• } electric fields to several kilovolts per centimeter.
.:_ MEASUREMENTS AND DATA REQUIREMENTS
The ambient relative humidity will be computed from the physical laws
' i governing static diffusion chambers. The plate temperatures and presenceJ
"\ .! of ice or liquid surfaces control the relative humidity within the chamber.
] Stroboscopic and/or medium-speed photography will provide the necessary
• ,:, droplet characteristics before, during, and after collision including relative
.
'_ velocities and drop dimensions. Commentaries will be recorded throughout
":•i the experiment along with digital records for time, temperatures, pres-
_::_ sure, vnd relative humidity, Digital and analog displays of these variables
will also be available for experiment monitoring and decision making.
5. PROCEDURE
_, Activitie s Minute s
: --@ Purge chamber I0
..... • Thermal and vapor equilibrium (+5"C) 15
"_ • Start camera
,._.,? • Insert and position target drops 3
• Cool to subfreezing operating temperature 10 ,
i,? ....:J
:." _ • Inject droplet at target 2
_',.-i • Grow any ice fragments generated 5
;.. ,..,q
._,_ • Determine any particle electrHication charge 3
"_ ':' .4 Recycle with other droplets (100)
@:_,_ .-4 Recycle with other temperatures (5!
_;_ .-@ Recycle with electric fields 131
....... ,.i _ Recycle with sc, und fields (3)
)
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) SUPERCOOLED-WATER SATURATION VAPOR PRESSURE EXPERIMENT
INTRODUCTION
Objective
Determine the saturation vapor pressure of supercooled water.
Applications
Vapor pressure controls the driving force for ice crystal growth within a
zupercooled droplet cloud. This quantity is inherently vital to the modifica-
tion of all cold precipitation processes involved in such weather as hail, snow,
and cold fogs. _'hese data govern the "when" (in growth cycle} and "where"
(in cloud system} decisions of weather modification involving these cold
precipitation processes.
Specific Knowledge Requirement Satisfied
Define diffusional growth parameters of ice within a supercooled water
cloud.
Approach
Unsupported water drops will reach thermal and vapor equilibrium within a
t
temperature-controlled chamber utilizing the low-gravity conditions of a
space platform. Measured vapor pressures as a function of droplet
temperature will be compared with theory. X-ray measurement of molecular
ordering within supercooled water should also be made.
DISCUSSION
Significance
The measurement of this vital parameter, the saturation vapor pressure over
supercooled water, will verify or correct the theoretical values obtained
through integration of the Clasius-Claperyon equation. The tabulated values
of this vapor pressure are not corrected for departures due to nonideality.
A more complete knowledge of the vapor pressure parameters will facilitate
the computations of ice crystal and iroplet growth at temperatures below
lm
I _ I "_,'q
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ifreezing, thereby permitting a closer approximation tr_ the diffusional growth
] of ice crystals, which is of vital importance to weather modification. ,_]
.I
,'_
•_ Zero-Gravity
1 The measurement of the saturation vapor pressure over supercooled water
• _ becomes tractable under zero-gravity conditions, since normal terrestrial
• limitations of mechanical supports or containing mechanisms can be eliminated.
\ This lack of physical support greatly reduces the probability that a drop will
freeze, and hence eliminates the major terrestrial obstacle of measurement
of the vapor pressure over liquid water at subfreezing temperatures.
METHOD
• The equilibrium vapor pressure over supercooled water will be measured by
injecting a number of liquid water droplets into a temperature-controlled
chamber. The chamber gas will consist only of water vapor at a pressure
near the initialequilibrium vapor pressure at +5.0°C. The vapor pressure
and droplet temperature {infrared measurement) will be measured at l°C
'. intervals between +5.0°C and -30°C.
t
INSTRUMENTATION
A special chamber 30 cm in diameter will be used. The walls of the chamber
_.I must not nucleate ice or water; that is, there can be no deposition on the
r :
w_lls of the chamber. This is especially true for ice which has a lower vapor
, pressure than water. The inside surface of the chamber will be coated with '
_ thin film of teflon or polethylene for temperatures to -20"C and a silicone
fluid film below -20"C to prevent nucleation. The chamber walls mus'. also be
isothermal. The temperature of the chamber will be electronically lowered in
_'_'_ steps, with sufficient duration at each temperature, to permit thermal and_..i; ',
-';tJ vapor equilibrium. The equilibrium temperature and vapor pressure will
then be recorded. The pressure transducer will have a resolution of one part
in 10 5 and temperature readout and control of O. OI'C.
.,_ MEASUREMENT AND DA_'A REQUIREMENTS
_s The chamber internal temperature and pressure will determine the desired
vapor pressure versus temperature, as long as wall condensation is not taking _, i
place. Photographs utilising the change in optical scatterin_ from liquid to )
_ I 104 i
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I
[..-.%._j ice determine when droplets freeze. Periodic photographs of droplet sizej and distribution will be taken. Voice recorded commentary will be utilized
J at appropriate points during the experiment along with digital recording of
._ time, temperature, and pressure Digital and analog visual displays will
J also be used during the experime_ _.
"_ PROCEDURE
Activities Minutes
Evacuate chamber 5
• Pressurize to 25 millibars with water vapor 5
Establish temperature equilibrium {initial+5"C) I0
_I_ Inject a number of droplets (200 micron diameter) 5
Establish temperature and vapor equilibrium 10
Record temperature and pressure
Lower temperature (in I. 0*C steps) 5
Recycle (until droplets freeze)
Recycle with new droplets
. . ACKNOW LEDGMENTS
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ADIABATIC CLOUD EXPANSION SIMULATION EXPERIMENT
INTRODUCTION
Objective
Duplicate in time and conditions the early portion of the life cycle of a parcel
of air involved in an atmospheric precipitation process.
Application
A better understanding cf how nuclei and earl 7 growth processes react to
actual adiabatic expansions will give a better insight to precipitation proc-
esses. This insight will then contribute to directing man's attempt in modi-
fying weather. These early adiabatic growth phases are irnport-_ _ in
convective cloud formation under both warm and cold conditions and set the
Itage for the determination of the resulting precipitation form (e. g., rain,
hail, and lightning).
Specific Knowledge Requirement Satisfied
Provide nucleation and early droplet growth characteristics of a complete
adiaba_ir expansion li(e cycle under more realistic conditions of water
vapor supply and temperature.
Approach
A cloud of nuclei in a 1/15 cubic meter volume will be nucleated and grown
through one or more life cycles of expansion and co.npressions within a
therrns]_y cooled-wall expansion chamber. The low-sravity c_ndittons of a s
space platform will be utilised to provide the _ _cessary time without fallout
and convection. Photojraph/c data will provide cloud droplet siae and num-
bers versus time. CoolinB the chamber walls at th_ same rate that the air
is cooled by expansion will _ssure adiabatic conditim, s for the five to
20 minute expansion cycles.
DISCUSSZON
Knowledse of nuclo&tion and e_rly 8towth history of cloud _ replete plays _t
in_0orta_t role in 811 weather mo_fica_ion attempts. Thle ,_arly history and
the resultin8 droplet else _tstribution aster ,Anes the later 8rowth pa._tern
(e. 8. • whether a cloud will proL_ce rain or whether the. -e are too many
IO0
t
J
/In m ....... '..........
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; droplets with too narrow a size distribution resulting in a _-1o1:,] b_t no
j precipitation)•SmMl changes in the nuclei characteristic_caused by natural
I or man-produced pollutionproducts could change the InitiM nucleation and1
early growth characteristics of cloud droplets, resultingin inad,,::'tent
weather modification.
Nucleation and early growth are representative of the many processes which
take place during precipitation growth cycles. Each aspect Gf these processes\
must be studied separately invalving only a few particles under very con.-
trolled laboratory nditions before a process can be better understood in
relation to its complex interaction with the environment. For this reason,
many of the c.,,sses of experiments proposed fu_ ,_ro-gravity, as in a
terrestrial laborat_ry, deal with single or few particles in order to isolate
specific processes for detailed studies.
P
_ A necessary st-'p in understanding the complete precipitation cycle is to
simulate a large parcel of particles for the study and to observe several
processes proceeding simultaneously. It is this latter aspect to which this
experiment is directed. Once individual processes such as nucleation and
: _ early diffusion growth are understood, tl_en the complex interaction studies
' can better be approached. Effects of sound, optical and electrical fields will
also be studied in relation to the droplet-droplet and droplet-environment
interactions.
@ ,
A slow adiabatic expansion of s parcel of air contair:i_ condensation and ice
".-' nuclei will simulate an actual growth cycle within a cumulus cloud.; _, / +*
,; •,
Effects of eleet,'ical, optical, and electrical fields will also be studied as
,_,,-. the same parcel of air is taken through several growth cycles.
•_:"_i_1• Zero- Gr_vit_.
,_ ,_ Expaknsion chambers in terrestrial laboratories are Rre'_y restricted by
,, gravity-induced convection and fallout. Convection driven by thermal
.... . gradients around the walls is being controlled somewhat by cooling the
chamber walls at the same rate as the expanding _hamber air. This approach
has the potential of extending experiment observation from tens of mfUisec-
onds to & few seconds. The new l/reSt is detern-t_ed by a droplet _ fall )
110
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/-_ velocity and chamber dimensions. These restrictionsdictatethe use of
• larger supersaturations to obtain shorter growth times which are in turn gen-
'i:I' erally not representative of the processes in the earth's atmosphere. These
• '] initial processes of nucleation and growth are not gravity-dependent; thus, the
I performance of these studies in a low-gravity environment would provide a
"i potential solution to the above terrestrial limitations. Because of the
importance of this step in studying multi-process interactions, this experi-
:.\ , m..t has been proposed to be performed in a low-gravity laboratory facility.
1
• " Ice and conden._aticn nuclei will be placed in varying numbers and composi-
" -_ tions in a spherical expansion chamber about 30 cm in diameter. The wails
_' _ of the chamber will be cooled in synchronization with the expanding adiabatic
cooling of the chamber air. The condensation nuclei will activate and grow.
Some of the studies will include expansion to subfreezing temperatures to
-! include the ice phase. Nucleation and growth characteristics of droplets and
j ice will be studied in relation to expansion rates, nuclei concentrations and
J compositions, and initial relative humidities, and will consider the variablesi
i of electrical, optical, and acoustical fields. The effects on nucleation and ,
growth of various "pollutants*' injected into the system will also be studied.
The prime advantage of a low-gravity environment is that slow expansion
representative of fogs can be studied under more realistic supersaturation
and elapsed time conditions. Visual and photographic data will provide the
necessary data for analysis. Holographic volume recording techniques would
be ideally suited for this study for particles greater than a few micrometers
in diameter. Optical scatter measurements would provide some information
concerning the particle growth from 0.3 to 3 micrometers. Auxiliary equip-
ment is available to provide initial aerosols {nuclei) and their size
distributions.
INSTRUMENTATION
For observation and realism purposes, the chamber should be spherical with
provisions for expansion to a radially symmetric form about the viewed volume.
These considerations would provide for minimal movement of the particles at
O the of the chamber. For of tens of seconds durationcenter expansions
111
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•i (e.g., in the study of the nucleationphase involvingmany particles),the walls
I
l
of the chamber would not have to be cooled. For the main part of this study, °'_
the walls do need to be cooled at a rate equal to the adiabaticcooling of the
chamber air due to itsexpansion. This process would easily provide tens of
minutes of observation time. The lack of falloutalso permits the same nuclei
to be cycled several times, providing information concerning history and
memory effectson collectionof particles and the resultinge£fectson the
droplet size distributionwithin the realisticgrowth environment of an
adiabaticexpansion.
MEASUREMENTS AND DATA REQUIREMENTS
Photographs, possibly holography, will provide the droplet-ice concentration,
position and motion information. Optical scattering data will provide some
information for submicrometer particles. The Raman technique shows promise
for providing molecular identification and concentrations of the air and pollu-
tants within the chamber. Recorded vocal commentaries will be made during
appropriate points of the experiment along with the digital recording of tem-
perature, pressure, time, and relative humidity. Digital and analog displays
will also be available for experimenter monitoring and decisions.
PROCEDURE
Ac tivitie s Minute 8
"_ Purge chamber I0 ,
• Thermal equilibrium (+Z5*C) 15
• Inject nuclei 5
_mrt expansion rate
• Photograph periodically
,
• _:xpand to designated temperature 5 to 30
• Contract 5 to 30 '
•.4 Repeat cycle
•--e Recycle with other concentr&tions
•--e Recycle with other nuclei
m.e Recycle with pollutants
_-e Kecy_le with electric, optical and acoustical I
./
111
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ICE NUCLEI MEMORY EXPERIMENTS
INTRODUC TION
Objective
Determine the effect of an ice nuclei's history on its ability to initiate
(nucleate) the ice phase.
\
Applications
These data are important in weather modification efforts of all cold pre-
cipitation processes such as eccur in snow, hail, and cold fogs. Proper
seeding decisions will permit the redistributionof snow (e.g., over water-
shed control areas, recreation areas, and away from lake-located metro-
politan areas such as Buffalo, New York). These experiment data will
contribute to the "where" (inthe cloud system) decisions of weather
modification.
Specific Knowledge Requirement; Satisfied
Determine necessary nuclei pre-conditioning (natural and/or artificial) for
optimum utilization toward a specific weather modification goal.
• Approach
Nuclei activation efficiencies will be studied within a thermally controlled
expansion chamber under variJus cycles of temperature, relative humidity,
and pressure utilizing the low-gravity conditiona of a space platform. The
! relativehumidity is determined by the initialand finaltemperature and
• pressure of the chamber. Analysis of photographs containingnumbered ice
crystals versus time in conjunction with the cycled ambient conditionswill
determine many of the history effects.
DISC USSION
Si_nific ance
The formation of ice phase in the atmosphere and particularly in supercoole_
clouds ia of great importance in understanding the evolution of the clouds and( J
- in modifying them. In order to estimate the number of ice nucleations in the
117
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clouds, the concentration of ice nuclei particles can be measured byintro-
; ducing warm air samples into proper cold chambers. However, it is known
. that some ice nuclei can retain "memory" on their surfaces under a dry con-
I
dition if ice nucleation has previously occurred on them or the particles have
experienced a very low temperature. Therefore, the nuclei with memory
I can form ice crystals at higher temperatures. This memory effect
!
disappears if the sample is warmed before testing.
I In order to understand the phase change of a supercooled cloud, the number• of ice crystals, as well as the mechanism of formation, needs to be clarified
with respect to the cloud condition. Measurements of ice nuclei in warmed
sample air do not take into account the ice nuclei with memory nor ice
crystals formed by fragmentations of _ce crystals or other mechanisms.
Concerning the memory effect of ice nucleation, the proposed mechanisms
are controversial. Fukuta suggests a capillary mechanism for the memory
effect for a strongly cooled sample, although he does not deny the possibility
of the surface memory mechanism. This study is directed to clarify this
controversial memory mechanism.
Zero- G r avi .t_
The settling of aerosol particles as well as formed ice crystals presents a
serious problem when the experiment cycling must be repeated more than
once for the same aerosol sample. It may be expected that the number of
ice nuclei with the surface memory will decrease in proportion to the smoke
coagulation and the number with capillary memory will increase with respect
to the extent of the coagulation, at least at the beginning. The particle settling
acts toward reducing the number. If the settling is allowed, it induces an
additional complication. The low-gravity condition of the space platform is
ideal and allows one to perform a clear-cut experiment without convection
and particle fallout.
METHOD
Samples are mostly organic ice nuclei compounds, but some inorganic com-
pounds such as lead and silver iodide can be used. Soil samples of various
!
kinds should also be tested. The soil 8ample test allows determination of
11fJ
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_', whether or not there is any memory effect in freely suspended particles in
air, but does not serve the purpose of distinguishing the possible mechanism
LJ
of the memory effect.
'_ The experimental procedure is as follows. Organic smoke particles prepared
by a LaMer-Sinclair Generator or the Denver University Smoke Generator
are introduced into the conditioning chamber. The smoke particles in the
i_ chamber will age by coagulation with each other and with the wall. The smokeparticle concentration should be about 105/cc so that the coagulation pro-
ceeds at a proper rate. At a given time interval, approximately an hour, a
small amount of smoke sample is introduced into the cold expansion chamber.
The expansion chamber is kept at a subfreezing temperature T 1 (see Fig-
ure t3- 1) with a supezcooled fog created by injecting the steam from the
steam source. The ice nucleation proceeds in the fog. After photographing and
confirming the number and concentration of nucleated ice particles by the
light beam method (illuminate a small, known volume of the cold chamber and
T, T3 i
RAPID ADIABATIC...... JCOMPRESSION
OoC .......
!
T2
NEARLYISOTHERMAL_
TI TI' I ,! ._,--.,4,..,,---
TEST FIRSTNUCLEATION_Nid_()R.Y SURVIVAL_ MEMORY1ZSTMEMORYDESTRUCTION
¢1
0
Figure13-1. Proceuof Adlebati©ExpansionC:haml)e"for MemoryStudy
i i ill • |all , liD
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count the number of ice crystals with the naked eye), the chamber is quasi-
isothermally and therefore relatively slowly expanded by maintaining the '_}
same temperature at the wall until the pre.csure reaches a predetermined
v&lue P"I from the initial value of P1- During this course, both the total
pressure of the chamber at which the ice crystals have just sublimed, P' 1,
and the tempera_are of air, T' 1, will be measured. This point is under
ice saturation. Therefore, from P'I, T'I, P"I, and T 1 one can estimate the
., _: relative humidity of the air (RH) atthe P"I position. This dry condition of the
chamber will last for about Z0 minutes. Then the chamber wall temperature
,._ will quickly be raised slightly above the threshold temperature of the ice
nucleation T 2 (about 2°C warmer than the threshold), and the chamber air
. will slowly be compressed until the predetermined ice saturation point is
reached at temperature T 2. A small amount of moisture will be introduced
from the steam source and the number of ice crystals formed in the given
volume of the light beam will be counted.
If any ice crystals are detected here, it is a sign that the memory exists. In
order to confirm tbe memory effect, the air will be heated t_p to temperature
T 3, say to 10 ° C, by a rapid adiabatic compression coupled with the chamber
• wall warming. After holding the warm condition for one minufe, the system
' will be quickly cooled back to the previous condition by adiabatic expansion
coupled with the wall cooling. The number of ice crystals formed will be
checked and compared with that found before this warming process.
After this, the chamber air will be replaced with clean, filtered air and be
ready for the next run.
• B
The same experime_,t will be repeated for a duration sufficient to determine
: whether the ratio between the number of ice nucleation by memory effect and
,_
' _ that of the first nucleation increases with respect to time. Such an increaset
I is a sign of a capillary memory effect.
.i
The chamber temperature needs to be reduced to a level as low as -60°C.
The pressure will have to be lowered at least to I/Z atmosphere. One
experimental run will take several hours due to the required aerosol aging. )
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:. For this study, there are three main factors under which the experimental
r : . runs will have to be made (i, e., T 1, RH at Ptr 1, and the sample). Since
there are many possible combinations of these variables, the number of
levels of the variables must be kept to a minimum. The suggested levels
of the variables are:
: TI: -60, -20, and (Tc-3)°C
! Tc: the nucleation threshold temperature
RH: 80 and 40%
Sample: 1, 5..Dihydroxynaphthalene for organics,
_ AgI for inorganics,
and one soil sample
• i
, In order to save time, two relative humidity levels may be taken alternately
for the runs in the same day.
INSTRUMENTATION
In order to clarify the mechanism, it is necessary to create a capillary-free
condition and test the memory effect in it. If the nucleus compound is sup-
ported by a surface, capillaries form at points of contact. Therefore, the
compound must be suspended in air in order to avoid capillary formation.
The compound should not carry any capillaries in itself, and the smoke
' particles formed by slow condensation should satisfy this requirement if
they are kept apart to prevent the coagulation. Once the capillary-free
. particles of ice nuclei are formed, it would be easy to conduct a suitable
experiment making use of the 30-cm spherical expansion chamber wit_
additional vapor supply for mixing and a simple stirrer.
A simpILfied LaMer-Sinclair Monodisper_ed Aerosol Generator can be used.
This generator consists of a nuclei source (normally a heated wire) evapo-
rator of nuclei compound with dilution gas inlet, mixing mechanism of the
nuclei and vapor, and a cooling tube for genUe nucleation and growth. This '
generator uses a molten chemical to increase the vapor pressure. It may
be necessary to use woven fiber glass to restrain the liquid in order to
prevent the liquid from floating.
0
1II
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_- Apart from the expansion chamber operation, electric power of 200 to 300w
is required. Of course, as general supporting equipment, an air filter
is necessary to remove aerosol particles and vapor. An activated charcoal
method may be appropriate. It is also advisable to have a smoke nuclei
"" box which can be cleaned by the filtered air The desirable carrier gas is
1
;_ _ air under 1 atm or slightly less.
: MEASUREMENT AND DATA REQUIR.EMENTS
Chamber pressure, temperature, and relative humidity will be measured.
, Photographs will provide data storage of ice crystal numbers versus various
, chamber condition cycles. Commentary will be recorded at appropriate
t
: points during the experiment along with digital recording of time, tempera-
I ture, pressure.
and
PROCEDURE
Ac tivities Minute s
--_ Generate nuclei within conditioning chamber 30
Purge expansion chamber 5
• Cool expansion chamber to subfreezing temperature 20
, (Figure 13- I)
!
' • Establish pressure P1
i • Generate supercooled fog using steam source 5
I • Inject nuclei sample 5
I • Photograph nucleated droplets and following events
• Quasi-isothermally expansion to pressure P"I ZO
, • Record temperature and expansion
• Raise chamber wall temperature to T Z
• Compress chamber to P2 10
• Introduce moisture and photograph resulting 3
"' ! ice crystals
i • Raise temperature to T 3 (+IO°C) by rapid compression I!
! • Expand to pressure PZ, temperature TZ
! • Photograph resulting ice crystals
' J Recycle with another aged nuclei samp].e
; --J Repeat for other nuclei types.f
y
I
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_ TERRESTRIAL EXPANSION CHAMBER EVALUATION EXPERIMENTS
%,
INTRODUC TION
Objective
To measure condensation and ice nuclei activation efficiencies under
i operating conditions similar to those utilized in terrestrial laboratories, but
•_, without gravity-induced convection.
Application
The expansion chamber has been used to _tudy nucleation properties of con-
densation and ice nuclei. Corrections for the nuclei counts under gravity-
_. induced convection and fallout would permit more _ccurate s_dies of
atmospheric nuclei and how they participate in atmospheric precipitation
processes. This knowledge would be used in weather modification efforts
involving rain, snow, and fog.
Specific Knowledge Requirement Satisfied
Provide information concerning the effects of convection on the measure-
ments of nuclei properties in terrestrial expansion chambers.
%
Approach
• Standard aerosols will be nucleated, grown, and measured within s expan-
'i sion chamber using the same procedures of a terrestrial laboratory, except
that these experiments will utilize the low-gravity environment of a space
platform. The low-gravity results will be compared with terrestrial labors-
, i tory results to determine corrections for terrestrially obtained numbers
resulting from fallout and convection. This procedure could then be extended
to slower, more realistic expansion rates, thus providing an extended range
of usefulness for the terrestrial expansion chambers. Utilization _f slower
expansion rates is described in the experiment class involving adiabatic
cloud expansion simulation.
-.
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DISCUSSION
L
r
Significance
The expansien chamber is a very important instrument often used for the
: studies of ice and condensation nuclei properties which are present in the
atmosphere. This chamber provides the necessary supersaturation for
nucleation by adiabatic expansion cooling. Working above freezing provides
4
information concerning the condensation nuclei which participate in the pre-
cipitation processes, while below freezing temperature are used for ice
; nuclei studies. The characteristics of natural and artificial nuclei under
"_ representative atmospheric conditions must be known before cloud seeding
can be used to redistribute rain and snow, diminish the damage due to hail
_ and lightning, and moderate the effects of hurricanes. The effects of
r
pol!utants on atmospheric processes and man's health are also important
and can be studied in the expansion chamber.
Most present expansion chambers are limited by convection to a few tens of
milliseconds, whereas atmospheric-important processes range from a few
tenths of a second to minutes in duration. This convection is a result of non-
• uniform cooling of the air near the chamber walls. Gravity then causes the
heavier air to move downward, resulting in convection. Past attempts to cool
the walls of the chamber have been made with little success. Chambers now
/ under development promise to solve part of this convection problem as well
as thermal diffusion problems by cooling the walls of the chambers at the
same rate that the air is being cooled. If these chambers are successful, the
observation times can be extended to a few seconds with this new limit being
imposed by gravity-induced fallout. While this extension will provide much
needed data, ever. ienger times are needed.
'"""_ "_ Zero- G ravit_r
..i The low-gravity conditions of a space laboratory would reduce the convection
.'_
and fallout limitations of an expansion chamber by an amount related to the
reduction of the acceleration level. Experiments in these conditions would
provide unambiguous numbers relative to specific expansion rates and initial
and final conditions. These numbers ¢ An then be compared with terrestrially
obtained data to determine errors due to convection and fallout. Using such )
]
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taprocedure of comparison for low-g and l-g chamber results, correction
.; ( } factors can be obtained that would permit the expansion chamber to be oper-
ated at lower e'._ansion rates which are more representative of atmospheric
conditions (i.e., thc useful range of an expansion chamber op._rating in af
terrestrial environment can be extended).
METHOD
-- [
_ Two (or pairs of) identical expansion chambers will be used, one operating
in a terrestrial laboratory and the other operating in a low-gravity environ-
._ ment. A series of nucleation experiments would be performed in both
, chaanbers using standardized nucl,..isources and follow_.ng presently accepted
° i operating procedures. Recommendations for terrestrial chamber modifica-
:" _ tions and operating procedures may result from the comparisons of these
: chambers. Next the chambers will utilize slower expansions than are
normally acceptable in a terrestrial laboratory. The results will be used
i to see ifconsistent correction factors can be applied to the terrestrial lab-
oratory chambers so that some future experiments could be performed on the
: ground with repeatable results, rather than being conducted in space. These
: chambers will incorporate the latest expansion and cooled-wall techniques to
obtain the maximum operating times.
i
INSTRUME NTA TION
Initial expansion chamber and supporting subsystems will be similar to those
"_ presently used in terrestrial laboratories. This similarity is needed to sat-
isfy the goal of evaluating the numbers obtained in a terrestrial laboratory.
Future designs for both terrestrial and low-gravity chambers will incorporate
- , changes in geometry and procedure as improvements are specified. Present
small chambers are usually cylindrical ir form, about 30 cm in diameter and
45 cm in height. The initial pressure, temperature and relative humidity,
and final pressures must be measured to accur_tcies of 0.05 percent or
better. These requiremen*_ are pushing the state of the art, especially in
%
the area of relative humidity or total water content measurements. Optical
techniques utilising light scattering and abaorption techniques are being
developed to detect the water content within the chamber. Optical scattering
techniques are also being refined for the detection of submicrometer diato-
ms_) eter particles within the chamber, thus monitoring their growth with time.
lm
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Raman spectroscopy may permit quantitative monitoring of the gas composi-
tion for those experiments involving "pollution" gases. •
MEASUREMENT AND DATA REQUIREMENTS
Photographic data are presently being used to record the numbers of activated
: nuclei per unit volume. Holographic and other optical techniques that would
provide information over a large volume and information concerning sub-
micrometer droplet sizes and gas composition are under development. These
{ techniques will be utilized as they become available. Commentary will be
recorded durin_ the experiments in addition to digital recordings of tem-
perature, pressure and relative humidity. Analog and digital displays will
be provided for experimenter monitoring and decision making.
PROCEDURE
Activitie s Minute s
---_o Purge chamber 10
• Establish initial pressure, temperature and 15
relative humidity
• Inject nuclei 5
• Start camera, optical detectors and T,P, RH 2
recording
Start expansion
Expand and observe formed cloud l0-4 to 30
Compress and recycle as required 10=4 to 30
Recycle with other expansion rates and final
values
Recycle with other initialT, P, RH values
Recycle with other nuclei concentrations
and types
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15. CONDENSATION NUCLEI MEMORY
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CONDENSATION NUCLEI MEMORY EXPERIMENTS
¢
INTRODUC TION
Objective
Determine the effect of a condensation nuclei's _istory on its ability to initiate
(nucleate) the liquid phase.
t
', _ Applications
The possible condensation nuclei memory effects must be considered in the!
modifications of warm precipitation processes (e. g., warm and polluted fogs).
These data will contribute to the "where" (in the cloud system) decisions of
•_ weather modification.
!
Specific Knowledge RecLuirement Satisfied
Determine necessary nuclei pre-conditioning (natural and/or artificial) for
optimum utilization toward a specific weather modification goal.
Approach
Nuclei activation efficiencies will he studied within liquid static diffusion
! chambers under various cycles of temperature and relative humidity, utilizing
*_,elow-gravity conditions of a space platform. The relativehumidity is
determined by the plate surface temperatures in the chambers, and photo-
graphs provide the activationsnumbers. The low-gravity condition permits
the same nuclei sample to go through several conditioningcycles.
"' DISCUSSION
Sisnificance
Some cloud condensation nuclei are known to show memory effect in nuclea-
tion. There is a possibility that the trained nuclei in the residual air mass of
previous clouds may change the nature of the cloud to form later when the air
mass Ls entrained. Of course, the coagulation among the aerosol particles
(particularly scavenging of aerosol particles by cloud droplets carrying cloud
condensation nuclei inside) changes the nature of the particles and one must
_ also be cautious about this effect.
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Although this memory effect is not expected to be as strong as that for ice
nucleation, it must be described quantitatively in order to understand cloud f
processes.
Zero -Gravity
! In studying the memory effect, a stable and reproducible condition of the
i nuclei activation is necessary. For such a purpose, the supersaturation field
inside the thermal diffusion chamber appears best suited. However, the par-
: ticle settling in the chamber after activation presents a serious problem. The
low-gravity condition in the space laboratory is advantageous for this reason.
.!
METHOD
The experimental procedure is simple. The smoke sample will be stored in
a pre-conditioning chamber. The smoke sample will be taken out of this
chamber into the pre-processing chamber by suction, and will flow through
the series of chambers. (See Figure 15-1.) The temperature of the pre-
processing chamber is the same as that of the drying chamber, and it is
i FILTER OBSERVATION LASER
• I PAPER WINDOW BEAM
-, VACUUM
SUCTION
-,
• !
PREPROC£SSINGACTIVATIONDRYING REACTIVATION
• :, CHAMBER CHAMBER CH/_BER CHAMBER
J
,,j
Figure15-1. AppemtusDesignfor NucleiMemoryExperiment )
I
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,. higher than that of the diffusion chambers. The first diffusion chamber
f_ activates the nuclei at a set supersaturation. The number of nuclei activated
will be photographed and counted by means of the microscope attached at the
? observation window. Then the activated sample or droplets formed on the
i cloud condensation nuclei will in the chamber.evaporate drying
'_ Since the size of droplets formed is small, the amount of water vapor
{ evaporated from the droplets is negligible. The relative humidity in the
: drying chamber can be directly estimated from the supersaturation, tem-
perature in the midpoint of the diffusion chamber, and the temperature in
the drying chamber.
The dried air will be reactivated when it goes through the second diffusion
! chamber. The supersaturation in the second diffusion chamber is exactly
the same as that of the first diffusion chamber. The number of reactivated
' nuclei will be measured in the same way. The data of the nuclei active for
the first time and the second time will be recorded with respect to the
relative humidity of the drying chamber.
It is recommended that humidifying filter papers on the walls in the down-
stream sides of diffusion chambers be used, leaving the upstream sides
uncovered, in order to avoid transient supersaturation.
The diffusion chamber temperature needs to be controlled at about Z5"C to
30°C. The drying chamber should be about 0*C to 10"C higher than that of
the diffusion chambers. Supersaturation in diffusion chambers will range
between 0 and 2 percent.
Proper combinations for the level of variables can be made considering the
time limitation and the significance of the experiment.
The memory effect on condensation nuclei is expected to be weaker than that
of ice nuclei. It may be necessary to control the relative humidity (no lower
than 90 percent) in the drying chamber. It will be interesting to see if the
memory effect appears as the aerosol of insoluble particles ages or as the
O particles coagulate. This can be checked in a simUar manner as described
lm
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in the Ice Nuclei Memory Experiments. Concerning the activity spectrum of
cloud condensation nuclei, there is some evidence that the aging or coagu- ' )
lation helps to shift the spectrum towards lower supersaturation.
!
INSTRUMENTATION
The memory effect can be interpreted in terms of the shift of nucleus spec-
: trum shape in thermal diffusion chambers after treatment under a dry con-
dition. The dryness is a measure for memory survival. The smoke gener-
'_ ! ators mentioned in the Ice Nucl_Z Memory Experiments can be used. Clay
,| minerals must be ground and put in a plastic bottle while they are on the
ground. The plastic container has a course filter and a tube. For aerosol
i generation, the bottle will be shaken vigorously and then squeezed. The large
particles will not come out of the bottle. For burning wood, coal, or other
kinds of solids, the Denver University Smoke Generator w,,ll be used. Room
air is another possible sample for this study.
The experimental apparatus consists of two identical thermal diffusion
chambers, separated by a drying chamber. A pre-processing chamber for
the sample air, which is identical to the drying chamber, is attached to this
apparatus. The tops of the drying chamber and the pre-processing chamber
are heated. (Although the chambers do not have a top or bottom, the term
is used for the sake of convenience. ) This allows the nuclei carrying air
to experience low relative humidities. A sketch of the apparatus is shown
in Figure 15- 1.
Water can be supplied by a wick to the filter paper at the top of ea_ h diffusion
p
chamber. The filter paper covers the entire inside of the diffusion chambers.
Water condense t on the "bottom" plate will be returned by capillary action to
i the top plate, supplementing the wick action. The top metal plate of each
"('t_ diffusion chamber has an observation window made of g!ass. The dark field
illumination method will be employed using a good laser beam, and a low
magnification microscope will be used for counting.
The sample air is slowly but continuously sucked into the pre-processing
chamber. In order to obtain the nucleus air sarnple in the form of a flat,
uniform width sheet, a sllt with a slightly larger opening at the end will be
Im
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: i used for introduction. The sample air will be sucked out of the chamber
" _ through a slit covered with a fine filter paper. This procedure helps to create
a uniform air flow into the end wall.
MEASUREMENT AND DATA REQUIREMENTS
Various chamber tempera'ares and pressures will define the relative humidity
profiles within these chambers. Photographic data will provide the activated
nuclei numbers before and after drying. Voice recorded commentary will be
utilized at appropriate points during the experiment along with digital record-
ings of time, temperature, and pressure.
PROCEDURE
Ac tivitie s Minute s
--_e Generate nuclei sample 30
Purge chambers l0
• Establish thermal equilibrium in the chambers l0
• Inject samples into preprocessing chamber Z
• Move sample into first diffusion chamber Z to 10
$ Record plate temperatures
$ Photograph activated nuclei
• Move sample to drying chamber Z to 5
$ Record temperature of this chamber
' • Move sample to second diffusion chamber 2 to 10
• Record plate temperatures
• Photograph activated nuclei
, _m Recycle at other supersaturations (5 cycles)
Recycle for other nuclei
ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
The following individual submitted ideas related to this experiment class in
1971 for the Zero-Gravity Cloud Physics Program Feasibility Study.
• N. Fukuta Denver University
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; NUCLEI MULTIPLICATION EXPERIMENTS
f'
INTRODUCTION
Objective
Determine the processes and extel_t of nuclei material breakup.
Application
The extent of nuclei breakup is important in the shaping of the nuclei size
distribution in the atmosphere. Salt particles, e.g., are an important
nucleating agent in oceanic and shoreline haze problems. Better under-
standing of the breakup process and conditions could lead to improved haze
' forecasting and to eventual haze and fog modification and control techniques.
J
J
, This breakup also has ecological importance in relationto brine cooling
towers and highway salting.
Specific _nowledge Requirement Satisfied
Provide quantitative determination of the extent of nuclei breakup under
specific terrestrial representative conditions.
%
Approach
Solution droplets will be injected into a temperature, pressure, and humidity
controlled expansion chamber that will utilize the low-gravity conditions
of a space platform to provide sufficient observation time. Photographic
data will provide time-sequence recording of the processes along with the
desired quantitative numbers.
DISCUSSION
-. Significant e
The precipitation processes are a function of available nuclei size and number.
%
Large (0.1 prn to 1 _n) and giant (1 _ to 10 Izrn) NaCl nuclei in particular
play a major role. The oceans are the main source of salt nuclei which are
produced as a result of the formation and subsequent evaporation of droplets
formed by the breakup of waves and bubbles at the ocean surface. The large
141
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NaCI particles are known to exist at much lower concentrations ovcr land _,?
masses than over the oceans. A number of processes, including the particle
: breakup during evaporation, are believed to contribute to this decrease.
•_ Knowledge of the depletion processes causing this loss of large NaCI
I
par_.icles would provide a link to the understanding of the nuclei size and
}
;. mass distribution in the atmosphere. Better understanding of this break-up
mechanism could also play an important role in the weather modific_.tion
• t technique of dispersing NaCl where precise size and particle numbers are
required. Salt particles are important nucleating agents for oceanic and
shoreline haze problems. Better understanding of the breakup process would
lead to improved forecasting capabilities and to eventual haze and fog
modification and control techniques.
'_ Brine cooling towers are considered a method of avoiding the thermal poilu-
'_ tion of lakes and rivers during the generation of electrical power One
aspect of brine towers is the significant loss of the saturated solution to the
ambient air. The rate of accumulation of the salt from the brine depends on
,_ droplet size and fall velocity'. Present theoretical considerations, neglecting
particle breakup, indicate that an undesirable salt accumulation could occur
• ! in an area around the towers. If salt particle breakup existed during the
, !
I rapid evaporation of the brine droplets, the salt would be dispersed over a
greater area. The concentration accumulation decreases by as much as the
fourth power of the particle diameter. Thus, if the particle diameter
decreased by a factor of 2, the concentration would fall by a factor between
I 4 and 16 depending on particle size. Thus, the ecological impact depends on
i dispersion processes determines non-use, use, designthe and the and of
i towers versus other cooling methods.
1
There has been concern about the damage done by salt wash-off from high-
ways. Another aspect of this problem is the generation of salt mist due to
vehicle motion over salt laden highways. The distance that this salt mist
disperses depends on salt size and numbers. Salt particle breakup during
the evaporation of the salt droplets would be important in the determination
of the ecological impact of the use of salt on highways.
)
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' Zero-Gravity
#
Present investigation of thls ir,_ ,rtant research problem has reached a
plateau because the Earth's g-.: itational field prevents the observation of
this sea-salt breakup rroc. "" Small particles are lost when vertical
wind tuvnels are used to i-. '_ :-t_gate this phenomena. Mechanical supports
modify the heat, elect, i,,' ._.nd vapor processes and thus do not provide
i realistic answers. : .... ._v :_a mechanical support, small particles are lost
: due Lo grav;ty-indu_'.:_ _ilout." Thus, a low-gravity environment provides
the time to study tb,, _[mary particle and resulting smaller particles.
' M£THOD¢
I A given size of d_oplet with the nuclei material in solution (e. g. , NaCI or
ocean water) will be inserted into an expansion chamber of specified relative
i humidity below 80 percent. For low enough humidities, the droplet will
evaporate and the nuclei material will crystallize. It is during the
crystallization, which is believed to be very rapid, that the number of
very small fragments may break away from the main particle. After
crystallization, the appropriate expansion will cool the chamber, giving a
supersaturation which will result in the nucleation and geowth of any small
• nuclei that were generated. Nuclei counts will be obtained by photography.
!
•: An alternate approach after breakup would be to pav, s the air through a
continuous flow diffusion chamber for nuclei growth and then into an optical
counter to provide information on size as well as numbers.
i
An early opportunity version of this experiment depends on photography and
Nuclepore filters to provide the qualitative numbers for this type of
expe riment.
' - INSTRUMENTATION
1
Chamber Subs),sterr,
An analysis indicates that a chamber with total internal dimensions of
30 cm by 30 cm by 30 cm will be sufficient for a duration of 2 rain,
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assuming acceleration values of < 10 -3 g as determined from Apollo 14
demonstration experiments. This chamber will have the following: !
A. Purge inlet and outlet.
B. Interior blackened t._minimize scattered light.
: C. Observation wi._dows 20 cm by Z5 cm on two opposite walls.
,_ D. Droplet injection mechanism.
, _ E. Sensors for temperature, pressure, and relative humidity.
Purge Subsystem
, ,* This subsystem is used to remove ,.mwanted salt particles from the chamber
and to control _he RH of the chamber (Figure I0-I). Two three-way val,..cs
i will be used to contrGl flow:
Position a. Aic Bypass. This is tlsed to filter out , e salt particles from
! the ci-.amber, but leaves the relative humidity unchanged.
' Position b. Dryer. The total water vapor in the chamber at 20°C, 80 per-
cent relative humidity is 2. I _. l(, -_4 gin. Assuming twice this
: value to include the purge system gives 4.2 x 10-4gin of w_'.ter. A
#
}
FWumse-t. _ SvmmScmma_
! I
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desiccant such as molecule,: sieve can adsorb 0.2 gm of water
_ per gram of its own weight and the sieve material has a packing
i density of 0.6 gm/cm 3. These values indicate that 3 cm 3 of
molecular sieve would be needed to completely dry the system.I
One hundred cm 3 of desiccant is a reasonable value which permits
the chamber subsystem to be purged a number oi times.
Pt sition c. Humidifier. The humidifier would utilize surface tension and
capillary action to maintain a moist outer surface of a ceramic
tube. For proper humidification the air passage should not be
greater than Z rnm, with enough length for several seconds of
air residence time. The concept is shown in Figure 16-2o
t Position d. The addition of a venting/intake valve will permit the necessary
' expansion and compression.
'" Pre- and post- 1 /_m absolute filters (c. g., millipore filter} will be
used to prevent salt particles from entering the humidity control section and
also to prevent particles from entering the chamber.
ALUMINUMTUBE CM_
A
l.,c,,o.o,xl.2 AIROUT
POI_OUS_RAMiCTUBE
/ \\ILIL\I / 6qoCM
,_. N
i i i i i ,i
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MEASUREMENT AND DATA REQUIREMENTSThe initial relative humidity level must be established and measured to a few " _,
percent accuracy. The initial and final temperatures and pressures will be
i measored. The exact supersaturation is not critical for this application,
since it is used only to "activate" the small particles so that they ca_a grow
': to above a few micrometers in size. In an alternate diffusion chamber
approach, the plate temperatures define the relative humidity. Photographs
(or the optical counter) will provide numbers of particles generatcd. Voice
recorded commentary will be utilized at appropriate points during the
_, experiment along with digital records of time, temperature, pressure, and
relative humidity,
%
PROCEDURE
Activities Minutes
•_ Purge chamber 5
• Establish temperature, pressure and relative humidity 20
• Insert solution droplet(s) l
• Photograph evaporation rate and motion
• Expand to supersaturation 1
• _ • Photograph resulting droplets
t
• Recompress- evaporate droplets Z
• Expand photograph droplets l
-e Recycle with more droplets of the same size (5 times)
' _ Recycle for other droplet sizes (3 sizes)
._ Recycle for other humidity values (4 values)
-@ Recycle for other temperatures (3 values)
• Recycle for other pressures (3 values)
ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
The following individuals submitted ideas related to this experiment class in
1971 for the Zero-Gravity Cloud Physics Program Feasibility Study.
C ontributors Affiliations
• C.L. Hosler Pennsylvania State University
• J.P. Lodge National Center for Atmospheric Research
-%
• J.L. Kassner University of Missouri
• $.E. $iusto State University of New York (Albany)
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17. DROPLET COLLISION BREAKUP
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DROPLET COLLISION BREAKUP EXPERIMENTS
INTRODUCTION
Objective
• Determine the energy requirements of large droplet-droplet collision-induced
brezkup as a function of fluid properties, droplet diameters, and external
field conditions (sound and electrical).
Applications
Droplet breakup and the resulting upper limit to droplet size have an
important impact on shaping the cloud droplet size distribution. Other areas
of concern are associated with soil erosion and heavy rain-induced crop
damage. A better understanding of the role of droplet breakup in cloud
physics processes would result in increased understanding of the droplet
growth mechanisms within clouds, which in turn contributes to man's ability
to modify precipitation processes.
Specific Knowledge Requirement Satisfied
Provide data concerning energy requirements and thus the extent and impor-
tance of droplet breakup upon the droplet growth mechanisms within clouds.
Approach
Droplets with accurately controlled diameter, kinetic energy, and direction
will be collided within a general experiment chamber, utilizing the Iow-
'I gravity environment of a space platform. Surface active agents and electric
I
and sound fieldq will also be studied in relation to droplet breakup, Time
lapse photography will provide data concerning position, size, and number of
• droplets versus time. Ambient temperature, pressure, and relative humidity
will also be monitored and controlled.
DISCUSSION
Sisnificance
The initial phases of precipitation formation involve the diffusional growth of
submicrometer nuclei particles to a few micrometer diameter liquid (water)
140
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hspheres. Although this initial gr_)wth I)y diffusion involv_.s only a f_.w ,_,,-,)nds
to a few minutes of time under normal atmospheric conditions, diffusional
growth from 10 or 20 I.tm diameter t_) millinleter "precipitation" sizes
under non-freezing conditions would take hours, wher('as in nature lhis
process is known to te.ke place in 211 lo 60 minules. This growth problem
can I)e resolved I)y c¢,nsid_,ring ('(,llisi()n and coales(enc(, _f water (Iroplt.ts.
Theory indicates that in order for the coalescence processes to take place,
droplets of different dian,eters must ('()exist, One of the possible important
sources for this range of droplet sizes is the breakup of millimeter size drops
du,, to collisions.
P. R. Brazier-Smith et. al. (t'roc. R. Soc. London A _26, 393-408 (1972))
summarized the possible modes of interaction when a pair of water drops
collide while falling through air: (l) the_ may bounce apart, contact of the two
surfaces being prevented by the intervening air film; (2) they may coalesce
and remain permanently united; (3) they may coalesce temporarily and separate,
apparently retaining their initial identities; (4} they may coalesce temporarily.
with the subsequent separation accompanied by satellite drops; ,,r (5) with
very high-energy collisions, spattering may occur, in which numerous tiny
droplets are expelled radially from the periphery of the interacting drops.
r
The type of interaction depends up(:n the sizes of the drops, their velocities,
their angular momentum, the existing electrical forces and other parameters.
Item (2) above is droplet growth by ct, llision, while items (4) and (5) provide a
spreading of droplet size distribution permitting item (2) to progress more
actively. In addition to these two (or more) body interactions, droplets abover ,
a few millimeters in diameter can also break up due to aerodynamic forces
k
during their gravity-induced free fall in the Earth's atmosphere. TheseI
i various breakup mechanisms are very important in the precipitation
I] processes and an understanding of them will contribute to weather predictionand modification efforts on the micro and macro weather scale.
Droplet breakup can also contribute to the electrification and charge separation
in clouds. This charging process can in turn influence the coalescence
procesles. Neutral droplets containing impurities, breaking up in an electric )
IW
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field and/or with temperature differences can produce multiple droolets that
t
possess net charges. The understanding of these electrification processes
will contribute to the predic,ion, modification, and prevention of electrical
storms that cause forest fires and other electrical damage. Precipitation
enhancement may also be possible. Knowledge of the breakup processes wil_l
contribute to the understanding of the electrification processes.
Zero-Gravity
Present developmert of this important problem is extremely difficult because
the earth's gravitational field hampers detailed observations of the liquid
droplet breakup process. Although the free-fall aerodynamics in a gravity
field is important, the determination of the physical breakup processes would
be greatly enhanced by the application of known forces on the droplet. Thus,
the study of other variables such as surface tension and viscosity changes
would be greatly simplified. Zero-gravity conditions would permit the
application of a wider range of forces and conditions to liquid spheres without
the constraints of a wind tt, nne, or of mechanical supports. This low-gravity
environment permits controlled droplet energy conditions, prolonged obser-
vation times, and detailed observation of the droplet surface before, during,
and after the collision. Measurements of electrification and numbers of
generated droplets would then be rendered possible.
METHOD
A general chamber with controls for temperature, pressure, and relative
humidity will be used. Experiments that require relative humidities above
saturation could be performed in a large diffusion chamber (e.g., the static
• r
ice diffusion chamber).
A millimeter target drop(s) will be placed within the field of view of the
camera. Other droplets of varying diameters will be projected toward the
target droplet with various kinetic energies and impact parameters. Photo-
graphs will provide the droplet velocities, surface characteristics during
collision and resulting droplet size distribution and positions after collision.
The studies will include the use of surface active agents to modify the surface
('_ tension, as well as the use of other viscosity fluids. These variations are
161
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d necessary to determine the form of the governing dynamic equations, and thus .
determine the effects of pollution and potential weather modification materials
on droplet breakup. The influence of electric and sound fields on the collision
breakup and resulting droplet electrification will also be studied.
: INSTRUMENTATION
_ A cubic thermally-controlled chamber 30 centimeters on a side will be used to%
: contain the necessary environment. Purge and humidification subsystems will
_: : be used to remove particles and to establish the humidity level in the chamber.
The thermal and humidity requirements for these experiments are not critical,
: _ with a few readings satisfying most requirements.
• t
£
The generation of droplets above a millimeter in diameter can easily be
_ accomplished. The critical requirement is the projection of droplets with
fixed velocity and direction. Several promising generation techniques are
i being investigated to satisfy this requirement. The experiment procedure
can be greatly simplified by the use of acoustical fields to precisely position
the target droplet(s) initially. The fields would usually be removed during the
collision process. The experiments on the interaction of acoustical fields
during collision breakup will require continuous acoustical fields. The
acoustical field has been used in the terrestrial laboratory' and is even more
suitabie for the l_w-gravity environment.
MEASUREMENT AND DATA REQUIREMENTS
Basic data on droplet dynamics will be obtained visually and photographically.
- Strobe and holographic techniques will be used where appropriate. Holo-
graphic interferometry would provide ideal recording of droplet surface
distortions due to collisions. Commentary will be recorded during
the experiment along with digital records of temperature, pressure nd
relative humidity. Analog and digital displays of these variables will a,so
be used for experimenter monitoring and decision making.
.)
162
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PROCEDURE
._ .: A ctivitie s Minute s
- _'e Purge chamber 1
• Establish T, P, RH 10
- -• Inject and position ta,'get dloplet(s) 3
• Start cameras and data recorders
-e Impinge droplet With fixed velocity (10 droplets) 2
; ---e Recycle with other velocities, diameters and
/ trajectories (five values each)
_ Recycle with various surface tension and viscosities
(three values each)
i Recycle with sound and electric fields (four values each)
{
* AC KNOW LEDGMENTS
The following individuals submitted ideas related to this experiment class in
1971 for the Zero-Gravity Cloud Physics Program Feasibility Study.
" Contributor s Affiliations
• D.C. Blanchard State University of New York (Albany)
• 3. E. Jiusto State University of New York (Albany)
• 3. P. Lodge, Jr. National Center for Atmospheric Research
i • 5. D. Spengler Harvard University
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18. COALESCENCE EFFICIENCIES
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COALESCENC E EFFICIENCIES EXPERIMENTS
INTRODUC TION
Objective
Determine the coalescence efficiencies of small (< 50 _m) cloud droplets under
varying impact conditions with specific attention toward what happens at the
droplet=droplet interface just before and during collision.
, Application
' Droplet collision and coalescence is necessary in the warm precipitation
process. The onset of this process at the 10- to 30-micrometer diameter
' region is of particular interest as it relates to the rain precipitation
process and the possibility of altering this initial process for the purpose of
weather modification. Atmospheric cleansing of large particulates by internal
scavenging is also of interest.
Specific Knowledge Requirement Satisfied
Provide information concerning the mechanism of coalescence as a function
of impact parameters and ambient conditions of relativehumidity, pressure,
_, and electrical and acoustical fields.
Approach
Aerodynamically scaled droplet collision experiments will be performed in
air within a general chamber utilizing the low-gravity conditions of a space
, _ platform. Under these conditions, millimeter diameter droplets representing
10-_m droplets will be collided under aerodynamically scaled conditions
permitting observations and motion control that are presently impossible for
:t: this sxze range in a terrestrial laboratory. Photographic data will provide
' _j the necessary motion and time information.t %DISC USSION
Significance
An important problem in cloud physics is the study of the growth of raindrops
/
by coalescence. Condensation processes provide clouds with a fairly narrow
11re
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size distribution with a mean droplet radius of about 10 _m. The spread in
sizes produces relative motion in a gravitational field and hence droplet
trajectories occasionally lead to collision paths. H these paths produce
_. actual droplet contacts, coalescence of the drops often occurs, leading to a
larger drop with a greater fall speed and increased probability of further
coalescence. It is believed this process often leads to the formation of rain.
J.
•, i_ However, a problem occurs in providing an accurate quantitative explanation
, since, at the droplet sizes generated by condensation, the air appears very
viscous and apparent collisions often involve droplets deflecting one another
without touching.
i
this is difficult (a lO-I_m radius falls aboutExperimentally, a very area drop
-1
1 cm sec or about I000 radii/sec). The drops cannot be seen without
i magnification, and gene.ration procedures do not permit two such drops to be
; accurately positioned relative to each other or generated in sufficient numbers
to allow pairs of interacting drops to be continually kept in a microscope field
of view. Moreover, the event occurs too rapidly to allow visual study; in
addition, any small convection currents in the air distort the nnotion quite
seriously.
i
i Thus, much attention has been given to analog simulation since numerical
simulation is difficultand stillinvolves unverified assumptions (like surfacelip and droplet c rcul tion). However, simulation needs to maintain Reynolds
IS numbers at each instant. Thus, simulation by solid balls or bubbles in oil,
ii which allow large (I cm) drops to maintain Reynolds numbers at terminal
! velocities, fails to maintain the Reynolds numbers during collision because
!
the density of the oil relative to the simulated drop is far too large.
'I Zero-Gravity
The only practical medium to maintain the correct density' ratio for the
suspending medium is air since no other fluid except a gas has a density
approaching I/lOOth that of water. Thus, the only' practical analog accurately
simulating the motion with large drops involves reducing gravity.
IM
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"' An analog to reduce gravity by using only a small component of itand by
towing the simulated drops with a wire with a servo-controlled small slope
from the vertical was attempted by Telford and Cottis (1964), but met many
difficulties.
J
, Recent work has suggested the mathematical model would give the correct
. answer when rerun with the correct density, providing information about
' the coalescence process when the drops are almost touching. Here, the
nature of the water surface may be important; very little information is
: available on the details of this motion at present.#
t
METHOD
To simulate the events leading to collisions, the Reynolds number at terminal
velocity must be correct and the density ratio must also be correct.
The terminal velo,_ity of a Stokesian droplet is derived from
F = 6_ qrv = 4vr (p-p') r3g/3
v = 2 (p-p ')grZ/9q
Re = 4 (p-p') gr3/9vZp"
Where
v = _/P' = kinematic viscosity of air
vl = dynamic viscosity of air
p' = density of air
p = density of water
r = drop radius
g = acceleration due to gravity
Re = Reynolds number
Thus, in simulatlor #lth reduced g, the subscript • referring to normal
atmospheric conditions on Earth,
• Re = .L. r3
e
r
Thus, if r = 1000#m to simulate the behavior of 10#m droplets, the required
value of g is 10°6ge, where ge = grsvity on Earth.
f ) .
t "
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Also,
2
v _ g r 6 10 +4
Ve ge r _ = I0- x = I0 -2
e
so thatin the simulated situationthe velocitieswill be much smaller; about
lo-Z -Icm see .
Thus, a droplet will move one radius in I0 sec; in a sustained gravitational
' fieldof 10=6ge , a l=mm drop will fallI cm in I00 sec.
L
i Such drops would be big enough to be generated with accurate positioning,
i and big enough to be easily seen with low magzlificationand large depth of focus•
i Events would occur slowly enough to allow the observer to see what was going
I
On.
i
For a simulated drop of radius I/5mm, which is about as small as would be
convenient, the required value of g would be about 10"4ge; it would fall at
about 0•05cm sec'l; that is, about two radii/see.
p The air would have to be enclosed and saturated. The value of gravity would
t
I need to be maintained within about 20 percent for periods corresponding to
i fall distances of about 1O0 radii (I, 000 and 40 se': in the two cases con-
1 sidered above).
!
I
! The variables that will be studied include surface active agents, temperature,
' i pressure, relative humidity, electric, and sound fields. The actual interaction
and the effect of these variables on the coalescence process are of prime
,} interest here. These experiments will be aimed at the realistic simulation for
! collisions of droplets down to equivalent diameters of a few micrometers.
• I
-', Other experiments are designed for larger droplets where breakup and elec-!
_ triflcation are the important process.
"I
INSTRUMENTATION
! A cubic thermally controlled chamber 30 cm on a side wUl be used to
i con taln the necessary environment. Nrge and humidification subsystems will
180
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_- be used to remove particles and to establish the humidity revel in the chamber.
: The thermal and humidity requirements for thps_ p_periment._ arc not critical
with a few readings satisfying most requirements.
; The gencration of droplets above a millimeter in diameter can easily be
accomplished. The critical requirement is the projection of droplets with
fixed velocity and directio_A. Several promising generation techniques are
being investigated to satisfy this require:_e ,t. The experiment procedure can
be greatly simplified by the use of acoustical f._eldsto precist|y position the
target droplet(s) initially. The fields would usually be removed during the
collision process. The experiments on the interaction of acoustical fields
during collision breakup will require a continuous acoustical field. The
acoustical field has been used in the terrestrial laboratory _nd is ever_ more
suitable for the low-gravity environment.
MEASUREMENT AND DATA REOUIRF.MENTS
The primary data will be collected by the use of a medium-speed camera.
This data would include droplet diameters, _tpproach velocity, impact param-
eters, surface characteristics during impact (e.g., surface waves, propaga-
• tion velocity and amplitude), and final results of coalescence or non-coalescence.
: Optical interference techniques are available that may be used to supply fine
; detail of the liquid-iiquid surface during coalescence. Commentaries Lnd
: digLtal records of temperature, prelsure, ar _,_lative humidity will be
made. Analog and digital displays will be provided for monitoring and
: decision making.
PRO(: EDURE
Activities Minutes
-@ Purge chamber 10
,_ Insert and position target droplet(s) 5
• Start camera(s)
• Project droplet(s) at target droplet 3
• Record ambient conditions and comments
J Recycle
}
Ill
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These experiments will include the variation of a number of variables including ,.
temperature, pressure, relative humidity, gas composition, droplet diameter,
' viscosity and surface tension, relative kinetic energy, electric and acoustical
fields. A number of events (e.g., at }east 10 to 20) is needed for each set of
L
variables to assure statistical sig,dficance of results.
AC KNOWLED GMENTS
The following individuals submitted ideas related to this experiment class in
1971 for the Zero-Gravity Cloud Physics Program Feasibility Study.
Contractors Affiliations
• H.S. Appleman USAF Air Weather Service
• H.R. Byers Texas A&M University
• W.R. Cotton Experimental Research Laboratory NOAA,
Miami, Florida
• N. Fukuta Denver University
• A.K. Kamra University of Roorkee, India
• L.H. Ruhnke Office of Naval Research, Washington, D.C.
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19. STATIC DIFFUSION CHAMBER EVALUATION
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PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FILMED
STATIC DIFFUSION CHAMBER EVALUATION EXPERIMENTS
INTRODUC TION
Objective
Determine the absolute nucleation efficiencies of standardized nuclei sources
utilizing zero fallout conditions.
'_ Applications
Static diffusion chambers are presently extensively used to measure relative
numbers and activat=,oncharacteristics of atmospheric condensation c,uclei.
The study of nat,,ral and artificial nuclei materials is important in the quest
!
i for materials that can be effectively used for weather modification (e.g., warm
: fog disperslon) and in the understanding of the effects of man-made air
pollutants on man and on natural precipitation processes (inadvertent weather
• modification). These evaluations may provide correction factors that can be
': utilized to extend the useful operating range of the static diffusion chamber to
lower relative humidity values witl'An the terrestrial environment.
Specific Knowledge Requirement Satisfied
Provides fallout-free nucleation efficiencies for standard nuclei which can bet
compared with fallout-limited terrestrial chamber results.
Approach
: Condensation nucleation experiments of standard aerosols will be performed
in a commonly used static liquid diffusion chamber, utilizing th_ low-gravity
-, : conditions of a space platform to provide the necessary droplet fallout-free
i environment. Standard procedures of photographically recorded activatedi
! nuclei numbers will Le utilized. Identical procedures a=e to be used in a
• low-g and a l-g environment. Comparisons of these results will determine
the errors due to droplet fallout under terrestrial !aboratory conditions.
(,_,
IN
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DISC USSION
Significance
The numbers, types, and activation characteristics of atmospheric condensation
nuclei and other pollution particles are important in weather modification
processes, both inadvertent and planned. Present attempts to dissipate the
warm fog-smog combination in the Los Angeles International Airport area have
failed. Nuclei measurements have shown that the condensation nuclei concen-
tration over land is two to five times higher than over ocean areas. As a
consequence of this and the respective nuclei type, droplet growth over land
is much more competitive, resulting in a narrower droplet size distribution.
! The resulting size and numbers of cloud droplets have an important role in
setting the stage for hail and thunderstorm conditions.
' Static liquid diffusion chambers have been utilized for many years in the
measurement and determination of nuclei types aad characteristics. Problems
have been identified concerning the lack of comparability between chambers
of different design. Thus, the validity of nuclei concentration measurements
over the last twenty or more years are in question. Comparison and evaluation
experiments were performed at the Second International Workshop on Conden-
sation and Ice Nuclei (IWCIN), Ft. Collins, Colorado, August 1970. The
resulting data relating to fairly nonactive nucl_i tested at the workshop were
in error by a factor of 17 too high. Their conclusion was that data already ini
i the literature, using expansion-type counters to measure increases in what
!
{ were purported to be cloud condensation nuclei in pollution, are unreliable
' i and may be as much as 17 times too high when the pollution contains many
! fairly nonactive Aitken nuclei, as is frequently the case. Similar problems
! have existed for diffusion chambers, especially as related to low humid!tyi
"[ growth conditions representative of fogs.
Z ero- Gravity .
Terrestrial cloud chambers for the study of cloud nuclei rely _n the assum0-
tion that all individual droplets grow at the same rate (i.e., in a standard
Twc._..ey static diffusion chamber, all nuclei are assumed to reach a diameter
)
IN
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of 2 _m at the same time so that they can be photographed before fallout).
' ,: In reality, this is not true. Terrestrial diffusion chambers are restricted to
a depth of 1 cm by thermodynamic considerations and as a result their per-
formance is seriously limited by fallout. Nuclei which grow more slowly
than others would still be unobservably small when the faster-growing nuclei
have formed droplets large enough to fall out of the observing region. The
photographic data thus results in counts that are too low by an unknown
amount,
k
The "calibration" of static liquid diffusion chambers under low-gravity con-
! ditions using standardized nuclei sources would permit numerical corrections
to be applied to terrestrial condensation nuclei measurements and possibly
result in the extension of the lower operating range of a terrestrially operated
static diffusion chamber.
l METHOD
A complete sample flow diagram is given in Figure 19-1. The requirements
for certain parts of this system will depend on the exact requirements of a
given experiment. When a heated wire is used as an aerosol generator, a
: coagulation tube may be necessary in order to obtain the desired nuclei$
•' diameters. There are vibrating orifice aerosol generators presently avail-
able that should eliminate the need for such a tube for certain experiment
i goals.
i The plate temperatures and the internal pressure of the static diffusion
chamber determine the relative humidity distribution within the chamber.
4 _
A portion of a pre-conditioned standard nuclei is admitted to the static thermal
diffusion chamber to be activated while another part of the nuclei sample is
passed to an aerosol analyzer which can provide total mass per unit volume
of air. As the nuclei grow in the static diffusion chamber, photographs are
obtained to provide numbers versus time. Experiments will be made with
several standard aerosol types using several temperatures, relative humidi-
ties, and activation durations. An identical set of experiments will be done
in a terrestrial laboratory with a droplet fallout limitation. Comparisons
( ) between zero and l-g data will provide the desired "calibration" corrections
_ as a function of nuclei type and size.
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Figure 19-1. ThermalDiffusionFlow Diagram
' IPISTRUMEN_ATION
' A terrestrial static thermal diffusion chamber with representative dimensions
_' a_ used by the Cornell Aeronautical Laboratories is given in Figure 19-2.
The upper and lower plates are wetted. A temperature gradient is applied
across the chamber by controlling the upper plate at T 2 and th_ lower plate
at T I. This /_T (l°C to 10°C} and the moist surfaces establishes the relative
humidity profile betwe._n the plates. The time constant to establish the thermal
and vapor equilibrium within the chamber dictates a spacing between the
:i• plates of around 1 cm, which is independent of gravitational consideratinns.
Thus, these dimensions basically apply also in a low-acceleration
envi ronme nt.
)
A Whitby-type aerosol analyzer uses electrostatic techniques to provide a
total mass or diameter versus numbers distribution of submicrometer
particles in the nuclei sample. A vibrating orifice aerosol generator would )
lm
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' ,. be used to produce the nuclei sample. Bottled nitrogen or air provides the
('_ (,-_ gas supply. A holding chamber w'.'l! be provided so that the used aerosol and¢
_r
,,, purge gases would not have to be dumped into the laboratory or overboard.
P
MEASUREMENTS AND DATA REQUIREMENTS
Temperatures and pressures of the thermal diffusion chamber and conditioning
*
, chamber will be measured. The diffusion plate temperatures and chamber
, pressure will be used to calculate the internal supersaturation. Analog data
from the aerosol counter will provide the necessary initialaerosol distribution
t
_ while photographs provide the activated nuclei numbers as a function of
! temperature, pressure, relative humidity, and time. An additional optical
! counter could provide activated nuclei size distribution down to 0.3 _m
instead of a the non-size discerning limit of 2 _m for photographic filmt
detection. Time-lapse photography of the droplet growth and numbers and
voice-recorded commentary would be utilized at appropriate points during
the experiment along with digital recording of time, temperature, pressure,
" and relative humidity.
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PROC EDURE
Activities Minutes
-_ Establish thermal equilibrium 5
•_ .o Purge diffusion chamber and aerosol analyzer Z
;" • Generate standard aerosol 3
• Start time-lapse camera
• Introduce sample into chamber and aerosol analyzer 1
: • Photograph growth of droplets and numbers 3 to 30
.m Recycle with same nuclei (5 times)
, ---e Recycle with different relative humidities (5 values)
-be Recycle with different standard nuclei (4 types)
i ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
The following individuals submitted ideas related to this experiment class in
1971 for the Zero-Gravity Cloud Physics Program Feasibility Study.
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20. UNVENTILATED DROPLET DIFFUSION COEFFICIENT
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PRECEDINGPAGE BLANK NOT FILMED
UNVENTILATED DROPLET DIFFUSION COEFFIC:ENT EXPERIMENTS
INTRODUCTION
Objective
Determine the undisturbed diffusion (nonconvective) heat and mass transfer
coefficients for growing and evaporating droplets {diameter greater than
10 _m) under various _:onditions of temperature, pressure, and relative
humidity and for various droplet diameters. This class of experiments will
include the effects of various atmospheric contaminants on these
coefficients.
Applications
These data are important in the dissipation of fogs from military and commer-
cial airports and major bighways. Diffusionat growth plays a very important
: role in the early phases of precipitation cloud growth and thus is important in
_eather modification efforts. These data contribute the "when" (in growth
cycle) and "where" {in cloud system) decisions of weather modification
involving warm preripitation processes.
Specific Knowledge Requirement Satisfied
'" Determine diffusional growth parameters for water dlops in warm precipitation
processes including effects of certain contaminants.
_.pprcach
, Unsupported water droplets will be alternately grown and evaporated in a static
diffusion (liquid)chamber under various conditions of temperature, relative
humidity, and pressure utilizing the low-gravity conditions of a space platform.
Measured droplet growth rates {from photographs or scattered light detection)
and surface temperature (infrared) will be compared with theory to obtain
:.
values for the thermal and mass accommodation coefficients. Comparison of
these results with terrestrial wind tunnel measurements will yield the ventilation
coefficient associated with aerodynamic growth.
(I
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DISC USSION
Signi.icance
Once nucleation has occurred, liquid droplets grow by condensation (vapor
- diffusion) until the particle reaches a few tens of micrometers in size. The
quantitative values of the various thermal and vapor accommodation coefficients
are very important to this diffusional growth phase for the understanding of tile
modification of fogs and clouds.
For the large droplets, a diffusion ventilation factor is important due to the
gravity-induced relative motion between droplet and air. An important aspect
of the growth mechanisms in fogs and clouds is the evaluation of this ventilatir,-,
J factor. The evaluation of the true ventilation factor requires a knowledge of
the static diffusion coefficients. These coefficients must be evaluated in an
environment lacking gravity-induced convection and acceleration. Also
important is the s'.adyof the effects of atmospheric contaminants (e.g., smog)
on the diffusion cuefficients.
Zero-Gravity
i Normal diffusion growth measurements in a terrestrial laboratory require
physical (e.g., spider web), electrical, or acoustical support of the droplet
, because of gravity. These support techniques cause unnatural surface effects
i and modify the vapor and heat transfer patterns. Both forced and free con-
vection must be eliminated before nonconvective diffusion measurements can
L
,_ be made. Comparison of theoretical values with these nonconvective
t diffusion experiments would provide values for the heat and vapor accomrno-
'I' dation coefficients, and in turn, comparison of the zero-g data with terres-
trial wind tunnel results would provide values for the ventilation coefficient.
METHOD
The evaporation and condensation rates of large droplets will be studied in a
static diffusion chamber. Normal chamber operation will provide various
levels of supersaturations and corresponding condensation while a dry
chamber will provide evaporation conditions. The need for positioning devices
depends on the droplet size, relative humidity, and resioual vehicle
acceleration.
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A droplet will be injected into a pre-conditioned environment and time-lapse
photography used to obtain droplet size versus time. Voice commentary and
digital readouts of time, temperature, pressure, and relative humidity would
be recorded.
Consideration must be given to droplet size, growth times, residual accelera-
tion, lighting, data collection, and droplet injection techniques.
Variables to be controlled are;
• Relative humidity above and below saturation relative to water
• Tempera,ure
J • Pressure (Total).
The study of initial growth by diffusion from submicrometer to 10-micrometer
' sizes is also very important but such measurements can be combined with
nucleation experiments.
INSTRUMENTATION
The experiments will be performed in a 10-cm-deep by 40-cm-diameter thermal
• diffusion chamber whose surfaces are temperature-controlled. The plate
spacing, temperature difference (electronically controlled) and local temper-
ature will determine the level of supersaturation from a small fraction of
1 percent to several percent.
MEASUREMENT AND DATA REOUIREMENTS
The plate temperatures and chamber pressure will determine the ambient
relative humidity profile within the chamber. Infrared measurements will
provide the droplet surface temperature and photographs will provide size
versus time for the droplets. Time-lapse photography of the droplet growth
or evaporation and voice-recorded commentary would be utilized at appropriate
points during the experiment along with digital recording of time, temperature,
pressure, and relative humidity.
()
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" PROC EDU RE
Activities Minutes
-0 Establish temperature and humidity conditions 20
• Inject droplet(s) Z
J • Photograph droplet size versus time 1-20
• Purge Chamber 5J,
•4 Recycle to new parameters (three temperatures,} ,.
" four humidities)
•-e Inject "contaminant"t
J
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CLOUD PHYSICS SCIENTIFIC-COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT
Throughout the study, special empha-..is has been placed on gaining participation
by the cloud physics community and keeping the community informed. The
Cloud Physics Feasibility Study Summary Report (NASA CR-128998) was
given extensive distribution. Significant events involving the community are
shown in 'Fable 3. Maintenance of scientific community participation was
accomplished by convening thL Senior Scientific Board for review and critique
of study progress and results.
t
Table 3
ZERO-GRAVITY ATMOSPHERIC
CLOUD PHYSICS SIGNIFICANT EVENTS
1N7 - 111g0 O(:|ANOGflAPHY AND METEOFtOLOG_' SYSTEMS Ar_ALYSIS
APR 1_ - SFr 11171 MDAC PRELIMINO.RY IEFFOflTS
SLEPT lift1 INITIATION OF FEASlSlLITY STUOY CONTRACT
IEPT t971 - JAN lr/2 _I|NTIFIC COMMUNITY CONTACTS
DEC 1071 ZIERO-G CLOUO Pt4Y|ICS PROGRAM ANNOUNCEMENT, BULLETIN OF AM$
FEB lf72 FIRST SCIENTIFIC BOARD MEETI&G
FEB lf72 IIRI|FtNG HOGTM NAIA, (OA AND OMSF) AND MSFC
APR I_ BRIEFING.APPLICATIONS COMMITT|| OF THE PACE PROGRAM AOVllOIqY _IL
MAY 11F72 PAPER-INTERNATIONAL COIMMITT|E ON SPACE RIE||ARCH (COIPAR}
MAY 11r72 PAPER.AIAA/AM$ INTERNATIONAL CONFENENC|
A'! • 1_ DEFINITION Irruoy FOA _ COMPLETED
AUG llr_ INTERNATIONJkL CLOUO PHYI_IC$ CONFERENCE. LONOGN, ENGLAND
AUG 11ff2 DEFINITION STUOY FOA DROPLET OYNAMI(_ |XPIRIMENT OE'_)NZTRATION
COMPLETED
' NOV llff'_ ¢LOUO Ft¢YSK_ FEASIIMLITY STUOY SUMMARY R|F_)fIT DISTRIBlYfEO
DEC 1_ APO j. LO 17 OftO_.|T DYNAMICS DEMON_rFIATION
FEB _ _COND 8CI|NTIFIC aOARO M£_ TING
MAR/AiMll IIITJ MANAGeMI[NT SRIIEFIN_MOOTI_ NASA |OA A_ (_IF}
: The Senior Scientific Board, at its second meeting in February 1973, reviewee:
: the study progress, giving particular attention to the in-depth experiment
definition. The board analyzed each experiment class with :'-.gard to _cient;fic
priority, chamber requirements, operational difficulty, and application to
zero-gravity. The board also evaluated the laboratory proposals in te_ms
of the chambers and subsystems required. The laboratory recommended by
h/_DAC and approved by the board includes five interchangeable chambers
sharing common subsystems. The preliminax'y laboratory guidelines estab-
lished by MDAC and endorsed by the board stated _nat the laboratory should
( _ (I) have m'.It.-experiment capability, (21 be designed to utilize existing or
planned space transportation systems (e. g., the Shuttle Sortie laboratory),
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(3) be reusable fcr _t least 20 missions, (4) provide for one or two astronauts,
(5) have minimum effects on space transportation system operations, and
(6) utilize compatible zero-g and 1-g subsystems whenever possible.
J
;- EXPERIMENT CLASS EVALUATION
MDAC recommer@ed 20 experiment classes and chamber selections to the
Senior Scientific ,oard at the 27 and 28 February 1973 meeting. The board
concurred with t ,e recommendations and made suggestions that have been
L
incorporated intu the experiment description writeups. The board also
/
, evaluated ea ;1 _f the experiment classes with regard to scientific priority,
achievabili*:/, and zero-g applicability. The results of the analysis are
shown on Table 4 and the rationale for this evaluation follows.
4
Scientific Priority
Under the scientific priority factor, an A designates those experiments that
the board felt were the most important, of greater interest, and requiring
Table 4
, SCIENTIFIC BOAP, D ANALYSIS
PRIORITY CHAMBER ACHIEVEMENT APPLICABILITY
: CLASS OF EXPERIMENTS FACTOt_ ASSIGNMENT ABILITY TO ZERO-G
i i
1. CONDENSATION NUCLEATION A CFD B A
2. ICE NUCLEATION A SOl B A
3. FREEZE SPLINTERING A SDI A A
4. CHARGE SEPARATIONS A SDI C A
5. ICE CRYSTAL GROWTH HABITS A St'_l A A
6. SCAVENGING A SDI B B
7. RIMING AND AGGREGATION A SDI • B
8. DROPLET-ICE CLOUD A SOl B E
INTERACTION
9. HOMOGENEOUS NUCLEATION B SDI B A
10. COLLISION-INDUCED FREEZING B SDI B A
11. SATURATION VAPOR PRESSURER • SDI C B
12. ADIABATIC CLOUD EXPANSION A E B A
13. ICE NUCLEI MEMORY A E B A
14. TERRESTRIAL EXPANSION A E B A
CHAMBER EVALUATION
16. CONDENSATIOq NUCLEI MEMORY C E II C
16. NUCLEI MULTIPLICATtON • (3 (E) A A
(NaCI B;_EAKUP}
17. DROPLET COLLISION BREAKUP B (3 C C(> O.Smini
18. COALESCENCE EFFtCIENCIE$ A (3 C B
( <_ IO0_m)
1L TERRESTRIAL STATIC DIFFU_ON A IOL l A
CHAMBER EVALUATION "_
_0. UNVENTILATED DROPLET • U)L | A
DIFFLnMON COEFFICIENTS
i ii
i
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accomplis".ment as soon as possible. The B priority classes are also
important, but they have less priority than A. The rating C is for those
experiments that would provide interesting and useful information, but their
performance is not as pressing as the other two classes.
Achievabihty
Assuming that all necessary equipment were available, an achievability
factor was assigned to each experiment. That is, each experiment was
: evaluated as to how difficult it would be to perfor_n because of such factors
as required manipulations. The ratings are A, eas,est; B, medium; and C,
hardest.
Zero-Gravity Applicability
A rating was applied to the appropriateness or anticipated contribution of
zero-gravity to each experiment. The rating A means that zero-gravity is
appropriate for specific goals of the experiment and the low-gravity would
greatly enhance certain aspects of performing the experiment which are
presently difficult to accomplish in a terrestrial laboratory. The rating B
indicates that zero-gravity would contribute information but the problem is
not totally gravity-independent.
_' The C rating was given to those experiments where the pheno_ena were
,.
definitely gravity-dependent and thus possibly not appropriate to zero-gravity
.i
: experimentation. A number of experiments that were defi/nitelynot appropri-
ate to zero-gravity experimentation were deleted from'the classes.
EXPERIMENT REQUIREMENTS ANALYSIS
Each of the ,20experiment classes was analyzed as to the experimental
requirements for its performance. A flow chart describing the rationale for
this analysis is shown in Figure 8. The first step in the experiment require-
ment analysis is the selection of the appropriate chamber. Figure 8 shows
that the controlling factors for chamber selection are relative humidity, size
' distribution, and expansion requirements. Figure 9 lists the chambers and
as signed experiments.
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tOne major point r_mst be stressed. This program is aimed toward supplying
a support facility incorporating many of the common subsystems utilized in
cloud physics research. The present concept permits the construction of
' special chamber geometries and characteristics to fit special experiment
requirements. In these cases, these tailored chambers would still use the
basic thermal, pressure, and humidity controls of this experiment support
facility. Thus, the versatility permits an innovative individual to tackle a
: complex problem without dissipating efforts in the areas that are common to
• all experiments.
Once a chamber has been selected, the next area as indicated in Figure 8 is
i the experiment and ci,amber requirements. The first step is speci/ication of
t special physical requirements (e. g., non-wetting or ice nucleating walls).
Also taken into consideration are the parameters to be measured and controlled
and the ranges and accuracies required for each parameter.
After subsystem component requirements are identified, decisions must be
made as to whether present equipment is available. If so, will the equipment
function in zero-gravity and is it safety qualified for space operations? New
technology areas and potential modifications are identified where applicable.
If a given requirement cannot be met (e. g., size distribution in a static
diffusion chamber), then the experiment must either be moved to the continu-
ous flow diffusion chamber or the size analysis be deduced indirectly.
PRELIMINARY MISSION ASSESSMENT
Each class of experiments is composed of one or more experiment groups.
Within each group a number of parameter variations must be considered. If
a given run is a single ice crystal growing, then a number of interactions or
repeats must be made with the same conditions to provide experiment validity
statistics. A given event will have one to several data points. This multi-
"I
•_ experiment and experiment complexity is illustrated in Figure 10.
!
i During the experiment analysis, a list of variable parameters (Table 5) was
' developed. In addition, the representative number of variations of each para-
meter (e.g., four discrete droplet diameter sizes', is listed. These parameter -_p
variations are used to estimate the total experiment time required for each
Im
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• _ CONDENSATION
CANDIDATEXPERIMENTCLASS[S(20) NUCLEATION
CANDIOATEXPERIMENTGROUPS SOLUBLENUCLEI
PARAMETERVARIATIONS TEJ'dPERATURE
EXPERIMENTVALIDITY ITERA;IONS
i EVENTS _ DATAPOINTS
i Figure 10. Candidate Experimen_ Definition ProgramTreem m
;=
.: Table 5
ASSIGNMENT OF VARIATIONS PARAMETER
i PARAMETER VARIATIONS. i i i
SIZE (DIAMETER) 4
TYPE (MATERIAL. COMPOEITION, NUCLEI) 6
POLL(UTANT) (GAS. SOLUTION) 3
P(PRESSURE) 3
T (TEMPERATURE) 4
R.H. (RELATIVE HUMIDITY) 4
CHARGE 3
RATE OF COOL(ING) 4
TIME II
IOUND 3
E (ELECTRIC FIELD)
NUC(LEAR) R(ADIATION) (IONS) $
AlmORP(TION) 3
TURB(ULENCE) 3
VENT(ILATION) 3
OPTICAL (POLARIZATION, INTENSITY_ 4
SHAPE 4
ORIENT(ATION) 3
CONCIENTRATION) 3
VELIOCITY) 4
LWC (LIQUID WATER CONTENT) 3
SURF(ACE) TEN(SION) 3
A (AERQeOL) 3
,,, HIIrroRY |OF NUCLEI) 3
ION LEV(EL) 3
iNITIAL CONO_ITiOIm, (EXP. ¢HAML) 4
.(INETIC) E(NII_Y)
_ oNm,(AMIIENT) 'i i •
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experiment class as a whole. Table 6 lists the parameter assignments for
each experiment class. The total parameter variations are calculated by
combining Table 5 with thece assignments and they are also listed in Table 6.
Table 7 givcs th_ experimen£ hours and missions required to perform all of
the experiment classes. The chamber assignment, numbers, and application
priority correspond to the values assig,:ed during the Senior Scientific Board
analysis. The total parameter variations comes from Table 6. The iterations
are the estimated experiment repeats for fixed variables that would be required
to provide the desirable statistical significance for the results. A very con-
servative look at the experiment time/iteration requirements provides the
factor to convert iterations to man hours. During an actual experiment, these
times can be significaatly reduced if continuous time is committed to each
experiment. The times presented inc!ude allowances for calibration, periodic
setup, and storage time. The total experiment hours and the translation to
missions are also given in Table 6.
Table 6
EXPERIMENT PARAMETER VARIATION ASSIGNMENTS
PARAMETERS
.
CHAMBERS CLASSES
CONTINUOUS 1. CONDENSATIONNUCLFLOWDI FFi._S
2. ICE NUCLEATION
3. iCE MULTIPLICATION
4. CHARGE UPARATION
S. iCE CRYSTALGROWTH
HABITS
iL EAVENGING
• rA_ It. 7. RIMING &NO AGGREGATIONDIFFUSION I. DROPLET. iCE CLOUO
ICE INTERACTION
II. H(_IOGENEOU6 NUCL
10. COLLISION INOUCED
FREEZING
11. SATURATION VAPOfl
PflEUURE
1;L ADIAIIATIC CLOUDEXFAN
13, iCE NUCLEI MEMORY
[XPANSK)N 14` TERRESTRIAL EXFAN_ON
,; CHAMIER EVALUATION
16. CONDENSATIONNUCLEI ,,
, mEMONY
la. NUCLEI MULTIPLICATION
1;. DROPt.ETCOt.I.iSION
GENERAL IkqEAKUP( > 0.Smm|
111. COAL|EENCE EFFICIEN
( • liO_m)
19. STATIC OtFFU
STATIC EVALUATION )DIFFUSION lB. UNVENTILATED DNOPUIT
LIOUID OlFF_ COEFlIIGIENll
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Table 7
• , DRELIMINARY MISSION ASSESSMENT
APPLICATIONTOTAL INUTEW EXRRI_ mUl0U 7
_, ONAMBE_ CLASSES ml0RITY MRAMET[R _[RATIOB _ERATIOR mUffS (UEX_ _IVARIATIONS TYROL)
A
CONTINUOUS 1, CONDENSATION NUCL A 34 5 60 170
FLOW DIFFUSION
2. ICE NUCLEATION A 42 5 60 210
_L ICE MULTIPLICATION A 37 10 50 370
4. CHA_GE SEPARATION A 2:3 15 M) 346
: 5. ICE CRYSTAL GROWTH
HABITS A 38 6 W 190
_ATIC _ _AVENGING A _ 10 _
DIFFUSION 7. RIMING AND AGGREG A 30 20 30 300
ICE IL DROPLET-ICECLOUD A *A 10g
INTERACTION 29 10 00 290
•t 9. HOMOGENEOUS NUCL B 29 § 60 14810. COLLISION INDUCED _B 24
FREEZING B 31 20 30 310
11, SATURATION VAPOR *C 2
_ eRSSSURE . 14 10 50 1_0
*, '12. ADIABATIC CLOUD
EXPANSION A 22 S 50 110
13. ICE NUCLEI MEMORY A 33 20 50 M0
EXPNYSION 14. TERRESTRIAL EXP_JYSION
CHAMBER A 17 15 30 1711
16. CONDENSATION NUCLEIMEMORY C 20 $ 30 06
16, NUCLEI MULTIPLICATION B 20 16 30 150
17. DROPLET COLLISION
GENERAL BREAKUP (_>0.5 MM) B 27 20 16 136
'_ 10. COALESCENCE EFFI_
! (<50pM) A 38 100 lo (too
_ STATIC 19. STATIC DIFFUSION .....CHAMBER EVALUATION A 17 10 30 86
!DIFFUSION 2_ UNVENTILATED DROPLET I
!LIQUID DIFFUSION COEFF. B 27 E 30 68
oPRIORITY
I 196
_.,: J ...... n
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IV. LABORATORY CONCEPTS AND PLANS
The purpose of the envisioned zero-gravity cloud physics laboratory is to
: supplement and/or complement the cloud physics research done in terres-
trial laboratories. The major capability of the laboratory will be to
t
eliminate gravity-induced relative motion between particles and cloud
chambers, thus providing a longer observation time to study the important
forces and processes in nature. In nature, droplets fall and the resulting
aerodynamic effects influence droplet behavior and interaction. However,
there are a number of important cloud physics phenomena in which aero-
dynamics does not play a prominent role, and which cannot be studied on
_. earth because of gravity or artificial measures taken to prevent gravity
; effects. The envisioned zero-gravity atmospheric cloud physics laboratory
will make a significant number of these vital experiments executable.
!
A zero-gravity atmospheric cloud physics laboratory is relevant to all
' aspects of meteorology in the space application program goals, as defined
by the following priority research objectives of the National ReRearch Councill:
• _" (I) Extend the capability for useful prediction of the weather and
atmospheric processes.
(2) Contribute t'othe development of the capability to manage and
control the concentrati_ ns of air pollution.
(3) Establish mechanisms t_r the rational examination of deliberate
and inadvertent means for modifying weather and climate.
(4) Substantially reduce human casualties, economic losses, and
social dislocations caused by weather.
Workable weather modification and climate control require an accurate and
detailed understanding of the microphysical processes of clouds. Adequate
information for some of these processes is difficult and in certain cases
impossible to obtain in terrestrial laboratories. Micro-cloud physics
executed in a zero-gravity cloud physics laboratory will help provide the
required experimental data.
( _ l"The Atmospheric Sciences and Man's Needs: Priorities for the Future,"
National Research Council, May 1971.
B-- . . -_ =..... I
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As will be shown, many experiments are envisioned for the zero-gravity
atmospheric cloud physics laboratory and they may take several thousands
of hours to complete. Evaluation of the contemplated experiments also
showed that manned laboratories provide the best opportunity for the attain-
ment of the experiment objectives; r,an can provide experiment flexibility
and the decision-making capability required for the varied experiment
operations.
Because experimentation in _tmospheric cloud physics is potentially of great
value for mankind can be accomplished in a near-zero-gravity environment,
and is enhanced by manned manipulation, it is deemed applicable to the
, Shuttle-Sortie laboratory.d
The Shuttle-Sortielaboratory provides a relativelybenign launch and reentry
environment for sensitivecloud physics chambers, their ancillary subsystems,
and imaging devices. The low-gravity, low-vibration environment in earth
orbit permits extended experiment observational time. The Shuttle-Sortie
laboratory resources simplify the cloud physics laboratory concept by use
of the inherent capabilitiesof the laboratory. The initialfive-day orbital
experiment time is sufficientto accomplish the envisioned experiment
program in logicalincrements and a growth in the mission duration to
30 days can be effectivelyutilizedwith only minor increases in the weight
and volume of expendables such as gas samples and liquids.
In addition to compatibility with the Shuttle-Sortie laboratory, the zero-
gravity atmospheric cloud physics laboratory is compatible with a wide
variety of other experiments and payloads. The cloud physics laboratory
does not require equipment external to the Shuttle-Sortie laboratory, imposes
no constraints on orbital orientation other than near-zero-gravity ( ~ <lO gJ
and low vibration, does not produce contaminating effluents, and is not inftu-
enced by contaminatin_ effluents of other vayloads or exveriments. Further
i equipment and subsystems of the cloud physics laboratory can be developedI
on a schedule that will permit availability for initial operational use on a )
1980/81 Shuttle-Sortie laboratory mission.
lee
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:: The following sections provide the rationale for the development of a zero-
. _ _ gravity atmospheric cloud physics laboratory, for the conceptual design, and
give the planned schedule for initial usage with a Shuttle-Sortie laboratory in
" the 1980/81 time period. The laboratory conceptual design was formulated
! for Shuttle-Sortie Laboratory utilizing the cloud physics experiment require-
i_ ments to establish design guidelines. Laboratory subsystem requirements
were derived from an assessment of the experiment program requirements:
_; they included considerations of flexibility and commonality (both with the
experiment program and between the zero-gravity laboratory and terrestrial
r laboratories). Consideration was given to various laboratory concepts, some
z
austere and other_ comprehensive. The selected conceptual design provides
: a laboratory that accommodates or satisfies the requirements of almost the
full range of experiment.q en,risioned and all cloud chambers, with only a
minor increase in equipment over the most austere version considered.
¢
The conceptual laboratorT design is shown in Figure II. The total laboratory
is 1.2 m (4 ft) in depth, 3. 1 m (10 ft) high, and 2.5 m (8 ft) long. The labora-
tory is self-contained and interfaces with the Shuttle-Sortie laboratory for
operational power, heat rejection, and data management and communications.
i All equipment is stowed in laboratory orthe
mounted on the work bench. Maxi-
! mum launch weight, including gas samples and expendables, is 468 kg (l,03Z Ib).
The average power required is 132wwith a peak-power requirement of 580 w.
The conceptual laboratory design has been assessed as a low-risk project
(i. e., essentially using state-of-the-art technology). All subsystem equipment
requires r,zodification for astronaut safety, time-effective experiment opera-
tion, zero-gravity compatibility, and flexibility to perform the defined experi-
ment program. The laboratory will contain equipment not presently found in
any individual terrestrial cloud physics research l:boratory.
I
The conceptual design of the zero-gravity multi-experiment atmospheric
cloud physics laboratory will 8ccommodate experiments from diverse research
( ) areas presently being conducted in terrestrial laboratories and enhance the
_R
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Figure11. ConceptualDesignof Zero-GravityCloud-PhysicsLaboratory
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experiment by the unique near-zero-gravity environment. Envisioned usage
of the cloud physics laboratory by the scientific commu.ity will permit
experimental data to be accumulated and hence greatly increase the under-
standing of micro-physical processes of clouds. This accumulation of
knowledge will raise research in this vital area from the plate_,_ i..;po:c.,',_"_b 7
terrestrial laboratory gravity conditions and permit advancement toward
attainment of the research objectives defined by the National Research Council.
' Experiment/Experiment P rog raft, Requirement s
The applicable cloud physics research can be conducted in a zero-gravity
environment in the Z0 experiment classes shown in Table 8. An e_panded
definition of individual experiments in each of the experiment classes is
presented in Section III of this report. The experiment classes were )
IW
J
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evaluated in depth and the experiment groups, experiment parameter varlao
: C tions, experiment iteratione to establish their val:dity, and discrete experimenti
" events for each cldss were assessed. As a result, each experiment class
_ was assigned to a speciiic cloud chamber and mission hours were established
for each experiment class.
Table 8
EXPE R/A4ENT CLASSES
i I.CONDtNSATION UCLEATION II.SATURATIONVAPORPRESSURE
2. ICENUCLEATION 12.AOIAOATICCLOUDLrXPANSION
, 3. IC£ MULTIPLICATION 13. ICENUCLEI_MORY
4. CHARGt'_PARATION 14._RR[STR IN. EXPANSIONCHAMO[REVALUATION
5. IC_ CRYS'_At_',_,qWTHABITS |i CONrL.NSATIONUCLEIMiMORY
6, $CA_NGING 16,NUCLEIMULTIPLICATION
7. RIMING ANDAGGREGATION 17.DROPLETCOLLISION6REAKUP
lk DROPLET-ICECLv'UOINTERACTIONSIL COALESCENCE[FFICIENCIES
; 9. )_OMOGENOUSNUCLEATION lq. STATIC01FFUSIONCHAtt0EREVI , ' i'ION
10.COLLISION-INDUCEDFREEZING 20. UNVENTILATEDDROPLETOIFTUSIONCOEFFICIENTS
_r
The cloud chambers establish the requirements used to formulate the
conceptual design for a cloud physics laboratory. Figure 12 identifies the
five primary c,loud chambers and their specific features. Further def£nition
with regard to physical characzeristics and environmental conditioning require-
merits (e. g.o pressure, temperature, and relative humidity} of both the cloud
chamber and the gas samples contained therein are shown in Table 9. The
chambers, with their environmental control, sensors, and imaging devices,
establish the subsystem requirements for the cloud physics laboratory. As
shown, there are significant physical characteristic differences between cloud
chambers and that, as defined, they incorporate inherent capabilities for the
evaluation of complex cloud physics phenomena.
Tho results of the assessment relating experiment classes and cloud physics
chambers are summarized in Table 9 and detailed in Table I0. Also shown
) are the mission hours for e_ch experiment class. _/he mission hours !or
II1
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Figure 12. Atmospheric Cloud Physics Chemb_rs
each experiment class were determined by e_,al,Jation of the cloud physics
experiment tree (discusscd in Section Ill)and by preliminary discrete exper-
iment event timelines.
The typical timelir_es for minimum, nominal, and maximum experiment
events are shown i: Figure 13. It should be noted that the experiment time-
li:_essh_w significant variations in ex#eriment s_:tupand shutdown times.
Variations in thes,,times can alter the experimen_ missio:_ hours required.
The experiment timehnes were predicted not only on the _-hysical manipula-
tions of an astronaut but also on the anticipated transient response capability
of the laboratory rubrystems to provide the cloud chamber and sample gas.
The mission timelines shown in Figure 13 are for a single cloud physics
laboratory installed in the Shuttle-Sortie laboratory. The minimun_ timeline
corresponds to a condition where other payloads required the predominant
portion of the laboratory resources and astrona,t time. The nominal mission
and maximum mission timelines assume an increasing use of laboratory
resources and astronau.t time.
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"; .. Table 9
" _ CLOUD CHAMBER REQUIREMENTS/CHARACTERISTICS
C(_ITINUOUS FL.._W STATIC O(FFU_ION STATIC DIFIIqU_ION
.. OlFFUSH3N EXPANSION GENERAL LIQUID tQE
, REQUIREMENT
: O0N FiGU RATION/INTE RNAL RECTANGULAR SPHERICAL CYLII_DRiCAL CYLiNDRiCAL CYLINDRICAL
-t_ VOLUME 3QCN X 30 CM X 1,3CM 30..4Q CM OiA 30 CM DIA X 10 CJ40iA X 1CU 40CM DiA X I0_
40 CM DEPTH DEPTH DEP
SaZE M 3 (F_ 0.011 _,41_ 0.042(1.S) 0.067(2.0) 0.00_0.2) 0.034412)
' WEIGHT KG (US) _Sl (30I _LM(SO) ZT.22ie0) 4.S4(10| 27_2(m|
: VlEMNG POlql_ CLEAR CYLINDRICAL 4 TOTAL ALL $JDES CLEAR CLEAR CLEAR CENTERLINE
• WALLS !1Oo APART, CYLINDRICAL CYLINDRICAL
10 CM DIA ON WALLS VIEWING
CEN .TERLINE I'T_iP
_J_ViRONMENTAL CONTROL
.', TEMPERATURE -20 ° TO +30aC -20 ° TO <° TO + 30°C 0e TO * _ _ TO + 3_
_, _ 0. PC Z 0.1"¢* Z CLle¢ * 0.1"¢ _*0.11C
[ 71q_RE 1/4 TO 1 ATM 1/4 TO 1 ATM* 1/4 TO 1 ATM I/4 TO 1 AIM 1/4 TO 1 ATM
• 0.01 ATM t_01 ATM *_01 ATM 4'0,01 ATM t_Ol ATM
' RELATIVE HUMIDITY 1QO TO 103_ IO TO 103'_ 0 TO _ 100 TO _ 100 TO 1G3'_
2 0.G_.% 2 non * _ 0.05% 2 0._% t 0._
_" INHERENT FEATURES Wl[ll"ED SURFACES W_TTEO SURFACES WETTED SURFACES
ELECTRIC FIELD ELECTRIC FIELD ELECTRIC FIELD ELECTRIC FIELD ELECTRIC FIELD
ACOUSTICAL FIELD ACOUSTICAL _ FIEL£ ACOUSTICAL FIEL rj ACOUSTICAL FIELD
FIELD
SL:CONDARY FLOW ADIABATIC
INJECTION EXPANSION •
SEQUENCED
WALL TEMP.
SIION "JUM
"TOLERANCE RANGE COMPATIJI.E tlfl%'H ALL BUT ONE EXPERIMENT CLAm. ** MOIRE STRINGENT TOLERANCE REQUIREMENT'&
_ Table 10i
' PRE LIMINAR Y MISSION ASSESSMEN T
' MIIONS
APPLICATION pARAMETERS MISSION (40 EXPERIMI:NTCHAMBERS C_ASSES
PRIORITY HOURS ItR$ TYPICAL)
CONTINUOUS
_ FLOW DIFFU_ON 1. CONDENSAT_X WUCLEATION A 7 _70
i 2. ICENUCLE.,T]OT4 A 11 210
3 FREEZE _I._'T%ING A 10 379
4. CHARGE SEPARATION A I 3146
ICECRYITAL GROWTH HABITS A 10 t_0
• rA11C 8. ICAV[NGING A I _0
O_FFtJ_ON
_E 7 filMING _ AGQREOATION A l
I. DROPLET-ICE CLOUO INTERACTION A 7 290
I. IIOMO_ENEOtJ_ NUCLEATION I ? 14E
I0, COLLIWON INDUCED FREEZING I I $10
11. _In_ATION V_ _EIJHME B ] 140 A 102
"" 1_'. /KXJ4BATI¢ CLOIJGZ XPANWON' k 6 110 • SS
I,Ice_Le,uE_v A m emo c_
I]l_ 14. TEMMFJTRIAL IXPAN_ION _M A 4 1711 TOTAL 130
IVALUATION
.,, IS. CONO£MBAT_ON NUCL,EI M|MOAY C • BE
tl NtJCLEI MULTIPl.iCAT_ON I I 1N
17, DROPLET ¢C _.LISION IiqEAKUP • 7 13b
GINERAL _O.I I)
IlL COALESCENCEEFFICI INCF.S |<m, M) A t_ II00
_TATI¢ 11. TEMMIWTMIAL IrrATIC"_FFUmON A 4 BE
DtFFUIION _M EVALUATION
LIQUID m, UNVENTILATED DROPLET OtFFUWQN • 7 SS
CO_FFICIENT_
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Astronaut participation was established after many experiment events were
considered. It should be noted that each individual experiment event can be
:: accomplished by a single astronaut. There are however, experiment events
,. where use of a second astronaut permits reduced setup and shutdown times
and otherwise promotes "time-effective" experiment operation.
As a result of the evaluation of the atmospheric cloud physics experiment
program tree and the definition of experiment timelines, it was established
that a large number of laboratory missions would be required to complete
t the entire experiment program. Realizing that basic research is not fully
, predictable and that research plans must be continually modified and updated,
_ the experiment classes and priorities (listed in Table 10) were assessed in
: terms of potential variations. This assessment showed that the number of
experiment missions would remain in excess of I00.
The conduct of cloud physics research in a multi-experiment orbital labora-
tory is dependent on the capabilities and resources of the Shuttle-Sortie
laboratory, but imposes minimum constraints on the Shuttle systems. The
primary requirement irr,posed by the envisioned experiments is for low
vibration levels and near-zero-gravity ( <10 -3 g) environment. This applies
only to the portion of the experiment involving calibration and experiment#
testing (--10 to 40 rain). Between individual experiment events, higher gravity
'_ and vibration levels can be tolerated.!
!. Resources to be utilized include operational power, heat rejection, and limited
, communications and data management. In addition, the physical volume and
weight of the cloud physics laboratory must be accommodated, and an astro-
naut is required to operate the laboratory. As discussed elsewhere in this
section, the cloud physics laboratory can be easily accommodated in the
Shuttle-Sortie laboratory and the resources required for its operation are
well within *.hecapability envisioned for the laboratory.
IW
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Laboratory Guidelines and Design Features
The experiment requirements defined above, the suggestions of the Senior
Scientific Board, other pertinent efforts in this study, and the results of
MSFC, European Space Research Organization (ESRO) and MDAC Shuttle-
Sortie laboratory studies were utilized to establish technical guidelines and
design features for the cloud physics laboratory.
The Level 1 laboratory technical guidelines are defined in Table 11. These
, guidelines were established in concert with the overall philosophy of the
. NASA and the long-range objectives of conducting cloud phTsics research to
i aid in improving weather predictions, and ultimately to enable man to control
: and modify weather.
Features to provide for man's safety will be built into the laboratory. The
operation of the laboratory presents no unusual hazards, and safety provisions
for astronaut protection can be easily incorporated.
Table 1 1
LABORATORY TECHNICAL PROGRAM GUIDELINES
• SAFETY NOCRITICALASTRONAUT/EXPERI/VlEN1,YARDS
,
' eLOWCOST MINIMIZE OVERALLPROGRAMCOST
oFLEXIBILITY ACCOMMODATEALLCLOUDCHAMBERCONC:.PTSAND MAXIMUM
NUMBEROF EXPERIMENTS
• AUTONOMY UTILIZESORTIELABRESOURCESWITHMINIMUM SORTIE
LABTOCLOUDPHYSICSLABORATORYINTERFAC[S
e PAYLOAD DESIGNCLOUDPHYSICSLABORATORYANDITr. OPERATIONTO
COMPATIBILITY MINIMIZE CONSTRAINTSONSORTIELABANDOTHER
PAYLOADS.
: • DESIGNLIFE 20 MISSIOn'SOR5 YEARS,WITH GROUNDREFURBISHMENT
• GROWTH TO30 DAYMISSIONSANDIORADVANCEDSUBSYS11EMS
nl i i i
l
1N
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Minimization of the overall program cost was considered in terms of both
' the experiment program and the potential benefits to mankind. For a
multiexperiment laboratory with envisioned reusage, minimizing the overall
cost is more cost-effective than minimizing the costs to attain initial opera-
" tional capability (IOC) only to find operational costs were increased in the
process. Considerations of laboratory operation by an astronaut who was a
cloud physicist or a cloud physicist who was not an astronaut lead to a
more sophisticated laboratory design to enhance both the quality and the
time-effectiveness of cloud physics research. Such features would raise the
project cost at IOC, but would reduce operational costs and hence minimum
overall program cost.
: Flexibility to accommodate all cloud chamber concepts and attain a maximum
t
number of experiments is consistent with both the cost guidelines and the
recommendation of the Senior Scientific Board. Such flexibility enhances
achievement of a long-range goal, reduces the cost of a mission experiment
hour, and enhances the potential for participation by the scientific community.
Laboratory autonomy, with utilization of Shuttle-Sortie laboratory resources,
enhances candidacy for flight usage. With low weight, volume, and resources
requirements, the cloud physics laboratory becomes a more probable concept.
The simplified interfaces of the cloud physics laboratory with the Shuttle-
i Sortie combined with the of thelaboratory flexibility experiment program
enhance the cloud physics laboratory concept as a secondary flight objective;
its oueration will be consistent with available resources and thereby provides
full utilization of the Shuttle-Sortie labora:_ry,
The autonomy and flexibility previously discussed combined with the minimum
constraints on the Shuttle-Sortie laboratory result in a compatibility of the
cloud physics laboratory with the greatest number of payloads. The clot_d
physics laboratory can be effectively utilized with earth resources, astronomy, ,
or other payloads since the only operational constraint imposed is near-
zero -gravity.
' The guideline for design life w_s formulated to accommodate the envisioned
experiment program. With over I00 potential missions, a design lifeof
tO'/
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20 missions or five years (with ground refurbishment) was established.
This design life was found to impose no unreasonable component, assembly,
or subsystem life requirements (100 on-orbit operating 4a_rs) that would
tend to counteract its low cost.
Growth capability to 30-day missions was imposed to ensure conformance with
Shuttle-Sortie laboratory growth. The capability to accommodate advanced
subsystems was established to utilize advancements in technology, incorporate
;: experiment program modifications, and to improve the quality and quantity of
cloud physics research, thereby reducing project losses due to obsolescence.
¢
'_ Design features for the cloud physics laborat,.ry, identified in Table 12, satisfy
the Level I technical guidelines. Common ancillary subsystems (including
common imaging systems and sensors) with common displays and controls
were established for cost-effectiveness reasons. Reduced subsystem develop-
ment cost and reduced astronnaut training will result from these design
features. Operation by one astronaut (with accommodations for two), real-time
, Table 12
i LABORATORY DESIGN FEATURES
i
.?
I • OPERATIONBYI ASTRONALIT/EXPERIJVENTER- ACCOMMODATIONFOR2
• COMPONENTA DMODULARREFURBISHIV_NT
• GROWTHCAPABILITYTOINCLUDEADVANCEDSUBSYSTEMS
i e
• AUTOMATEDCONTROLWITHMANUALOVERRIDE
'
• REALTIMEDATATRANSMISSION(VIASORTIELAB/ORBITER)
• INTERCHANGEABLECLOUDCHAMBERSANDCLOUOCHAMBERSUBSYSTEMS
• COMMONA CILLARYSUBSYSTEMS
• COMMONDISPLAYSANDCONTROLS
• SIMPLIFIEDSET-UP,MODIFICATION,SHUTI)OI_IOPERATIONS "
¢
• STORAGEFORSENSITIVEINSTRLV_ENTS.SPAREPARTSANDTOOLS
-)
i 100
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data transmission via the Shuttle-Sortie laboratory, and interchangeable
cloud chambers and cloud chamber subsystems enhance the experiment
flexibility and reduce the cost. Storage for sensitive instruments, spare
parts, and tools makes the cloud physics laboratory more autonomous and
reduces the development cost of such equipment. Simplified laboratory setup,
: modification and shutdown, combined with automated controls (with manual
override) provide for increased astronaut safety and reduce the operational
i costs. Component and modular refurbishment design features will be used to
satisfy the design life guideline and, combined with the capability to include
•_ advanced systems, improve laboratory growth and flexibility.
! Laboratory Subsystem Requirements and Commonality
< An assessment of subsystems for a cloud physics laboratory was performed
using the cloud chambers as the central equipment. The laboratory design
: features, previously described, were used in the concept formulation. For
analysis purposes, laboratory subsystems were categorized into chamber
subsystems and ancillary subsystems. The chamber subsystems included
the specific cloud chamber, the generator (aerosol, liquid drop, and ice
particle), the motion controller (electrical, acoustical, and optical), the
aerosol particle counter, and the imaging dcvices (still camera, stereo
: microscope, motion picture camera, television camera, laser device,
image intensifiers, and strobatac). These subsystems are all mounted on
'i the laboratory work surface adjacent to the cloud chamber. The ancillary
,, subsystems include the pressure, temperature, and dew point control
_ (integrated environmental control), gas storage, data management, power
\
,_ distribution, displays and controls, and miscellaneous support subsystems.
The ancillary subsystems are installed in the laboratory. These arbitrary
i categorizations were selected to facilitate laboratory subsystem evaluations,
simplify the assessment of subsystem commonality, and provide the format
for the work breakdown structure (WBS}.
IW
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The categorization of subsystems to cloud chambers is shown in Figure 14.
It should be noted that all ancillary subsystems were determined by each cloud
chamber concept. The limited-motion controllers are also identified for
each cloud chamber, but cannot be made as common equipm£nt since design
varies with each cloud chamber concept. The imaging devices are also
common to each cloud chamber concept, but all imaging devices will not
be used simultaneously, and only specific equipment will be flown on a given
mission.
A preliminary evaluation of subsystem commonality was performed for each
laboratory subsystem to a level of depth consistent with project feasibility
phase status and the state-of-the-art development status of the subsystem.
The results of this commonality analysis are presented in Figures 15 and
16 for the chamber subsystems and ancillary subsystems. Commonality
between cloud chambers was also assessed; results are summarized in
Table 9.
I
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Differences in the shape and volume and viewing access between cloud
• 0
chambers eliminate total commonality considerations. This advanced-
development equipment can, however, utilize common material and fal'.,ca-
tion concepts. Furthermore, the concepts for providing "wetted sure'aces"
, can be common to the continuous flow diffusion and the static diffusion liquid
chambers with partial commonality to the static diffusion ice chamber
(Table 9). Similarly, a common design concept can be used to control the
limited motion of the electrical and acoustical equipment for all cloud chambers.
• All cloud chambers will have corer.non electrical power, heat rejection, an,i
.. instrumentation interfaces with the laboratory subsystems.
Figure 15 identifies the cloud chamber subsystems and indicates the various
, degrees of commonality. It should be noted that the limited motion controllers
are all integral to the cloud chamber and in some instances are optional
(varying requirements between different experiment classes and/or varying
requirements within an experiment class) All generator subsystems are to
be mounted to the cloud-chambers. The ice-particle generator is an advan-
ced development subsystem and is obviously applicable only to the static
diffision ice chamber. The liquid-drop generator and the aerosol generator
are common for the chambers specified. Both generators are considered to
be within the state of the art; various design concepts already exist and are
, employed in terrestrial laboratories. The aerosol-particle counter and the
t
•_ imaging devices are subsystems employed to gather cloud physics research
data. This equipment is within the state of the art and can be utilized with
all chambers. The interfaces of these subsystems with the laboratory' will
, _ be standardized.
i
The ancillary subsystems identified in Figure 16 constitute the major portion
of the equipment in the cloud physics laboratory. Figure 16 further shows an
extremely high degree of commonality for the ancillary systems. The
integrated environmental control (pressure, temperature and dew point ',
subsystems_ exhibits only minor deviations between cloud chambers. These
deviations are increased tolerance control (required for only one experiment
class performed in the expansion chamber} and expanded dew point sub-
system range for the general chamber. The expanded dew point range can be ]
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incorporated with minimum subsystem modification; however, increased
tolerance control would result in a major impact on the laboratory. The
increased temperature, pressure, and dew-point tolerance control would
involve advanced sensors and control concepts requiring state-of-the-art
advancement.
The gas storage subsystem includes the gas-sample storage and sump tankage.
An increased quantity of gas samples is required for the continuous-flow
diffusion chamber and the expaasion chamber, but can be accommodated by
increased pressure for storage oi gas samples. Commonality of the data
: management and power distributzon subsystems is easily achievable. These
subsystems are within the state of the art, and sizing to accommodate maxi-
mum experiment requirements does not result in significant impact on weight,
, volume, or cost.
The displays and controls subsystem contains the visual displays and opera-
tional controls required by the laboratory. A standardized console enhances
the cloud physics research and redu¢ es the training requirements for
astronauts. For specific missions certain equipment would be superfluous
but it imposes a small penalty in weight, volume, and power.
The mie-cellaneous support subsystem is composed of laboratory-contained
_, equipment for the cloud chamber subsystems and equipment linking laboratory
: subsystems to other subsystems and to the Shuttle-Sortie laboratory systems.
! Commonality of this equipment provides the advantages defined for the displays
=
i and controls subsystem.!
i
Laboratory Conceptual Design#
A baseline conceptual design was formulated for a zero-gravity multi-
experiment atmospheric cloud physics laboratory. The design accommodates
I all five cloud chambers, utilizes common ancillary subsystems, and
accommodates 19 of the 20 experiment clas_ea identified. The design was
i based on evaluation of candidate concepts from the moJt austere to the most
, advanced and comprehensive. Consideration was given to experiment class
f ( ' compatibility, cloud chamber compatibility, reliability, maintainability, andexperiment mission flexibility, as well as to development, production, and
i -
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operation costs. The concepts considered by MDAC, the Senior Scipntific .
Board, and NASA, and the significant features in each concept are shown
in Table 13.
The evaluation of the candidate concepts resulted in selection of Concept B'
(Table 13) for the baseline conceptual aesign. This con('ept best satisfied the
long-range research objectives, was most respvnsive to the scientifi,-
community, satisfied the technical guidelines, and had appropriate design
features.
Concept A was formulated to represent the austere laboratory concept, This
concept included the reouired ancillary systems and only the general and
static diffusion liquid cloud chambers and their imaging systems. Concept A
was compatible with five experiment classes involving Z8 experiment
missions (at 40 hours of experiment time per mission). Concept B expanded
the laboratory to include two additional cloud chambers (static diffusion ice
and continuous flow diffusion). It therefore involve ,_ costs associated with
these chambers, an ice-particle generator, the aerosol-particle counter,
and expanded the thermal range for the integrated environmental control
system. This additional equipment permitted the laboratory to accommodate
16 experiment clasees involving 103 missions.
Th,, selected baseline conceptual design (Concept B'*)requires only the addi-
tion of the modified expansion cloud chamber (to Concept B). This expansion
chamber concept is compatible with all but one experimental class to be per-
formed in this chamber. The chamber concept, however, is compatible with
the tolerance limits of the integrated environment, control system. With a
modified expansion chambel, the laboratory can accommodate 19 experin'ent
classes involving 125 missions.
The advanced and comprehensive laboratory i_ represented by Concept C. "
This concept has the sophisticated expansion chamber and the improved
tolerance temperature, pressure, and d_,w point subsystems. Additional
advanced imaging devices can be provided (e.g., holography, Raman
spectroscopy, x-ray diffraction, and infrared imaging). With this equipment, J
the laboratory would be most comprehensive and all envisioned research
2O4
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could be performed in it. This concept does require significant advanced
development of both chamber and ancillary subsystems, but if can accommo-
date the complete experiment program shown in Table 10.
Comparison of the various concepts shows that the equipment required by the
austere laboratory (Concept A) needs mlnimum supplements for Concepts l_
and B'. Concept (" incorporates advanced subsystems and imaging devices.
The cost fact_,'_ shown in Table 14 for the laboratory concepts quantify
the variations. U. ing the baseline conceptual design (Concept [3')as the unit
cost, it can be seen that reductions in capability are significant for Concepts A
and ]3, but l_;ssthan I0 percent of the cost is saved with the other con_ e_ts.
Concept C significantly intredses cost-_and accommodates only r)neadditional
expe:iment class (five experiment missions). It should also be noted that the
cost factor variations are proportional to and representative of differences
in weight, power, and volume required by the laboratory concepts.
The baseline conceptual design for the zero-gravity multiple experiment
atmospheric cloud physics laboratory is shown in Figure II. The laboratory
,,.4 _ designed to be compatible with the Shuttle-Sortie laboratoc)r, wh_,"
•_'.'_ -,_atesall cloud chambers and experiments associa.'ed "with 19 experi-
tve,t classes. The laboratory incorporates features q.'oroperation by one
or two astronauts and has a design lifeof 20 missions (5 days on-orbit) or
five years. As envisioned, the laboratory is self-contained, provides storage
for all equipment, tools, and expendables used, and has simplified interfaces
with the Shuttle-Sortie laboratory for power, beat rejection, and data manage-
ment and communications. An interface exists for emergency overboard
dump, a safety feature. For a maximum-condition experiment mission, the
laboratory would have a maximum launch weight of 468 kg (l,032 Ib) and an
average power requirement of 13Z w wi_h an associated peak power of 580 w.
As configured, the laboratory encompasses a total volume of 8.78 m 3
i
(310 ft3) and is I._ rr {4 ft}in depth {maximum}, 3. l m (10 ft)high, and
2.5 m (8 ft} long. A model o.r the baseline conceptual design was fabricated;
the front view is shown in Figule 17.
" ,"" _ _ _" "- "_ 0 _m I
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Table 14
(Sheet l of Z)
LABORATORY SUBSYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS
I
I GENERATORS LIMITED MOTION CONTROLLERS AEROSOL
CHAMBERS PARTICLE IMAGING CHARACTERISTICS
AEROSOL LIQUID ICE CDIJNTER DEVICES
GENERATOIII DROP PARTICLE ELECTRICAL ACOUSTICAL OPTICAL
GENERATOR GENERATOR
0.01|0.4) 0.01(0.3) 0.03(0.1) 0.003(0.1) 0.014(0.5) 0.07(2.4) SIZE M j (FT3)
GENERAL 0.91(2I 1.36(3) 0.46(1) 1.36(3) 4.S4(10) 19.50(43) V_IGI_T KG (LB)
$ 2 2 2 $ _0 POWER WATTS
STATIC 0.28(1 ) ;JZE M3 (FT3)
DI. FUSION • • * ((10) WEIGHT KG (LS)
LiOUIO 240 PO_'ER WATTS
CONTINUOUS 0.28(1) SIZE _ (FT3)
FLOW • • * (e0) V_EIGHT KG (LS)
DIFFUSION 240 POWER WATTS
t
STATIC 0.01(0.31 SIZE M3 (FT31 '_.
DIFFUSION 1.3_3) WFIGHT KG (LB)
ICE 10 P(PWlEfl WATTS
,- I ..*
• 0,01(0.3) 0.21(1) SIZE M3 (FT3)
EXPANSION 1.)8(3) • • (ll0I WEIGHT KG (LB)
2 240 POWEP WATTS
eoIrrlONAL
The geometry of the cloud physics laboratory was based on considerations of
, experiment usage, astronaut operations, human factor considerations, azld
maintenance and refurbishment considerations. The work surface area and
volume reflect consideration of the various cloud chamber designs, the asso-
ciated generators and limited motion controllers, and the various data
gathering equipment. The disp'.ays anQ controls for ali subsystems were
arranged to facilitate experiment operation. The ancillary equipment was
installed in the console for ease of maintenance and refurLishment. Storage
areas were provided for equipment sensitive to acceleration and vibration
during launch. The design provides sufficient free volume for new equipment
('_ '- or improved subsystems that might be developed over the long life _f the
laboratory.
; 2O7
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Table 14
(Sheet 2 nf 2) _
ANCILLAR Y SUBSYSTEMS
INTEGRATED !
ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL GAS DATA POWER DISPLAY MISC [ CHARACTER.
CHAMBERS I DEW STORAGE MGMT ' DISTRIB CoNTAND SUPPORT [ ISTICSPRESSURI THERMAL POINT IJ i i Jl ,i
0._7(2) 0.014(0.5 0.028(1) 0.880(30) 0.042(1.5 0.014(0.5J 0.071(2.51 0.088(3)SIZEM 3 (FT 3)
GENERAL _11.34(25) 20.41(46) 2.72(6) 90.72(200) 18.14(40) S.EU(lfl) !_22.M(50) 38.29(80) WEIGHT KG (LB)
140 30 40 i 50 10 i 16 25 POWER WATTS!
. i
STATIC
)IFFUSION
LIQUID
CONTINUOUS
FLOW
DIFFUSION
I
STATIC
DIFFUSION
ICE
___ I L I I I I I i 1
i
The baseline conceptual design is a conservative approach established by
assessment of individual subsystems in terms of weight, power and volume
(including shape factor). Wherever possible, existing ground equipment
values we,-e used; other subsystems were estimated using state-of-the-art
, : values_ No attempt was made to reduce weight, power, ar:d volume by use
t
i of advanced aerospace techniques, since this would result in increased cost.
The characteristicsfor the subsystems are shown in Table i4.
The characteristicsfor all subsystems in the cloud physics laboratory were
established using the identifiedbaseline conceptual design philosophy. This
philosophy resulted in size, weight, and power variations for only the cloud
chambers, specificcould chamber subsystems (liquidd,up generator, ice
pa-ticlegenerator,and aerosol p$_rticlecoun1._er)and the Quantityof expend-
ables (films, gases and liquids). The characteristics of all ancillary sub- .)
systems, and miscellaneous equi?ment for all experiments (tools, instru-
ments, etc.), and the control corsole structure are identical.
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Figure 17. L_oro_ry Conceptusl Design
The characteristics identified in Table 14 were specified for the subsystems
described in the following sections.
Aerosol Generator
The cloud physics laboratory will be able to deliver aerosols at variable
I rates and with a high degree of repeatabilityover a range of particlediameters.
This subsystem is a small electromechanical device reqviring advanced
development.
Liquid-D top Generator
Various concepts are employed to produce droplets in terrestriallaboratories•
The liquid-drop generator concept to be used in the cloud physics laboratory
will produce a range of droplet sizes at a variable but controlled production
rate. This generator is a small electromechanical device requiring advanced
( _ development (ithas some commonality with the aerosol generator).
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Ice-Particle Generator
This generator will employ either the aerosol or liquid-drop generator concept
with additional cooling equipment needed to produce ice cr,rstals. The ice-
particle generator is an electromechanical device requiring advanced develop-
; ment (it has some corn,T, onality with the aerosol or liquid-drop generator).
Limited Motion Controller mE1ectrical
The subsystem consists of the electrical conductors installed on or within
the cloud chambers to produce ac and dc fields. The dc field will provide
• : the capability to sweep or position single or multiple particles. The ac field
will provide the capability for positioning single particles. This electronic
subsystem uses state-of-the-art technology and requires design variations
conforming to the specific cloud chamber requirements and configuration.
Limited Motion Controller--Acoustical
The acoustical motion controller consists of the speakers and associated
electrical equipment required for multi-axis control of droplets or for
coagulation of aerosoldroplets into larger droplets. The electromechanical
systemwill be installed in the cloud chambers. It will exhibit design varia-
tions consistent with chamber requirements, and will require advanced
development.
J
Limited Motion Controller--Optical
.i
This subsystem will be a laser t_-pe and it will contain the optical sensors and
servo controls required for single-particle positioning or motion (single beam)
and for droplet confinement (dualbeam). This optical subsystem requires
advanced development.
, Aerosol Particle Counter
':"I This data-gathering optical subsystem will count particles and discriminates
•i the particle size. The equipment uses state-of-the-art technology and is
presently employed in terrestrial laboratories.
' Imaging Devices
This subsystem is composed of state-of-the-art equipment useO to obtain )
: and record cloud physics research data. The equipment includes the
;ollowing:
; 21o
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,, TV--Low-light-level vidicon with high resolution and zoom lens.
"_'_ Image Intensifier--Optical illumination to enhance observation of
._ low-light-level particles.
Laser--Polarized, collimated optical beam to assess optical
%
scattering properties of ice crystals.
i Stereo Microscope mEnhance observation of particles (used in
[ conjunction with still camera and TV).
Motion Picture CameramVariable frame speed (O to 400 frames/sec)
camera to record dynamic experiment phenomena.
Still Camera_High-resolution camera to record static eyperiment
events (microscope mounting capability).
Strobatac--Enhance capability to optically view dynamic motion of
particles through the microscope.
Integrated Environmental Control--Pressure
"lhis subsystem includes all the laboratory gas sample pressure-control
equipment, feed and transfer hardware and software between the gas sample
supply tanks and the cloud chamber. It also includes the hardware for
returning the gas samples to the sump tankage. The subsystem includes the
condxtioning chamber (positive expulsion-type tankage in which environmental
conditioning of the gas sample is performed prior to its injection into the
cloud chamber). The subsystem will be capable of supplying gas samples to
the cloud chamber over a range of 1/4 to 1 atm and with a tolerance of
_0.0l atm. The subsystem utilizes state-of-the-art technology but requires
development due to the need for tolerances and automated control and for
complex and sophisticated interfaces with the integrated environmental
%
control (i. e., temperature and dew-point) subsystems.
Integrated Environmental Control_ Thermal
( _ This subsystem contains equipment to provide for three major functions:
(I) thermal control of electronics equipment, (2) thermal control fcr the cloud
chambers, and (3) thermal control of the gas sample.
211
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The thermal control of the electronics will minimize the heat released to the
Shuttle-Sortie laboratory, The equipment uses state-of-the-art technology.
The thermal control of the cloud chambers includes equipment to provide high-
tolerance (±0. I°C) thermal control over a range of -30°C to +40°C. This
control is required for cloud chamber walls. In certain cases (static
diffusion liquid and continuous flow diffusion chambers}, two different tern-
; peratures must be maintained on the surfaces of different chamber walls
Thermal control of the gas sample must be provided at the same tolerance
and over the same range as for the cloud chambers. The thermal control of
I the gas sample is part of the integrated environmental control-pressure and
!_ dew-point subsystems.
The equipment required in the thermal subsystem is basically within the
state o£ the art although adva:lced concepts employing heat pipes and thermo-
electrics are under evaluation. Evaluation of the tolerances and thermal
response needed to enhance experiment "time effectiveness", combined with
theShuttie-Sortie laboratory and cloud chamber interfac requirements
places this subsystem as one requiring considerable development.
Integrated Environmental Control--Dew Point
The equipment for this subsystem utilizes state-of-the-art technology. The
' capability to add and remove water vapor to the gas _ample is included in the
design. Recirculation of the gas sample, provided by the pressure subsystem,
is envisioned. The relative humidity range o£ 0 t_ 103 percent with a tolerance
of _0.05 percent and the transient response requirement identifies the
dew-point subsystem as requiring long-lead-time development,
.4
'_ Gas Storage
_ This subsystem consists o£ the tankage and componentry associated with
pressure vessels. As defined in thebas'_line laboratory conceptual design,L
this subsystem provides for (I) five 0.028 m 3 (1 ft 3) pressure vessels for
storage o£ sample gases, (Z) one 0.28 m 3 (10 £t 3) spherical storage tank for
an earth sample, and (3) one 0.28 m 3 (I0 ft 3) sump pressure vessel fc_
212
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:; storage of cloud chamber gases (after experiment usage). As envisioned,
/ the earth sample will be stored at 1 atm and the gas samples will be stored
at higher pressures consistent with the quantity of samples required for the
particular experiment. The sump tank will be launched empty and will be
A pressurized by gas samples after experiment usage. A pump in the pressure
7: subsystem will compress gases into the sump tank, eliminating the need for
.: an overboard dump. However, the subsystem contains ereergency dump
o eqmpment. This subsystem is within the state of the art,
Data Management
:- i The equipment in this subsystem includes an analog/digital recorder and
- electronic equipment to permit acquisition and transmission (via the Shuttle-
:
I Sortie laboratory) of data pertinent to the laboratory status and of experiment
data. Sensors from all laboratory subsystems will interface with the labora-
tory recorder. Provisions for voice recording and real-time data transmission
to earth are envisioned (i.e., a Shuttle-Sortie laboratory interface). This
subsystem is within the state of the art.
Power Distribution
Equipment of this subsystem interfaces with the Shuttle-Sortie laboratory and
all other cloud physics laboratory subsystems. Both 115 vac and 28 vdc power
will be utilized (if available). Power control and power conversion equipment
required by the cloud physics laboratory subsystems is envisioned for thi,a
state-of-the-art subsystem.
, Displays and Controls
The equipment for this subsystem is shown in Figure 18. This state-of-the-
art subsystem includes equip:o_nt for both manual and automated experiments,
with visual displays of laborator.v _ubsystems and experiment status. As
shown in the figure, mirrors are provided to enhance astronaut observation
of experimental phenomena. ,,
Miscellaneous Support
The equipment in this categorit includes the console=installed elements ot the
(-,_ generators, the limited-motion controllers, and the imaging devices. State-\ -
of-the-art electronics will be used.
j 213
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i Figure18. Zero-gCloudPhysicsL-'._ratory ConceptualDisplaysandControls
i i • i,
The characteristics o£ the cloud physics laboratory are given in Table 15,
which covers tbe major equipment and subsystems in the laboratory. The con-
trol consote characteristics are based on conventional (ground-type) structural
design, and the labo_,ator7 concept (Figures II and 17) includes provisions for
subsystem maintenance and refurbishment. As indicated, there is significant
volume allowed _or equipment access and for packaging sensitive equipment
for stowage. The maximum envisioned launch weight of 468 kg (I,03Z Ib)
includes expendables and miscellaneous equipment. The expendables include
the gas samples and the_ilm _or the imaging devices. The miscellaneous
equipment includes tools, packaging material, instruments, and spare parts
(if required).
The peak power for the laboratory wa, s assessed assuming a worst-case
experiment operation sequence. The power requi_ d to operate all subsystem
equipment is greater than the peak power specified; all equipment will no_ be .3
operated simultaneously. The average operating power was also assessed
214'
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_' TabLe 15
CLOUD PHYSICS LABORATORY CHARACTERISTICS
i ' AvGI
CLOUD CHJJABER ANCILLARY CONTROL'[ EXPEND- MI_ TOTAL PEAK CHARACTERIST*,CS
!.,_ CHAMBERS CHjUk ._ER SUISYSTEMS SUSSY STEMS ICOfLSOLE AJ_L.ES... EQUIP. L.AEK)R ATOR Y IqNR, OPIER,PVdR i
"_' 0.067(2) 0.100(3.8) 1.1111141} 0.067(.?/ 0.023(1) 0.190(7) l.IKW(fdLI) SJ,:E r,,J (FT 3)
: GENERAL 27.22((101 _I12(42) 214L47_d11) I0.72(_,_) 0.80|1§) 31.7S(70) 432.0I_I40) 433 'CI WI_P,_HT KG (LB)
37I 310 i _R WJ,, "TS
: i
,I !
STATIC 0.01(0.21 0.1314.6| CL0_I) 1.68166.7) SIZE M 3 (FT 3)
•_ _FFU_ON _LI4(t0) 64(11B) i tI0(16) _TS) IIO 132 _t_IGHT KG (LB)• LIQ ID 814 B24 POWER WATTS
1
L.
• , CONTINUOUS 0.01(0._,1 0.13(4.6) 0.03(11 I.M(Si.I) _ZE M 3 (FT 3)
FLOW 1141(_| _(11I) I'II_) _.III) _ 132 _t_T KG (LB)
• CdFFUSION 614 924 PrJWER WATTS
STAT_: 0._1_) _11_| 0.03(1| LI7(M) SIZE M 3 (FT 3)
i UIFFU_ON Z7.22(10) 2_ 12(e2) 0.8(16) 430.0IMlI) 433 10I WEIGHT KG (LB)
ICE 3IN _ POWER WAITS
4
0.04(1.§) 0.14(4.8) 0.03(1) f 1.i1_7.3) t SIZE M $ (FT 3)
EXPANSION :'_B(I0( IL34(|22) 1111_) I 44_11(I0_2) _40 132 WEIGHT KG (LB)
818 _ HR WATTS
• CONTROL CONSOLE SHAPE (SHOWI_/IN FIGURES 11 AND 17) IS 1 2 METERS 14 FT) IN DEPTH. 3.3 METERS(10 F | NIGH AN _.I METERS (8 _'T) LONG. THE _ONIOL_ENCLOIES A VOLUME OF--.I_I_ M 3 _10 FT3_
AND PflOVIDEI A WORKING VOLUME OF _3.83 M 4 (100 FT _) FON A TOTAL VOLUME OF=ILTI M ° (310 FT'_).
assuming _orst-case experiment operation. As shown in Table 14, the
power drivers are the aerosol particle counter and the imaging devices.
Ground-type power requirements were specified _or this equipment and
they can be reduced considerably by design ir,_provement (to be undertaken
only in the event of a power shortage in the Shuttle-Sortie laboratory).
A I/12th scale model of the laboratory conceptual design was fabricated and
delivered to the Manned Space Flight Center. The front view of the model
is shown in Figure 17. Access to the electronics for _aaintenance is provided
by hinged display and control panels. Similarly, hinged access to the equip-
sent installed above and below the laboratory work surface is provided. The
major equipment located in the rear of the model is shown in Figure 19.
The earth atmosphere sample and surnp tankage required large volume, so
( '_ they were placed at the top of the laboratory. For convenience, sample gas
tankage was placed it. the same area. As shown, significant growth volurn_
216
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Figure19. LaboratoryConceptualDesign- RearView
i =
exists for stowage of other gas samples. The conditioning chamber requires ,
a location as close as possible to the cloud chamber; itwas therefore mounted
immediately below the laboratorywock surface. T'.,erelated pressure,
!
i temperature, and dew-point subsystems were located in the volume below the
work surface due to the cloud chamber interface requirements. In general,
all the electronic subsystems are located immediately behind their control
i and disFlay panels.
The conceptual design of t_tecloud physics laboratory and its envisioned usag-.
as a Shuttle-Sortie laboratory payload are described in AppendixA. This
appendix provi0es the payload planning data required to categorize and assess
the cloud pt_yeics laboratory. Specific daza provided include (1) programmatice,
(2) payload equipment description, (3_ operational cycle, (4) operational
constraints, (5) resources utilization, and (6) ground support and logistics.
Cloud Physics laboratory Pro_rammatics
A 0cheddle to provide a cloud physics laboratory in 1980 when the Shuttle
becomes operational was established after formulation of the concep,',ual
210
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design and an assessment of technical risk. The risk assessment was
directed to an evaluation of subsystems to establish equipment requiring
an advance in the state of the art or long-lead-time for procurement or
_ development which could jeopa ":ize the specific technical project.
In assessment of technical risk, the equipment in terrestrial cloud physics
laboratories was evaluated. It was found that all equipment specified for the
zero-gravity cloud physics laboratory existed in terrestrial laboratories.
(Terrestrial laboratories are, however, specialized and no single laboratory
was equipped as fully as the laboratory described Jn this report.) The evalua-
tion further showed that much of the equipment, although performing the
required functions, was not suitable for use in the zero-gravity laboratory
based on current standards for space flight operations. The terrestrial
laboratories were developed for specific research objectives and were not
subjected to the constraints that may be imposed by thv Shuttle-Sortie
laboratory. Equipment arrangement and packaging is suited to terrestrial
gravity and manual operation. Hence, the terrestrial equipment identified
as ancillary subsystems include water and ice baths, laboratory-type data-
recording instruments, and other large, heavy, and high-power components.
qt-
the terrestrial laboratory equipment identified for cloud chambers and cloud
i chamber subsystems, however, provide design concepts suitable for zero!
f
gravity laboratory usage. But in all instances, the equipment requires some
redesign for zero-gravity laboratory usage. Astronaut safety alone necessi-
tates many equipment modifications. Modifications to provide compatibility
; with Shuttle-Sortie laboratory power, heat rejection, and data management
t
_ould also be required.
As a result of the evaluation of terrestrial laboratories, it was determined
that the cloud physics laboratory would require advanced technology efforts
for .:loud chambersB limited-motion controllers, and generators. For this
eqt, iprn_nt, howcver, many terrestrial laboratory equipment design concepts
would be utilized. The integrated environmental control s-stem _pressure,
thermai and dew-poi_lt suosystems} was asses,led as re ,,ring a long-lead
tinge for development due to control of tolerance and response time require-
( . ments. The rest of the laboratory subsystem equipment uses state-of-the-art
technology, although, it is not identical to equipment used in terrestrial
j cloud physics laboratorie,.
217
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The cloud physics project schedule is shown in Figtxre 20. The schedale was
spread to encompass the available time to anticipate launch, _s shown, the
feasibility and preliminary design and definition studies will continue to
September ]974. A IZ-month, in-depth laboratory design and definition
study is envisioned to be accomplished from September 1974 to September
1975. The final design, development, testing, and production was defined to
' produce two flightlaboratories on a schedule permitting launch on the Shuttle-
Sortie laboratory in late 1980. The schedules are given for associated project
. systems engineering, ground support equipment, and operations support,
Throughout the engineering efforts on the laboratory, a close association
will be maintained with the scientific community to ensure a meaningful
development program.
A prelirr_inary work breakdown structure (WBS) for the cloud physics labora-
tory is shown in Figare Zl. This WB$ reflects the level of depth of evaluation
and ide,',tificationior the laboratory. The items identified are presently being
evaluated to provide an estimate of the resources required for the cloud
: physics laboratory project and their costs.
i
I
I
i
'I
)
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_. V. SPECIAL SUPPORTING STUDIES
_ During the feasibility study, several long-lead technology items were
identifie__ and subcontracts were issued to initiate studies in these areas.
:; The chamber sub_,,stems are the primary focal point for the entire labc.'a-
tory and two chambers subcontracts were issued: (1) a study of potentialJ
zero-gravity cloud physics chambers with emphasis on expansion chamberst
_. to the University of Missouri at Rolls (UMR); and (2) a study of potential
L
zero-gravity cloud physics chambers with emphasis on diffusion chambers
to the D_ert Research Institute ([RI), University of Nevada at Reno. A study
of heat pipes as a means of achieving the important thermal controls neces-
r
; sary for zero-gravity cloud microphysics was completed by the
Donald W. Douglas f aboratories at Richland, Washington. McDonnell
: Douglass Electronics Company (MDEC) of St. Charles, Missouri, performed
a small st_dy concerning holography as an observational tool _n zero-gravity
cloud physics. Various aspects of thermal control were studied in the
MDAC Space Science Atmospheric Physics Laboratory and this laboratory
: group also studied alternate means of achieving low- or zero-gravity condi-
tions for test and experiment purposes. Summaries of these studies are
given in this section.
Expansion Chamber Studies, University of Missouri, Rolls
The study team at the UMRwas headed by Dr. James L. Kassner, Director
¢
• of the Graduate Center for Cloud Physics Research. This study included
' (1) a review of the literature on cloud simulation chambers, (Z) an evaluation
: of different types of chambers, (3) a detailed description of the expansion
cloud chamber, (4) an evaluation of thermal diffusion chambers, (5) an evalu-
'i
ation of the UMR cloud simulation cloud chamber concept, and (6) a descrip-
tion of a potential zero-gravity cloud simulation chamber.
UMR Review of Literature on Cloud Simulation Chambers
The literature review indicated that two different approaches to the simulation \
of cloud formation in expansion chambers were evident; other types of chambers
are not very suitable for the simulation of cloud updrafts. The firs_ group is
characterized by very large chambers in which the designers attempted to
/_ extend the time period of quasiadiabatic expansion of the air by making the
t_
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i volume of the chamber exceedingly large. This suppresses the heat flow
from the walls by making the surface-to-volume ratio as small as possible. ' )
$
The second method of simulating cloud formation is to precisely control all
i physical processes in relatively small chambers. Work along these lines
during the past three decades belonged mostly to this group. Only a few
i scientists have introduced innovations leading to more efficient simulation\ experiments in smaller chambers in which the expansion rate, te perature,
i and humidity fields were reliably controlled.
i" The ideal cloud simulation chamber should be able to accurately produceclouds from a saturated atmosphere containing an aerosol full 7 characterizedby a critical-activation-supersaturation spectrum and the variations of thelatter with time. Once nonentraining clouds are simulated, experiments
which include mixing of unsaturated air at the cloud boundaries can realistic-
_ ally be considered..
UMR Evaluation of Chambers
It appears that there are experimental situations which suggest that both
; _ thermal diffusion and expansion cloud chamber capabilities should be planned '
, for the zero-gravity cloud physics experiments. If one employs the UMR-
developed expansion-type cloud chamber which utilizes thermoelectric
A.
° ".
•- modules to cool the walls at the same rate that the gas is cooled by adiabatic
t
'. expansion, the same cloud chamber components can be utilized to fabricate
both types of cloud chambers (i.e., a thermal diffusion chamber and an
..... expansion cloud chamber). This is readily feasible from the standpoints of
,'_"_"] scientific and e_gineering de sign.
:.
=',,.):: A study of droplet or ice-crystal growth can best be carried out in an
::'_#, expansion-type cioud chamber utilizing synchronized wall cooling. In the
_ _" expansion chamber, conditions will be spherically symmetric around indi-
, vidual growing droplets, and droplets will not be subjected to diffusiophoretic
:_:_ and thermophoretic forces such as would exist as a result of the gradients of
the thermal diffu|ion chamber. ._
Studies of the vapor pressure over supercooled droplets would easily fall in _
!the category of a _light modification of the droplet-growth experiment, as •
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would be measurement of accommodation coefficients. In this category, one
would include studies of memory effectsof both condensation nuclei and ice
"_ nuclei. These experiments can be efficientlycarried out only in an expansion-
type cloud chamber which is capable of retracing its steps in a compressive
mode of operation.
Scavenging-type experiments are ideallysuited to the expansion cloud c,,tm-
ber. In additionto providing for growth of the particles, the larger volume
\ of the chamber and the uniform conditions (with the possible exception of
boundary layers close to the walls from which fine particles would be prefer°
, entiallyscavenged due to the close proximity of the larger surface area)
i would mean that the nuclei content ot the gas could be sampled as a function
" ] of the time availablefor scavenging by cloud droplets or ice crystals.
The expansion chamber probably provides the most convenient means of
assessing the effectof giant nuclei on the evolution of the large droplet tail
on the cloud droplet size distribution.
The Expansion Cloud Chamber
The high state of development of the Wilson cloud chamber makes itideally
• It
suited for studies of various condensation problems. However, most of
• this development has been directed toward building instruments for studying
:_:. the trajectories of ionizing particles, where the principal interest wzs good
;_ repeatability and perfect uniformity of conditions throughout the chamber.p •
Until UMR beg.:_ work on the problem in 1960, little effort had been devoted
• ._!. • to developing a cloud chamber specifically suited for nucleation measurements
,-_., where an absolute knowledge of the thermodynamic parameters is required.
: The problems encountered in nucleation and condensation measurements are
r:' '_'° "
_, ..v,_,.,_ somewhat different. During the past 12 years, UMR has undertaken a syste-
" .. ,,
• ,,..,,,.,. matic effort to identify and solve these problems.
. . .._..=".
,'._:_ A brief review of conventional cloud-chamber processes leads to a clear
:'" " 'i _ understanding of the technique employed. Cloud chambers for cosrrnc r_y
""; "_'" studies are most frequently designed for precise, flit expansions from a
well-defined initial volume to a well-defined final volume. Peak supersat-
Q)' uration is calculated from the volume ratio. Such instruments possess a
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; relatively short sensitive time of about 0.5 sec, which is a property of the
-" surface-to-volume ratio of the chamber. )
J
I
' Expansion establishes the desired degree of supersaturation. The gas is
i cooled by the expansion while the walls remain at ambient temperature. Thei walls conduct heat to the layer of gas adjacent to them. However, it would
seem that the gas in the center of a large chamber would not experience an
appreciable temperature rise for a second or more after the expansion,\
owing to the relatively slow nature of the heat conduction process. Never-
theless, there is a mechanism which begins to increase the temperature at
the center of the chamber immediately after a fast expansion. The heated
gas layer adjacent to the walls expands and compresses the entire chamber,
resulting in a general increase in temperature throughout the chamber.
Thus, the volume as a whole experiences a general increase in pressure and
temperature very quickly, and the usual procedure of employing expansion
ratios to calculate the final temperature turns out to be exceedingly poor.
The slower the expansic,n, the more nonadiabatic is the volume as a whole.
In addition, this compressive mechanism rapidly relieves the degree of
supersaturation established by the initial expansion.
,, Although the temperature throughout the chamber is not homogeneous and
: the entire volume cannot be treated as a unit, another procedure is possible.
:__ : As long as actual heat conduction and vapor diffusion have not affected the
,. ;i central portion of the chamber, the mechanism by which the chamber is
expanded or compressed is irrelevant;the expansion stillremains adiabatic.
"",- Evaluation of Thermal Diffusion Chambers
_. Thermal-gradient or thermal diffusion chambers have received wide atten- ,,
,_ ti_n because of their simplicity of operation and ease of fabrication. The
- .'_,i thermal diffusion chamber has become an important tool in cloud physics
_,"_ and has been used to investigatea variety of interestingproblems, including
..,. :_:
: measurement of the critical supersaturation of different vapors in investi- _
gating the phenomenon of homogeneous nucleation at large supersaturations
:, and determinations of the activity spectrum of cloud nuclei. Measurements
made of the activation supersaturation of the nonhydroscopic nuclei have
pa_tially tested the Volmer theory of nucleation on insoluble particles. The .)_-x
volatility of cloud nuclei was studied in the chamber and it was also used to
_! 124
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produce appropriate conditions for the processing of millipore filters in
order to measure ice nuclei concentrations.
It is no secret that any succes,, in weather modification and air pollution
control basically depends upon available information on cloud condensation
nuclei (CCN). The three properties of a cloud nucleus are its size, chem-
ical composition, and the surface-active material present on the nucleus.
These, in turn, determine the critical supersaturation (sometimes referred
to as critical activation supersaturation) at which the nucleus initiates the
condensation of water vapor. Therefore, this is evidently the parameter
' which plays a vital role in weather modification experiments, and why the
measurement of the supersaturation spectrum of CCN is so important.
• i
For CCN counting, a very portable chamber of a fairly small size is needed
to determine CCN concentration using a small volume of the test sample.
The operating supersaturations required are comparable to those encountered
.f;
in natural cloud formation. For this application, the operating conditions
must be carefully controlled -- especially sample introduction- to make sure
that the highest supersaturation to which the sample is subjected is the
-_, steady-state operating supersaturation, which is considered as the critical
activation supersaturation for the sample. The test sample should be sub-
jected to this operating supersaturation for a sufficiently long time to allow
_ _" the activated nuclei to grow to observable sizes as dictated by the optical
, detection system employed. In addition, the peak supersaturation produced
:
should be estimated precisely. This is a rather stringent condition because
./," the supersaturation is a rare physical qurntity which escapes direct measure-
.%-, .
• "' ment because of the ease with which condensation forms on the surfaces of
_'i_'. the measuring instrument, It turns out that these reql,_.rements impose
_:';;_ rather heavy restrictions on the design and operation oi the thermal diffusion
.@ chambe r.
,_ ,: The operation of the thermal diffusion chamber depends upon vapor saturation
:°_'? being accurately established at the two parallel plates. Since porous plates
._ : ;: are used as a liquid reservoir at these surfaces, the liquid surface can be
_ contaminated by surface active materials. This is another objection to the
thermal diffusion chamber.
_ 0 '"
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, The distance between the parallel plates of the chamber determines the time
• constant for the transient which follows the introduction of samples. This '
separation is also somewhat limited by convectior currents -- the smaller the
' separation, the less susceptible is the chamber to convection currents. In a
zero-gravity environment, convection cells would not be a problem and wider
t plate separations might be feasible for some experiments.
The UMR Cloud Simulation Cloud Chamber Concept
\ In order to avoid the problems associated with enormous cloud chambers
such as have been built in the USSR, UMR decided to employ a design in
which the walls were cooled in synchronization with the adiabatic expansion
cooling of the gas. After two years of effort with freon refrigeration design
" concepts, UMR turned to a design concept employing thermoelectric modules.
Thermoelectric modules possessed the unique capability of providing for
complete electrical control of the system.
:. The chamber is planned with two or three optical ports for observing the
cloud. These ports are designed to accommodate special laser windows in
anticipation of using laser scattering techniques. Ports for changing the
.__ atmosphere are located at the top and bottom of the chamber, which is
" designed to withstand about l-atm pressure or vacuum.
t
_ The simulation chamber is designed for computer control. Synchronization
" of the rate of cooling of the gas by dry adiabatic expansion with the cooling
_I rate of the walls is accomplished as follows. The analog signal from the
:..... pressure sensor passes through an analog transfer function generator,
_" .7 which converts the pressure signal into a signal proportional to the tempera-
Y
: ture change.
:"_::, A full-size cloud simulation chamber based on the same design concepts
-,:'::_ would be about 30 feet high and would possess much more elaborate control.
:..: (The full-scale chamber will be proposed later to some Federal agency after
: "..i UMR has had adequate experience with the small simulation chamber. ) The
• _ small UMR facility possesses adequate capability for studying many micro-
physical processes of great importance to cloud physics.
9
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Zero-Gravity Cloud Simulation Chamber
_ : The basic concept of the UMR cloud simulation chamber is well suited for
zero-gravity applications. An added advantage is that, while it was designed
to operate as an expansion chamber, it can also be quickly converted to a
noncontinuous thermal diffusion chamber. The primary unsolved problem
encountered during operation in this mode is prevention of condensation on
the side walls.
i
While the basic concept is valid, most of the hardware must be redesigned
l
to meet the space, weight, and power limitations. Aluminum has been
assumed as the basic construction material due to its low density and high
l thermal conductivity; however, the possible use of other material in the final
design should not be ignored. Descriptions of some requirements of the
i system follow.
I The first requirement of the system is that the initial carrier gas be dry andfree of particulate matter; therefore, the initial stage of the system serves
_ as a filter drier unit. The unit will consist of several stages starting with
• i
i the blower, which provides the slight positive pressure required to drive
,_ the gas through the remainder of the system. The blower is followed by a
t freeze drier, a silica-gel desiccant, a liquid nitrogen vapor trap, and finally
a particle filter. The freeze drier removes most of the water vapor, thereby
extending the useful life of the silica gel in the next stage. The liquid nitro-
gen vapor trap removes both the remaining water vapor and other vapors
before the gas is reheated prior to its passage through the particle filter.
As the carrier gas leaves the filter drier it is divided into two parts: the
first for hutnidification, and the second for aerosol production.
Disregarding any other considerations, the zero-gravity environment of the
cloud chamber precludes the presence of liquid water in the chamber itself,
as is the normal practice with expansion chambers. Therefore, the gas
must be brought to the desired vapor content in external humidifiers before
it is put into the chamber.
First, an absolute measurement of the temperature is made to determine
", the vapor pressure at this point and is then used as a base to calculate the
vapor pressure at all points throughout the rest of the system. Second, this
sam
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eis the reference temperature for measuring other temperatures used in
calculating the supersaturation of the chamber. ")
Many of the experiments require that the aerosol be kept in a subsaturated
condition until after the experiment has started; therefore, after the saturated
gas leaves the final humidifier its temperature must be raised to the desired
initial temperature of the cloud chamber.
The second portion of gas leaving the filter drier is used as the input gas
for the aerosol generator. The basic technique used for aerosol production
is to pass the carrier gas into a furnace containing the aerosol material in
vapor form. Then as the gas leaves the furnace and is rapidly cooled, the
aerosol is formed by homogeneous nucleation. At this point the size distri-
bution of the aerosol will be very polydispersed and require further treatment
to make it more monodispersed.
t
Once the aerosol has been generated and characterized it must be brought to
the same temperature as the gas-vapor mixture. At this point they must be
mixed to give the desired relative humidity and aerosol concentration before
_" being placed in the cloud chamber. The mixing chamber is merely a thermo-
stated volume in which the aerosol and vapor can intermix to provide a
ii: homogeneous result._ 4
, .i
The gas-vapor/aerosol mixture is now ready to be introduced into the cloud
chamber. The .3implest purging procedure is to introduce the desired sample
'" ' into one end of the cloud chamber while opening an outlet port at the opposite
end. A continuous flow is established throughout the entire system and main-
,_ : ta._ned until the entire system reaches equilibrium. The ports are then closed
• .,. and the chamber permitted to reach final equilibrium before generation of the
supersaturated state.
: ._ The ideal arrangement for the control system would be to program the desired "
expansion and have the wall temperature track the gas temperature; however,
due to the inherent time lag associated with any thermal response by the walls,
the reverse procedure must be followed in practice. The desired cooling rate
as a function of time Is set into the programmer controlling the power supply )
for the thermoelectric modules. Once the experiment is started, both the wall
mm
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and gas temperatures are measured continuously and t':e difference is used as
_-') an error signal to control the expansion rate. Once the desired supersaturation
"" is achieved, the expansion and thermoelectric cooling will be decreased until!
i
the final temperature and pressure are maintained as steady-state conditions.
At present, it is planned to use gas flow to maintain all major components at
their required temperatures. It is felt that the small quantities of heat flow
being encountered in the zero-gravity system permits the use of gas flow
\ instead of liquid flow as used in the UMR system.
Chamber Studies at Desert Research Institute, University of Nevada
i The study team at the Desert Research Institute (DRI) was headed by
Dr. Patrick Squires, Director of the Laboratory of Atmoepheric Physics.
Their study included (l) the implications of cloud physics research in zero-
gravity, (2) a discussion of expansion chambers, (3) a discussion of diffusion
¢ chambers, (4) research opportunities in zero-gravity, and (5) a brief dis-
r cussion of some problem areas.
Research Implications
As compared with the familiar situation of l-g, a cloud chamber operating in
near zero-gravity would be different in two major respects:
: A. Density differences caused by differences in temperature or composition
(e. g. water vapor mixing ratio) will not result in convective movements.
-. ,_:. B. Particles in the chamber will not fall relative to the chamber walls.
#
The absence of convec¢ion, The implication of the absence of convection is
• .. that, whereas in l-g convective stirring brings parcels of gas with different
-"-i properties into close juxtaposition so that molecular diffusion can then rapJ:lly
: average out their properties, such motions are absent in zero-gravity, The
_,, :;. only mechanisms for heat transfer are molecular diffusion over distances of
the same order a_ the chamber dimension (L cm) and, of course, radiation.
The only process tending to cause local changes of composition are molecular
, :/ diffusion over distances of order L.
." Unless an extremely dense cloud is present, radiative transfer from the
walls to the interior is relatively slow and probably may be neglected on the
_ " time scale (T sec) of cloud chamber experiments.
m
t
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The diffusivetransfer of heat or a gaseous component is rot a simple exponential
: px'ocess, but may be roughly described as occurring on a time scale of _d of • ,t
: about (L2/Tr2D) sec,where D is the relevant diffusix'ity.Approximate values of
D for heat and water vapor transfer are given in Table 16.
Table lb
DIFFUSIVITIES IN AIR AT A PRESSURE OF 1,000 MB
i lu
HEAT WATERVAPOR
\ , TEMPERATURE°C (CM2 SEC"1) (CM2 SEC"11
I -_ 0.17 0.20
o 0.19 0.:3
2O 0.22
(BOTHDIFFUSIVITIESAREINVERSELYPROPORTIONALI'OPRESSURE.)
p
,-- i • m
:¢ ;t It is clear that the characteristic time scale I"d is about (L212) sec for
, both properties.
Any experiment which is completed i_ a time T will be effectively adiabatic
"' _ and unaffected by the walls, provided',that vd >> T. and that the experimental
:; arrangements are such that the chamber pressure is held constant so that
_: _ heating of the parts of the gas lying near the walls does not cause corn-
::_ preseion of the central parts.
" z_ The absence of fallout. Under l-g conditions, the Stokeolan terminal velocity
_ of particles immersed in a gas is given by V t = 2gpprZ/grl, where pp is the
particle density, r their radius, and rl is the (dynamic) viscosity of the gs._.
At values of r comparable with the mean/'fee path of the gas molecules, this
formula overestimates Vt, but at such slze_ Vt is extremely small. When the ")
Reynolds number approaches unity, the flow about _e droplet departs from
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Stokesian, and again V t is overestimated. In cloud chamber experiments in
, which the chamber gas is air at a pressure of the order of 1 atrn and r rarely
exceeds 10 _m, the Stokes formula is applicable. For water droplet_ iz_air
2 -I
• i Vt = 1.2 x I06 r cm sec (virtuallyindependent of pressure).
!
| Depending on the detailed nature of the experiment being conducted, itwould
i appear thatifT << L/Vt, an experiment in l-g w'_uldbe unaffected by fa.!lout
._ : as such. Experiments in which the contrary is the case are a priori suitable
for consideration in a zero-gravity environment.
Plan of discussion: A cloud chamber's purposes are to create an en,,_ron-
ment characterized by known conditions or supersaturation, and observe the
course of following events (i. e., the nucleation and growth of droplets or
ice crystals).
The known supersaturation may be created either by adiabatic expansion or
_ by setting up a steady-state diffusion regime. The duration of the known
supersaturation conditions depends partly on the course of events. For
example, in an Aitken counter where a dense cloud of droplets is nucleated,
• the supersaturation is depleted by droplet growth in a period which is short
' compared with I sec, whether in l-g or zero-gravity.
. ; The discussion given above makes it clear that the advantage offered by a zero-
,
gravity environment is that with suitable design, it may be possible to maintain
known conditions for much longer periods of time, and to retain the growing
._., particles in the body of the gas. A zero-gravity environment offers no signifi-
cant advantage in the case of an Aitken counter, since the supersaturation cannot
l,
:/:. in any case be maintained in the presence of a large concentration of growing
../, particles; furthermore, these particles are typically so small that even in
: _ ]-g their fallout is slow. This indicates ti;at the experiments of particular
interest in zero-gravity are those where it is possible and useful to main-
' rain the known supersaturation conditions for longer p_r_ods (of about I0 sec)
•" and to retain the particles in the gas for a sire/far period. Thus, it is impor-
tant to identify the experiments in which it is useful and possible to maintain
known conditions for longer than is undera period possible 1- 8 .
j
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In order to approach the problem of determining the characteristics of apparatus
which would be asefui in a zero-gravity environment, it seems appropriate to '
R
discuss the limitations of existing chambers in some detail, distinguishing
.;
between those which are related to the presence of l-g and those which would
be present also at zero-gravity.
Expansion Chambers
Expansion chambers are used in meteorology for measuring the concentration
of Aitken nuclei: that is,the particlesactivatedat supersaturations ex.eeding
lO0 percent, and also in attempts to measure ice-forming nuclei, where the
t expansion is utilized to briefly generate a low temperature in order to causethe nucleation of ice particles. In the latter use, a large unwanted super°
I saturation is generated, and it is generally agreed that this technique leaves
something to be desired.
1 One major reason why expansion chambers have not been used at low super-
saturations is the difficulty of establishing the initial conditions with sufficient
precision. In the measurement of clou¢, nuclei, it is desirable to know the
supersaturation (or relative humidity) to about 0.02 percent, and while an
-- expansion can be used to cause a very accurately known change in the relative
:: humidity, this is of value only if the initial value is known to 0.02 percent or
better. The measurement of humidity to this accuracy is quite difficult.
The inflow of heat from the walls of an expansion chamber can produce three
' effects"
, A. Compression of the central parts, unless the p_-essure is held con-
:.; 7 8tant after the expansion (for example, when expansion to ambient
'," pressure is e.nployed)
.;_: B. Convective stirring (in l-g} as a result of the buoyancy of the gas
"o,
,', near the wall
r C. Eventual heating (and moistening) of the whole gas volume.
The first effect is easily removed, as indicated above. In l-g, the second
effect is for most purposes by far the most serious, and has led to the
development of chambero in which the attempt is made to cool the walls in
synchronism with the gas. If this is not done in l-g, convective stirring ) '_
limits the experlmen_l time available so otringently that the third effect i8
of no importance, l
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*: In zero-gravity, the convective circulationproblem is absent, and the third
[ I ' effectcould eventuallybecome significant. The presence of a wet, warm
, surface adjacent to the gas would increase the supersaturation, since the
t
! diffusivityof water vapor exceeds that of heat.
In the Aitken counter, a single fast expansion is carried out eitherby moving
: a pistop or by a criticallydamped expansion to ambient pressure; in the absence
i of a continuing slower expansion, the supersaturation in the chamber is
depleted by the removal of water vapor and the additionof heat.
A slower continuing expansion can be used to mitigate this situation, but
since this requires foreknowledge of the rate of condensation, its use might
well require a procedure of successive approximations _o the desired result.¢
4
The di_fzculties with initial conditions and with supersaturation depletion
indicate that expansion chambers have limitations in the study of condensa-
tion at constant small supersaturation values, such as are used in the study
of cloud nuclei. In zero-gravity, however, they seem ideally suited for the
direct study of the adiabatic cloud-forming process as it occurs in nature.
The time scale of such an event in nature is of the order of I0 sec, which
is a period during which the central parts of an expansion chamber of modest
design in zero-gravity can remain totally unaffected by the walls, even if these
are at a temperature quite different from the gas. In such an experime _, the
' initial conditions do not present a crucial problem, and the depletion of
supersaturation by the growing drops is of the essence of the problem to be
studied.
:... The observation of particles in an expansion chamber is usually made by
photographing the cloud. With working distances of the order of several
_*' centimeters, it is impossible to resolve the droplet in order to determine its
: dimensions, and normally all that is recorded is the existence of the droplet
as a point scatterer. Holography offers possibilities but the state of the art
leaves much to be desired. It is possible that _ ,-._ethod could be developed
to determine droplot size by measuring the flu" --; .-._ht scattered from a
laser beam. but this method might well be limitcci _o droplets of diameter
several microns and above.
,i
t
-,- _ S
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Thus, there would appear to be serious problems to overcome if expansion
.\
chambers are to be used for droplet growth studies, unless a method of p
measuring droplet sizes in situ can be developed--for example, by observing
the reaction of the droplets to an acoustic disturbance.
Diffusion Chambers
The employment of diffusion chambers in meteorological problems began in
relation to the measurement of cloud nuclei. At the low supersaturations
which occur in clouds (= 1%), the time required for an activated nucleus to
form an easily observable droplet is several seconds, which is much longer
than the available experimental time in an expansion chamber at 1-g.
{ Moreover, the diffusion chamber is free from the initial condition problem
• ! which becomes serious in expansion chambers operating at low super_atura-
!
tions; however, a complementary problem -- the chamber time cunstant
$ makes its appearance.
The growth of particlesin a diffusionchamber introduces a sink of water vapor
and a source of heat-- both of which tend to perturb the diffusionfieldand
deplete the available supersaturations. The depletion of the local
_" supersaturations is in thiscase opposed by the diffusivefluxes on which the
' operation of the chamber depends. For example, in a chamber l-cm deep,
: i 103 droplets of l-lan radius cause a fractionaldepletion of the supersatura-
." j tionof about I0 percent.
. Fallout at l=g. In the case of droplets, growth occurs at a supersaturation
,;:', of supersaturation (S)% according to dr_/dt "" 2 x 10 -8 S (cgs) approximately;
:. _ and a l-g, falloutoccurs according to ds/dt 106 rz.- From these equa-
':..,>! tionsi_follows thatthe distance fallen,namely z, is related to r according
" -'I to:
'-_!"! z = 1014 r4/4S (cps)
' and to time according to:
i z = I0-zSt_.
_ m
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The first relation shows that, if the conditions of the experiment are such that
droplets must be grown to radius r in order to be detected reliably, the fall
distance involved is greater at small S.
In a diffusionchamber, the fulldimension of the apparatus is not always
availablefor experimental use, since the supersaturation is a function of
position, approaching zero at each plate. In sortieapplications, itis not
essential that each growing particle experience the same value of S throughout\
' itslife. For example, in the continuous cloud nucleus counter, itis irr.portant
only that S nowhere exceed the design supersaturation which occurs close to
the center.
Due to the fact that S is a maximum in .'hecenter (and therefore stationary
with height),only slighterrors are incurred ifthe experiment is carried
out in a height intervalwhich is a small part of the chamber depth. If
_ attentionis restricted to a central layer with a depth equal to one quarter
of the chamber depth, the resulting error in the count is only a few percent.
The "chamber time constant" (T) is defined as the time scale involved in
_ the establishment of the designed supersaturation, or an acceptable approxi-
: i
• mation of the designed supersaturation, or an acceptable approximation to it.
A small value of r c is of value in experiments where it is desired to accurately
- _" relate the nucleation and growth of particles to the elapsed time. v c can be
, ., extremely small in expansion chambers; the ultimate lower limit is related to '
the need to minimize mechanically generated turbulence and to the design of
. .__ fast moving pistons, or, alternatively to the need to critically damp an
" "_ expansion which occurs directly to the environment. In a diffusion chamber,
, the value of vc is much larger, since the desired conditions are created by
"_ ; diffusional processes. Thus, if L represents +he distance between the plates
_ of such a chamber, the time constant with which S asymptotes to its final
/ value is
-s
.- L Z L z
"- -l- (cg.)
., for both heat and water vapor. If L = I cm, several seconds must elapse
belore s fair approximation to the steady-state is achieved.
m
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!
' Itis possible that with careful design the time constant problem could be
eliminated in a continuous cloud nucleus counter. The supersaturation is set ")
. up in a stream of particle-free air into the center of which the aerosol to be
: studied is introduced. If the sample were introduced after the design super-
• ' saturation had been established in the maip. stream of particle-free air, the
time constant problem would be eliminated. This process, however,
introduces its own problems. The smell probe through which the sample
is introduced itself can perturb the temperature and vapor density fields at
the very point where it is most important that they be accurately known, unless
: ' the probe is hydrophobic enough to resist condensation at the ambient super-
saturation, and very precisely at the ambient temperature.
" :2
"' Because of the difficulties in achieving these two objectives, the sample is
• introduced upstream of the supersaturated region. This procedure avoids
the probe perturbation problem0 but does not eliminate the chamber time
¢
constant problem, since in the downstream section, the supersaturation does
not appear instantaneously, but asymptotes to its design value with a time
constant of LZ/rrZD.
.. A diffusion chamber must be shallow in order to keep Tc small, control
: depletion of S, and limit the disturbing _nfluence of side walls.
t
' !
:-i_.' ii This results in problems in observing the cloud of small dro, .-ts formed in
"_.'_._,:._' the chamber, as discussed previously. The problem is nut entirely
"'."t unmanageable, as indicated by the use of static diffusion chambers of
! conventional design. It is more radically _-nd satisfactorily solved in the
• '" 1 continuous cloud nucleus counter in which the droplets are carried out of
" ':. i the chamber into a separate optical particle counter, where they can be:,
• i
':">' i measured as well as detected. This separation of the functions of growing
',_. - '._,'.-i the droplets and observing them is a significant advantage of the continuous
:.?:.'_:', '_ counter, especially in zero-gravity, where in the absence of fallout it would
._ ,.,_:_ be attractive to grow the droplets to radii of several microns in order to
._ ,., _. investigate growth processes.
.:' , :.
. Research Opportunities in Zero Gravity
) .General. A zero-gravity _nvironment will provide important opportunities
for the study of basic cloud-physical processes, especially in experiments
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where sedimentation under l-g is a critical limitation; and relative motion
I [._ between particle and air is not of the essence of tbc problem being studied.
Thus, cloud or fog nucleus measurements at low supersaturation (s) could
very suitably be explored under zero-gravity. On the other hand, zero-
gravity offers no advantage for the study of the diffusional growth of particles
in free fall at Reynolds numbers of unity or more (i. e., in the region where,
in nature, ventilation significantly affects the transfer of heat and water vapor).
,\ Under l-g conditions, certain measurements such as those of cloud nuclei
at S <0.3% are inaccurate or questionable as a result of disturbances caused
by convective motions and fall-out. Hence, a quite separate area of interest
would be to check and calibrate in zero-gravity certain devices designed for
environmental studies under 1-g conditions. Under zero-gravity, their
performance would be more clearly predictable and trustworthy. This would
of course require a highly reproducible aerosol source, to be used both in
zero-gravity and 1-g.
A tabulation of the characteristics of expansion and diffusion chambers
discussed above is given in Table 17.
Table 17
•. CHARACTERISTICS OF EXPANSION AND DIFFUSION CHAMBERS
CHARACTERI STIC OR EXPANSION DIFFUSION
.. ',,.. _ PROBLEMAREA
ii i i|l |ll
3" ,I
; . ._ -_ INITIAL CONDITIONS LIMITS USETOHIGHERS NOPROBLEM
, . i
" "' ' " _ CHAMBERTIMECONSTANT NOPROBLEM MODERATEPROBLEM
"t' ,
,:"_. -: WALLAFFE(,TS NOPROBLEM NOPROBLEM
• " -;_'- DEPLETIONOFS SEVERELYLIMITSTIME LIMITS CONCENTRATION
• ,L_ ANDCONCENTRATION
'" _ ' PARTICUEOBSERVATION NOPROBLEM READILYSOLUBLEPROBLEM
• j ,
,,..oss,,,.,A,P, S, ,,,,A
<> co...ousha,
iii i i i ii !
immlmmmq I
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Expansion Chambers. The summary given indicates that in zero-gravity
; expansion chambers are probably most suitable for experiments employing /
_ moderately high supersaturations, and at concentrations which are not too
t
f high if S is to be maintained constant and known. For meteorological purposes,1
undoubtedly an attractive opportunity for the use of an expansion chamber
i would be to reproduce directlythe adiabatic cloud-forming process, as it
occurs in nature. The characteristictimes required for this experiment are
\ I of the order of 10 see, which is available in a modest-sized expansion
chamber, even if no attempt were made to cool the walls in synchronism
t
• _ with tbe gas cooling due to expansion. Unless a substantial effort is mounted
.t
_i to develop methods of measuring drop size, the observation of the cloud could,
i however, determine only the resulting droplet concentration,
1
I Continuous-Flow Diffusion Chambers at Positive Temperatures. The
! theoreticaltreatment of the interactionof small hygroscopic particles with
i
• i water vapor given by Kohler (1926) has been applied with some success to
_- I explain the behavior of atmospheric clouds. Thus, itis known that the ease
: ! and rapiditywith which rain forms by coalescence is related to cloud micro-
I structure, and that this in turn is largely controlled by the spectrum cloud
: i
_ :! nuclei.
I In some respects, however, the theory does not appear to agree very well with
i* observation. Numerical calculationsof the cloud-forming process predict
more monodisperse cloud droplet spectra than are commonly observed, One
possible explanation of this difference relates to the factthat the accommoda-
tion coefficientfor condensing water vapor molecules (typicallyassumed to
be 100 percent is not known.
t
A small vah,_ of this coefficientcould explain heterogeneity in the droplet
sizes resu,_ingfrom adiabatic expansion. Even ifthis is not so, since the
particleswhich make up the aerosol are oftenof mixed constitution,and may
be f tbjectedto the influence of various trace gases, the condensation
c =efficientmay not be the same for all of them. Thus. "poisoning" of cloud
nuclei may occttr in nature; moreover, it may prove eventually to be tech-
nologically feasible by such means to produce desired changes in cloud
microL, tructure and behavior. '/._TM
m
w i
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Experimentation in these areas is most suitably carried out in a diffusion
I _'_J chamber, at constant S. However, these chambers must be shallow, and at
log are necessarily arranged with the plates horizontal, so that fallout of
particles are a severe limitation, especially at low supersaturations. The
utilization of a continuous flow diffusion chamber offers attractive oppor-
tunities especially for S < 0. I percent, which represents the lower end of the
cloud range and the upper end of the fog range.
Static Diffusion Chambers at Positive Tempe ratures. Static diffusion
chambers in l-g are not usable below S - 0. l percent, basically because of
fallout. Particularly in relation to fog studies, there is a need to develop a
method which can be used in the S = 9.01 percent to 0.1 percent (fog nuclei)
range. In zero-gravity, static diffusion chambers could no doubt be used
quite effectively irtthis range. If, therefore, a reliable and reproducible
aerosol source were available, it would be possible to measure the resulting
fog nucleus spectrum in zero-gravity and then use this as a standard aerosol
source on earth for the calibration and checking of diffusion chambers
intended for the measurement of fog nuclei in 1-g for environmental studies.
In the lower end of the cloud nucleus range (S - 0. I to 0.3 percent), the static
diffusion chambers normally used are probably inaccurate, and the same
kind of checking and calibrating procedure would also be valuable here.
Diffusion Chambers at Negative Temperatures. Two types of studies are being
considered. One is the influence of convection on the habit of ice growing
from vapor.
The zero-gravity situation will be advantageous for two reasons in this study:
(1) The operation of static thermal diffusion will be simpler as there
will be no wall convection currents. This means that large
supersaturation can be produced and numerical values computed
more realistically.
(2) It will enable the growth habit of ice to be studied entirely in the
ab|ence of natural convection.
The problem ot the variation of ice crystal habit with temperature and euper-
_ saturation hal been attacked by many investigators, but as yet no satisfactory
expl&n_tion has been forthcoming.
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' The second study considers ice-water drop interactions. Graupel and rime
•! form by the accretion and freezing of supercooled water drops by a falling }
_t
". ice crystal or by'a fixed obstacle in the wind. The nature of this interaction
is important for a number of atmospheric processes - including crystal
multiplication and any associated electrification phenomena. The interaction
involves the approach of a drop in a meta-stable state to the ice surface and
i its subsequent freezing. There are reports that small supercooled drops move
around oil an ice surface without freezing. This process can be studied in\
detail in the static thermal diffusion chamber.
}
! Continuous-Flow Diffusion Chamber at Positive Temperatures
, ! This type of chamber is especially suited for the investigation of the nucleation
and growth of droplets at small S (condensation coefficient, nucleus constitu-i
ii tion, nucleus poisoning, etc.). These chambers are relatively free of the
t initial conditions problem, and so are suitable for small S; depletion of S isJ
r ! controlled; the droplet sizes can be measured down to about 0, 5 _, since they
_ are carried out of the chamber in a linear stream into an optical particle
counter where stray scattered light is well controlled. Thus in studies of
J
droplet growth, there is a clear advantage in using a continuous counter.
; Problem Areas
•. -_ The previous discussions indicate a number of areas in which decisions
• { need to be made in which preliminary research appears to be required. For
' " ':! expansion chambers these are the (1) measurement of droplet sizes in a poly-
i disperse population, (2) the avoidance of mechanical stirring due to the
: ,," t expansion itself, and (3) the value of residual g. For the continuous flow
:'¢i'-''.:i- . diffusion chamber these are, (1) the introduction of the sample, (Z) the
_ termination of the growth region, and (3) pressure constancy in the zero-
. gravity laboratory.
"_::_ _ For the investigation discussed above (using static diffusion chambers at posi-
• "_ tire temperatures), it will be essential to have available a highly reliable and
: reproducible aerosol source for use at l-g or zero-gravity. Extensive work
has been carried out by a number of investigators aimed at the reproducible
generation of aerosols. Available methods should be evaluated with special _
reference to their ability to generate identical aerosols, whether under zero-
gravity of 1-g.
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Pulsed Laser Holography in Cloud Physics, McDonnell Douglas Electronics
(_--) Company (MDEC), St. Charles, Missouri
This study at MDEC was accomplished by R. M. Rhinehart and associates.
This study included a general discussion of holographic systems, experimental
results, and recommendations for future study.
• General Discussion
Two types of holograms should be considered for recording images of small
_, water droplets or ice crystals. Both have strong and weak points but,
fortunately,itis possible to make a universal holographic setup so that one
_ can choose the type best suited for each individualexperiment.
First, there is the Fraunhofer or "on-axis" type, which is made with a
single beam and requires the object to be small or semi-transparent.
Each illuminateddroplet has itsown diffusionpattern that reaches the plate
and interferes with the non-diffracted lightat the plate to form the hologram.
The ratio of diffractedto non-diffracted lightis determined by the particle's
size, composition, distribution,and distance from the plate. The brightness
and S/N ratio of the hologram is a function of this ratio. This type of holo-
=' gram has the following desirable characteristics:
' (1) It is easy to set up and requires a minimum amount of external
: ii:.: optic s.
::• (2) Itdoesn't require a great deal of laser power or coherence length.
# '
- (3) It defines the outline or shad_w of a droplet pretty well.
(4) The reconstruction geometry is less critical.
_': i (5) It probably wouldntt require relay optics.
• It also has the following limitations:
:: , (1) The depth of field is limited by the relationship
""' D= 49
_" _: where
d = droplet diameter
k = recording wavelength¢
U '" A| the droplet eise becomes small, the depth of tield decreases
rapidly.
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(2) The hologram is inherently noisy because the image of the particles
appear on axis or in line with the illumination beam. Due to noise i_
in this beam the particles are harder to see.
J (3) The ratio of reference-to-particle illumination energy is fixed.
i The second type of hologram is the Fresnel or "off-axis" type where the
• i
i reference beam does not pass through the _bject space. This type has the
f
_ _ following favorable characteristics as applied to holography of small water. !
droplets.
._t component. The depth of field would be limited by the power,
particle distribution, and coherence length.
(2) The S/N ratio is better than for the Fra,_nhofer type because the
image is not reconstructed in the viewing beam.
(3) The ratio of reference to illumination beam can be varied to
optimize the hologram.
The disadvantages are:
.. (I) It requires a more complicated setup with more steering optics.
(2) More windows would be required in the chamber,
' (3) Less shape definition since the shadow is not recorded, just the
_,: t specular points.
"_,:i (4) Size would have to be determined by brightness measurements or by
f
: Mie scattering techniques.i
t (5) Relay lens would probably be required to maintain a low f number
t ° s
Experimental Results
' '._ Holograms of three different-size ranges of droplets were made. Vapor from
"_.: hot water, aerosol (window-cleaner spray), and three suspended water drop-
""_ "_ lets which range from about I mm to Z mm in diameter. Both "on-axis" and
" :_".- "off-axis" holograms were made of each size rang,_. The vapor in the
_ _,o, "on-axis" hologram is very hard to view; therefore, for particles smaller
_" . than about lO _, "off-axis" holograms would be preferable.
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The aerosol droplets show up quite well in both types and more shapedefinition can be seen in the "on-axis" hologram. The large water droplets
appear bes_ in the "off-axis" setup. By illuminating these drops from both
sides, a strong specular spot can be seen on each side which will give size
information.
l I Holograms were made to show a double pulse or interference type where
x, the pulses were separated by abotlt 1 rain. During this time the drop
has changed size or position and interference fringes appear on the drop.
• This can be observed by letting the projected real im_tge fall on a whit card
I i a few inches from the hologram as the card is moved back and forth through
|
', the focus position; the fringes appear and disappear. Since our setup was
not specifically stabilized for this type of hologram, we cannot be certain
that the movement indicated is due to evaporation; however, it does appear
to be.
r.
Recommendations
It is recommended that more investigation and tests be performed in the
following areas:
_ (I) Determine an optimum chamber design compatible with the two
hologram types. Various techniques for multiangular illumination
: _ of the droplets, which would require various window positions and
internal or external mirrors.
(2) Make holograms of a mixture of ice crystals and water droplets to
determine exactly how well they can be distinguished.,r
. ; (3) Further investigate the techniques for size determination from
._ droplet specular reflections as obtained in Fresnel or "off-axis"
'" ": holograms
._i (4) Look at techniques for increasing the S/N ratio of Fraunhofer-type
"on-axis" holograms by spatial filtering and other signal processing
./I techniques.
15) Evaluate the chamber design windows to determine if multi-
reflections or light scattering will be a limiting factor.
m
ismms_s | |
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i Application of Heat Pipes to Zero-Gravity Cloud Physics Equipment at
' Donald W. Douglas Laboratories
The study at Donald W. Douglas Laboratories (DWDC) was accomplished by I
A. W. Barsell and J. S. Holmgren.
The feasibility of utilizing heat pipes to provide thermal control of the Zero-f
i Gravity Cloud Physics Experiment was evaluated. The preliminary analysis
indicates that the approach is feasible, and that excellent performance isi
: attainable with state-of-the-art heat pipe techniques which are simple and
_ very reliable. In addressing the problem, the overall heat transfer was
' i considered first to establish thermal fluxes, followed by an analysis of the
1
I performance of heat pipes under representative conditions. No attempt was
'i made to optimize the design since determining feasibility was the principal
1 requirement and funding was limited.]
The analysis that follows was based on a system proposed by MDAC scientists.
The inner surface of the box is to be thermally controlled in terms of absoiute
temperature and temperatur_ gradients. For most experiments the chamber
interior will be below cabin temperature with a worst case condition of 60"C
temperature differential. Heat is removed from the package by a temperature
: • controlled pump loop. Thermal distribution within the experimental package
' is accomplished with a network of heat pipes. (The interface between these
two systems is still to be defined.) Little heat is generated within the experi-
ment package; thermal fluxes are primarily the result of the temperature
•
D
differential between the interior and exterior. Heat transfer is minimized with
high performance insulation, but significant heat leaks at the view ports and
"" ' any required access ports must be accommodated.
f
,;-,: Insulator Types
". The range of temperatures for the cloud chamber falls into the upper end of
the cryogenic region. Many of the developments in the cryogenic field in the
past few years would not have been possible without the development of high-
• .,. efficiency insulations that are 1O to I0, 0O0 times better than ordinary
refrigeration insulations. There are four general types of insulation being
used for cryogenic applications. These are (1) high vacuum, (2) multiple
layer, (3) powder, and (4) rigid foam. _)
" v'_! 1
t
t
|
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The powder-type insulation appears to be clearly best for the cloud chamber
') for the following reasons:
"i (l) Sufficiently low heat fluxes through the walls can be maintained
W
• compatible with a heat-pipe rejection system. Multi[oil can yield
thermal conductivities that are an order-of-magnitude lower through
the walls; considering edge losses; however, the overall insulating
characteristics are not as different.
_, ' (2) The powder insulation is signHicantly stronger mechanically than
multi/oil and can result in a rugged cloud chamber design.
(3) Thecost ofpowder insulation is significantly lower than for multi[oil.
(4) Powder insulation does not require a high vacuum and retains
reasonable insulative characteristics in event of vacuum failure." The recommended insulation consists of a hermetically sealed {stainless steel,
titanium alloy_ or aluminum) lined cavity of required thickness filled with a
dielectric powder such as Santocel. The inner walls should be good reflecting
surfaces achieved by application of aluminum foil, chemical deposition of
silver, or electro-deposition of silver or gold. For aluminum walls, only a
_ cleaning or polishing is required. Surface contaminants such as oxides or
= filcns of oil or grease should be removed without work-hardening the metal.
i For the recommended insulation system, the heat leaking in may be computed
as a function of insulation thickness. The total heat flow is the sum of heat
I
through the walls and _indow8, and around the window and heat pipe exit
openings.
.., t
The insulating powder provides mechanical support for the double wall system
_ around the chamber, with closure and metallic support provided around the
m
_,, windows or access ports.
Around each access port or window, the closure was assumed to be 0.04-inch
.. thick 304SS. Heat conduction through this support ring is inversely propor-
tions1 to the insulator thickness. Thus, heat flow •round • single such window
exceeds that of all six walls combined. This magnitude can be reduced up to
Q & factor of 8 USing titanium-vanadium-aluminum alloys since these titanium
i_ I m -,.
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alloys have significantlylower thermal cr,v.d;_.:vitythan the SS304. Additional
, reductJ_,s are possible by decreasing acce_-:_,,.rt sleeve thickness to 0.03 •I
i or O._,. ,_h.
For the window opening itself,the radiat_'_:"_at transfer is calculated
(assumini_.a blr,ck box) to be only 3/4 w_,_.,._ ,r 2 in. diameter opening. No
attenuationLy the window glass _va_- ,,.:;:'edfor in this calculation.
Conduction losses nther._hem those _',_¢_iatedwith the support sleeve are
negJigibleifa vacuum space betw_._:n,,wewindows is utilized.
Using the above values, the total .heat flowing into the cloud chamber is
calculated for the following representative case:
Design: l-in.-thick insulation with Santocel-Z0w/o AS powder, and two
2-in.-diameter view port with SS-304 liners.
Heat Flows: l. 5 watts through wallsI0.8 watts around (2t windows
I. 5 watts radiation through windows
_watt s total.
• The analysis indicates that the thermal fluxes can be kept low. Fluxes 3
'[ or 4 times as high, however, could easily be _ccommodated. Design of thef
; access ports appears to be the most important element in minimizing the
' flux into the experimental package.
Heat Pipe Location and Design
'._/ A typical heat pipe network which could be used for this application would
provide a principal thermal path through the access port support structures
o_ with some additional leakage through the insulation. Heat pipes are placed
adjacent to access support structure, as indicated, to transport heat away
_! from this region. Additional heat pipes are spaced along the walls to accommo-
i_ date heat leaks and i8othermalize the system. Ten heat pipes per foot are
• indicated in the reference design, and gradients due to heat leaks through the
. insulation should be negligible. This close spacing will 81so vrovide for very
small gradients as the system cools.
)
i
g
-- i ,
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_ Heat transfer down access support structures is more difficult o handle, but
""' can be accommodated by placing heat pipes adjacent to the support structure.
Gradients above the desired value can occur (assuming the worst case
where the desired internaltemperature is -40"C) ifthe heat pipes are located
even onIya short distance from support. The recommended approach would
be to have the heat pipe in direct thermal contact with the support. In this
I manner, the gradient would be essentially eliroinated.
| This approach appears to be attractice and is relat;.vely simple. Heat pipes
-_ ' I of the type required are available at DWDL and the designs have been through
i i extensive compatibility, shock and vibration, and thermal oerformance tests.
k
An alumint:m extrusion with SS wick n_aterial and either freon or ammonia
could be used. Ammonia gives better performance but may not be acceptable
due to toxicityproblems.
f
MDAC Space Sciences Laboratory Efforts
Several important subsystem areas were identified e,_rly in the present pro-
gram that required long-lead-time development. The additional items within
_ these developmental areas were selectea for very limited in-house study and
hardware breadboarding. Most of these investigations involve technology
transfe r.
Heat Pipe Thermal Transport
In many of the cloud physics experiments there is the requirement of h_ving a
surface or all surfaces of a chamber accurately temperature controlled. OftenJ
• _ the temperature uniformity must be better than the required absolute tempera-
tare. The method of large thermal mass to provide this uniformity is often in
:' conflict with the requirement of a shc*t time constants. In addition, large
fluid baths pumped at high volumetric rates are bulky and inefficient.
ii The heat pipe principle has been used (e. g.. to passively control the surface,/
' temperature of a satellite). The thermal transfer properties of a heat pipe
ideally provide both a uniform temperature surface and provide an efficient
transfer of heat from one location to another. The heat ripe will not control
( ) '. temperatQre itself but Is an efficient, passive heat transfer mechanism.
MY
•, ...................._ I i
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As part of this contract effort, several heat pipe configurations were evaluated
'i relative to the cloud physics experiment requirements. Fhes_ analyses "_
,. _ indicated that temperature uniformities over a 30-cm by 30-cm area could be
t coDtrolled within 0. I*C. An expansion chamber 30 liters in volume with
• 'i appropriate insulation could be controlled within 0, 2"C down to =40"C in an
i
ambient environment of +25" C.
For an evaluation of these concepts, a thermal control shell 5 cm in diameter
by 30 cm in length for a Raman cell was c3nstructed. The operating rangP
was to be between 0 and 100°C. Preliminary tests indicated the desired
• 0. l°C temperature uniformity was obtained. This unit will be used to con-
trol a glass Raman cell for the studies of temperature and molecular con-
centration measurements by Raman spectroscopy.
As an application to cloud physics chambers, two flat heat pipe plates were
constructed to be incorporated into a continuous-flow diffusion chamber sub-
system. Preliminary tests have indicated better than ±0. 12°C temperature
uniformity over a 30-cm surface, uninsulated at 10°C below ambient. Slight
design changes would provide extended operational range but this 10°C was
=s ,. the design specification for the present analysis. This chamber will be
., complete and its operation compared with a presently operating continuous-
-' flow diL_usion chamber.
;.#;' " In most cases, heat pipes work more efficiently under low-gravity conditions.
facility development.
, ' - j
:.:::" i Thermal Control
'_ .-_ Several of the chambers have modest temperature-range requirements
:;_'¢_'i_ (e. g., the con_nuousoflow diffusion chamber). Thermoelectric modules
_i_ promise to provide the desired thermal control under these conditions. As
';:_i_] compared'with fluid baths, thermoelectric modules provide much lower _
volume and weight, Fluid leak problems are also reduced with the elimina-
ermo.,.ot.,o
also ideally suited for use with heat pipes. _._ |
_ Is
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I- For these reasons, thermoelectric control was briefly tested on the Ramani (I
I ' " cell and then on one of the continuous-flow-diffusion-chamber heat pipe plates
• _ mentioned in the previous paragraphs. Eight units, 2-cm square, with a fant
i and finned heat exchange were used to maintain the plate at 10°C below ambient.Tl.is arrangement met the desired requirements and will be considered for
•! testing with the operational version of this diffusion chamber.
\ Zero-Gravity Techniques
Terrestrial Techniques
This program has identified a need t'or a low-gravity environment. A number
"l of attempts have been made in the past to nullify gravity's effects so that
_ large-particles processes can be studied in detail. Table 18 summarizes
potential zero-gravity techniques. The electrical and acoustical terrestrial
._ techniques introduce surface forces and conditions that often obscure the
de_Jired phenomena being studied.
-: Vertical laminar-flow wind tunnels have been used for many years in
atmospheric physics for the study of water droplets and ice crystals under ,
" - ! natural aerodynamic conditions. Discussions with Dr. T. S. Kledanoss'i
i:J (NBS-Washington) indicated that the state of low-Reynolds-number flow tun-
:i nels is much the same now as it was in 1964. A good reference is the paper,
"i)i:,-i "Design of L w Speed Wind Tunnels, " by P. Bradshaw and R. C. Prankhurst .
" ' i in Progress in Aeronautical ScienceR, Vol. 5, 1964, published by Pergamon
. Press. The NBS is constructing a low-Reynolds-number wind tunnel for
'_-_'*' calibration work, using information such as given in the above reference.
• , , #.
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Most of the present technology is concerned with maintaining laminar flow at
high Reynolds numbers which is a completely different area of aerodynamics.
NBS is attempting to extend the tecEnology to the lower-Reynolds-number
region below 100 that is of major concern to cloud physics. The University
. of California at !dos Angele_ (UCLA) presently has a state-of-the-art vertical
wind tunnel being used for cloud physics work. They utilize sonic nozzle,
flow straighteners, etc., to provide a laminar flow with less than 2-percent
\ residual turbulence level. This turbulence is not noticeable for present
experiments with droplets under 30 _m in diameter but the level can be
• reduced if necessary. The National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR)
has built a larger version of the UCLA wind tunnel which is now operational.
• Present wind tunnels use state-of-the-art technology and are giving answers
• to wind-tunnel compatible problems. Some experiments involving multiple
particles with greatly different diameters are sometimes difficult to handle
with a wind tunnel system. Other areas such as diffusional growth must be
_ studied with diffusion chambers.
Potential Testing and Development Facilities
The second group of potential carriers which can provide various levels of
low gravity are limited in volume or experiment time. They are useful for
the development and testing of subsystems that are to be used in zero-
. gravity cloud physics.
". The drop-tower approach drops a container in free fall inside a second con-
,% •"
tainer. The outer container acts as a drag shield to minimize aerodynamic
_.,?,_. drag on the experimental components. The Marshall Space Flight
" Center (MSFC) drop tower)s 4,.sec low=gravity duration can potentially be ;
:'"" used to test such concepts as drop injection, charging, and positioning (Fig-
'_' ure 22). The rapid turn=around time and low cost is attractive. A droplet ,
"_ injection technique is now being developed and tested in this tower by MSFC
_._' "'_, for the proposed ASTP-NaCI breakup experiment.
•.' .. The HC-135 research aircraft has been extensively used to train astronauts for
space conditions. The KC-135 is a specially modified Boeing four-engine-
jet U. S. Air Force air refueling tanker comparable in size to the 707 corn= ') i
f b
mercial airliner. Figure 23 gives the characteristics of the parabolic zero- J ,'_
gravity KC=135 trajectory as well aa the required acceleration pattern before
i
I
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f
' and after the low-gravity segment. Around 40 low-acceleration trajectories
+ can be flown in a 2- to 3-hr flying session. Experience has shown that the '_
' level of gravity for the aircraft fluctuates considerably during any given
maneuver, thus limiting actual uniform periods with very low acceleration!
l to something less than 14 to 20 sec.
it The sounding and suborbitalavailable.rOcketSinindicatethe thatof significant timeaboutPeriodstheirofnear zero-gravity are case rockets, spin
long axis is normally used for stabiliaaAon. The required spin will then
limit the lower total acceleration level attainable. Figure 24 is a typica,
trajectcry for an Aerobe, sounding rocket.
Telephonic discussions were held with Messrs. I. C. Yates and 5. H, Yost
of MSFC with reference to NASA TM X-64665 concerning their use of the
Black Brant and Aerobee rockets. Further discussions with Mr. J. N. Brown
of Space General revealed that despinning to 20 deg/sec and a 90-deg coning
angle would provide a O. 005-g level; to reduce the acceleration below this
level, an active ATS attitude control would be required. A Mark II rocket
an am .
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(7_ with ATS would hold the orientation to ±1/4 deg (no spin). The initial cost of
the ATS unit is around $100, 000, with refurbishment of the gyros costing
$40, 000 per flight. These costs are in addition to the rocket cost. From
these discussions, rockets with ATS altitude control would provide around
4 rain of low-gravity environment that would be useful for testing and
development of certain experimental equipment and techniques. The volume
available is around 40 cm in diameter and 100-cm long. The cost is
considerable more than for a drop-tower test but the potential useful time is
50 times longer.
Potential Experiment Carriers
The third group of carriers is more compatible with the experiment require-
ments of visual interaction, weight, volume, and experiment duration.
Minimal demonstrations of droplet dynamics have been accomplished on7o
$ Apollo 16 and 17. Skylab shows much potential as a useful experiment and
• testing facility. More tasks may be completed on the ASTP NaCI breakup
experiment, if accepted, in 1975. The main thrust of the program is toward
/' the Shuttle-Sortielaboratory type of facility. This larger facilitypermits
._ the development of a cost-effectivemultiexperiment support facilitywhere
: subsistems common to many experiments can be developed and included once
for allexperiments and not redeveloped for each experiment.
,e.
! •
•.._._.i'._
....... ;,.q
"::, ". ",I
I
1
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PRECEDING PAGE BEANK NOT
._ - VI. EARLY FLIGHT OPPORTUNITIES
Throughout the zero-gravity cloud physics program, consideration has been
:: given toward utilizing pre-Shuttle flight opportunities for concept testing and
scientific research. This testing approach is highly desirable considering
the potential involvement of the final Shuttle atmospheric cloud physics labora-
to:y and the lack of experience in working with a zero-gravity environment.
Several planned man-_n-space missions have been preliminarily examined for
_ their suitability as potential carriers for small, portable cloud physics
experiments. Objectives of these portable experimentation and testing mod-
I ules (PETM) are to provide a significant contribution to a relevant scientific
objective, and to test one or more subsystem components being developed
for the zero-gravity laboratory. To this end, the Skylab, Apollo, and early
Shuttle test flights have been examined and have ben found to have PETM
carrier potential. However, the flight vehicle, hardware, and support sys-
tems are fixed several years in advance due to their complexity and required
reliability. In addition, vehicles such as the Apollo were designed for space
travel and not for experimental laboratory research.
The basic premise is to design the PETM's so that they are nearly self-
_qt
.... sufficient in order to minimize integration impact. Weight, volume, and crew
safety are the primary factors and the major integrative linkage would be
_ power. However, advantage will be taken of all existing support facilities
; within these carriers.
,..,: NaCI Breakup Exp,e.riment
-". Immediately after the announcement that the U. S. Government and the Soviet
_ Union agreed to participate jointly in a space venture, MDAC, NASA, and
_ */- the Scientific Board selected a candidate experiment for consideration to be
.... performed on this mission. The experiment selected was "NaC1 Breakup
• During Evaporation." A principal-investigator team was formed to advisej- •
%
and assist in the formulation, development, and operation of the experiment '
and to assist in analyzing the experimental data. Members of this principal-
investigator team are:
(l) Dr. C. L. Hosler, Chairman
Dean of College of Earth b Mineral Sciences
Pennsylvania State University
Univerolty Park, Pennsylvania
6
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(2) Dr. J. P. Lodge, Jr.
National Center for Atmospheric Research "_
Boulder, Colorado •
(3) Dr. J. L. Kassner
Director, Graduate Center for Cloud Physics Research
Space Sciences Research Center - Rolla
University of Missouri
Rolla, Missouri.
\i (4) Dr. J. E. Jiusto
, State University of New York at Albany
i Albany, New York
J
!
(5) Dr. L. R. Eaton
McDonnell Douglas Astronautics Company-West
Huntington Beach, California
There was ample scientific justification for the selection of this experiment.
! The significance of NaC1 breakup is important in cloud physics in the forma-
. tion of precipitation nuclei. Knowledge of NaC1 breakup has important
s terrestrialapplications such as the operation of brine cooling towers and
the use of saltfor highway snow and ice removal. These significantapplica-
tions are described below.
_t
PrecipitationNuclei
:_ The precipitation processes are a function of available nuclei size and number.
• Large (0.1 ttrn to 1 _m} and giant (1 _m to 10 _xn) NaCI nuclei in particular
• play a major role. The oceans are the main source of salt nuclei, which are
produced as a result of the formation and subsequent evaporation of droplets
./ ,ormed by the breakup of waves and bubbles at the ocean surface. The giant
,r
NaCI particles are known to exist at much lower concentrations over land
_':" masses than over the ocean. A number of processes contribute to this
; decrease: the particle breakup during evaporation is believed to be an impor-
° tautone. Knowledge of these depletion processes causing this loss of large
_ NaCi particles would provide a link to understanding the nuclei size and mass
": distribution in the atmosphere.
• Better understanding of this break=up mechanism could also play an important
• role in the weather modification techniq,.le of dispersing NaCl by spraying salt -_
.J
: solutions where precise si_-e and particle numbers are required.
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Salt particles are important nucleating agents for oceanic and shoreline hazeO problems. Better understanding of the break-up process would lead to
improved forecasting capabilities and to eventual haze and fog modification
and control techniques.
Brine Cooling Towers
Brine cooling towers are considered a method of avoiding the thermal
pollut_.onof lakes and rivers during the generation of electricalpower, One
aspect of brine towers is the significantloss of the saturated solutionto the
ar_blentair. The rate of accumulation of the saltfrom the brine depends on
droplet size and fallvelocity. Present theoretical considerations, neglecting
particlebreakup, indicate that an undesirable salt accumulation could occur
in an area around the towers. If salt-particlebreakup existed during the
rapid evaporation of the brine droplets, the saltwould be dispersed over a
greater area. The concentration accumulation decreases by as much as the
fourth power of the particlediameter. Thus, if the particle diameter
decreased by a factor of 2, the concentration would fallby a factor between
4 and 16, depending on particle size. Thus, the ecological impact depends
on the dispersion processes and determines the non-use, use, and design
of towers versus other cooling methods.
_ Highway Salting
There h,.sbeen concern about the damage cloneby saltwashoff from highways.
Another aspect of this problem is the generation of saltmist due to vehicle
motion over salt-ladenhighways. The distance that this saltmist disperses
depends on ,,altsize and numbers. Salt particlebreakup during the evapora-
tionof the saltdroplets would be important in determining the ecological
impact of the use of salt on highways.
_ NaCI Breakup Experiment Technique and Equipment Testing
In addition to the scientific justification, the experiment would also provide
an opportunity to test techniques and equipment under sero-gravity conditions.
Of particular interest are droplet motion, injection techniques, and humidi-
fication technique. These _re discussed as follows:O
iF--. i
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, Droplet Motion - A number of cloud physics areas delineated by the NASA-
' sponsored Zero-Gravity Atmospheric Cloud Physics Laboratory study wotlld
i benefit from a zero-gravity experimental environment.
t The observation of a cloud of droplets will provide a determination of the
J'i
.! constraints of a low- or zero-gravity environment. These constraints include
! effectscaused by residual random accelerations, ambient and part'cleelec-
tricalproperties, and air ionization.
, These observations would be used to further screen potentialcloud physics
i ' experiments and also to determine experiment procedures to be followed.
• This would resultin a fullerutilizationof the low-gravity environment.
i Injection Techninues -A very important aspect of all the proposed experiments
=,
_ is the introductionof the material to be studied into the chamber. Various
injectiontechniques are used in terrestriallaboratories and a low-gravity
adaptation of one of these techniques is used in this experiment. The per-
formance of the system in low gravity will assist in the determination of
specifications for injection systems and particle and droplet control and
• positioning subsy=tems for the Zero-Gravity Atmospheric Cloud Physics
. Laboratory.
i ", Humidification Techniques - Almost all experiments proposed for thc Zero-Gravity Atmospheric Cloud Physics Laboratory involve humidification. This
Ii experiment affords an opportunity to test a simple purge subsystem for both
i'.." t humidification and dehumidification capabilities.
.J ,'_
,:..... NaCI Breakup Experiment Definition and Design
" MDAC completed a definition study for the NaC1 breakup experiment in
-_I July 1972. The results of this study wpre published in MDAC Report
MDC G3779,'Preliminary Definition Study NaC1 Particle Breakup Carry-On
, .,#
Experiment for Apollo-Soyuz Test Program. " The basic experiment can be
: described as follows. The experiment chamber ut."lizes ambient temperature
and pressure. The relative humidity is adjusted to a given value using the
purge subsystem. A saturated N_CI solution droplet is injected and subse- "_
quent evaporation and breakup is observed and photographed. A visual and
t
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i photographic count is then made of the number of cryst_.l particles. TheO temperature, pressure, and relative humidity are recorded. This procedure
cycle is then repeated for each relative humidity setting. At least three
different humidity settings will be used.
The experiment definitioninvolved technical studies regarding drop sizes,
evaporation times, acceleration effects,lightsource requirements, drop
stopping distance, and droplet injectiontechniques. Preliminary design
was completed for the chamber subsystem, purge subsystem, droplet injection
subsystem and optical subsystem. Electrical requirements and data require-
_nents were established. Experiment procedures including experiment
timelines, experiment priorities, and astronaut trail:_ng requirements were
outlined. Development of the experiment is currently underway by the
Astronautics Laboratory at MSFC.
Dropiet Dynamic Demonstration Experiment
MDAC and NASA recognized the possibilities of using the Apollo missions as
a base for pre-Shuttle experimentation. The Zero°G Cloud Physics Program
had its inception well after the experiment program for the Apollo was firmly
scheduled and it was obvious that it was too late to place an experiment aboard
any of the missions. However, it appeared that some scientific demonstrations,
involving little or no new equipment, might be accepted for Apollo 17 or
Skylab.
A droplet dynamics and break-up engineering demonstration was selected.
A principal-investigator team was formed to advise and assist in analyzing
the experimental data. Members of this principal-investigator team are:
(I) Dr. D. C. Blanchard, Chairman
State University of New York at Albany
Albany, New York
(2) Dr. T. E. Hoffer
Desert Research Institute
University of Nev_la
Reno, Nevada
(3) Dr. 3. I_tham
University of Manchester
, Institute of Science and Technology
lvlanchester, Englsnd
H0
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(4) Dr. 3. D. Spengler, Jr.
i School of Public Health
i Harvard University
• t Boston, Massachusetts
.' I
J
i (5) Dr. L. R. Eaton
'i Space Sciences DepartmentMcDonnell Douglas Astronautics Company-West.
"} Huntington Beach, California
\ Selection of droplet dynamics for an engineering demonstration is scientifically
justified. The significanceof droplet collisionand breakup is very important
in precipitationformation and in electrificationprocesses. These are dis-
cussed below.
Precipitation Formation
The initial phases of precipitation formation involve the diffusional growth of
!P submicron-size nuclei particles to liquid (water) spheres of a few microns in
diameter. Although thisinitialgrowth by diffusioninvolves only a few
seconds to a few minutes of time under normal atmospheric conditions, dif-
fusionalgrowth from I0 or ZO _ in diameter to millimeter "precipitation"
_ sizes under non-freezing conditions would take hours, whereas in nature this
L
process is known to take place in 30 to 60 rain.#
_ This growth problem has been resolved by considering collision and
! coalescence of water droplets. Theory indicates that in order for thef
coalescence processes to occur droplets of different diameters must
,. coexist. One of the possible important sources for this range of droplet
_.i . ; sizes is the breakup of millimeter size drops due to collisions.
t
' i" P.R. Brazier-Smith et a_ (Proc. R. Soc. LondonA 3Z6, 393-408
:._ (]97Z)) summarized the possible modes of interaction when a pair of
water drops collide while falling through air: (I) they may bounce apart,
• .'._ contact of the two surfaces being prevented by the intervening air film;
.." (2) they may coalesce and remain permanently united; (3) they may coalesce
temporarily and separate, apparently retaining their initial identities;
(4} they may coalesce temporarily, with the subsequent separation accom-
panied by satellite drops; or (5) with very high-energy collisions, spattering )
may occur, in which numerous tiny droplets are expelled radially from the
tmmmmm ms
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i periphery of the interacting drops. The type of interaction depez.ds upon theC} sizes of the drops, their velocities,their angular momeLitum, the existing
el_ctricalforces and other parameters.Item (2) b ve is droplet growthby collision,while items (4)and (5)provide
a spreading of droplet size distributionpermitting item (2)to progress more
actively. In addition to these two (or more) body interactions,droplets above
I \ a few millimeters in diameter can also break up due to aerodynamic forces
during their gravity-induced free f.,llin the earth's atmosphere.
i ' These various break-up mechanisms are very important in the precipitation
• processes and the understanding of them will contribute toward weather
prediction and modification efforts.
Electrification Processes
¢
Droplet breakup can contribute to the electrification and charge separation
_i in clouds. This charging process can, in turn, influence the coalescence
processes. Neutral droplets containingimpurities, breaking up in an
electric field and/or with temperature differences can produce multiple
: droplets that possess net charges. The understanding of these electrification
t
processes will contribute to the prediction, modification, and prevention
_ of electrical storms that cause forest fires #rod other electrical damage.
• .. PreciFitatlon enhancement n_ay also be possible. Knowledge of the breakup
processes will contribute to the understanding of the electriflc_tlon
processes.
_. Droplet Experiment Technique and Equipment Testing
• _.... In addition to the scientific justification, the experiment would also provide
_,,, an opportunity to test techniques and equipment under zero gravity conditions.
_ ,_!
_ _I Of particular interest are droplet motion control and manipulation and
_ injection techniques. These are described as follows:
Droplet Motion and Manlp_ation --A number of cloud physics areas delineatedi
by the NASA-sponsored Zero-Gravity Atmospheric Cloud Physics Laboratory
C_ study would benefit from a zero-ijravity experimental environment.
' Ilmmmm rgl
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)The observation of drops will provide a determination of the constraints Jf a
low- or zero-gravity environment. These constraints include effe(tn caused
by residual random accelerations, ambient and particle electrical proper°
ties, and air ionization, Liquid drop manipulation technie'.J can also be
"i
) evaluated.
)
These observations would be used to further screen potential cloud physics
' experiments and also to determine experiment procedures to be followed.
i This would result in better utilization of the low-gravity environment.
i
Injection Techniques -- A very important aspect of all tht zero-gravity exper-
i iments proposed is the introd,'-._tionof the material to be studied into theim
i chamber. Various injection techniques are used in terrestrial laboratories
and a low-gravity adaptation of one of these techniques is used in this exper-
iment. The performance of this system in low gravity will assist in the
, determination of specifications for injection systems and particle and droplet
control and positioning subsystems for the zero-gravity atr_ospheric cloud
physics laboratory.
• Droplet Experiment Demonstration and Design
' MDAC completed a definition study for a droplet dynamics demonstration in
. i,_ July 1972. The results of this study were published in MDAC report
, MDC G3787, "Preliminary Definition Study Droplet Dynami- _ a.d Breakup
#
, Engineering Demonstration. t, The basic experiment demonstration is
described as follows.
Ambient ten _erature, pressure, and relative humidity are utilized. Liquid
t .... and solid sph_.,res are freely suspended inside the spacecraft and subsequent
induced and residual motion is observed and photographed. Single spheres
are excited by probing, blowing, and by collision with other spheres with
:. special attention given to motion, vibration (amplitude and frequency), and
breakup of the spheres. Comparisons of liquids with different surface
tensions and viscosities would be desirable if time permits and the materials
are available.
)
.... I mum,,mm r.,
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%The objectives are in four major categories as follows:
O (1) Drop Impact: Observation of the break-up modes and characteristics
of two colliding droplets as a function of fluid properties and
droplet sizes.
(2) D:op Stability: Observation of the oscillation modes, oscillation
amplitudes, and breakup of a vibrating liquid _r_here as a function
of the liquid properties.
_ 13) Drop Motion: Observation of the effects of spacecraft motion upon
conduct of low-gravity dependent experiments.
(4) Drop Manipulation: Evaluate techniques for the generation and
manipulation of liquid spheres of various diameters ano observe
stopping distances and times.
MDACts definition involved technical studies regarding drop sizes, evapora-
It tion effects, Rayleigh oscillation and drop interactions, and breakups. Pre-
liminary design was completed for the air-stream sources, water droplet
impeller, sphere impeller, wire probe retractor, and other alternate
equipment. Data requirements including photographing, were established,
_. along with experimental procedures including experiment timelines,
: experiment priorities, and astronaut training requirements. Due to time
delays, the demonstration as outlined was not performed aboard Apollo 17.
_ :_ Some droplet manipulations involving the astronaut water gun were attempted
but no qualitative data is available. The feasibility of including the demon-
0 "
: stration aboard Skylab, either wholly or partially, is currently under
consideration.
, ,o_.
:' Shuttle Test Missions
._ Ten or more test missions are programmed for the Space Shuttle Program.
_ _ Although these missions have not been delineated, they could possibly serve
," as a vehicle for PETM's. A number of possible experiments have been
y/: identified ifflightopportunities become available. Missions would have to
" have sufficient orbital height and orientation to provide low gravity. However,
_- some PETM's may only require short time periods in low gravity in order to
complete their scientific objectives or '.o test and check out instruments and
• _ equipment.
Mjmmm_m e u m
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Although there has been no specific solicitation for PETM experiments, a
; number of experiments have been identified to date. The experiments and "
the names of the persons suggesting them are listed below:
Dr. J. Hallett DRI - Ice-Water Drop Interactions
.1
Dr. K. C). Jayaweera Univ. of Alaska- Growth Properties
of Ice Crystals
: Dr. W. C. Kocmond Cornell Laboratory - Nucleation of
\ _ Prepared Aerosols
Dr. J. D. Spengler Harvard Univ. -Drop Oscillations
Dr. 3. W. Telford DRI
-! - Coalescence Process of Liquid
J Dr. D. C. Blanchard SUNY Droplets
: Dr. J. Hallett DRI - Evaporation in a Vacuum
. i Dr. H. R. Byers Texas A&M - Droplet Splintering
Dr. T. E. Hoffer DRI - Saturation Vapor Pressure Over
Supercooled Water
Dr. C. L. Hosler Penn State - Three-Dimensional
- Simula,ticn of Atmospheric Circulation
_t
DRI - Desert Research Institute
• _ SUNY - State University of New York at Albanyq ,
,1
t
: i
) i
C_
_ In n ,,
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Appendix
ZERO-GRAVITY CLOUD PHYSICS LABORATORY
PAYLOAD PLANNING DEFINITION
This appendix presents pertinent payload planning information. The defined
Zero-Gravity Cloud Physics Laboratory is to be used with the Shuttle-Sortie
Laboratory. It is a multi-experiment laboratory, and the maximum launch
: configuration parameters (worst-case experiment mission) are presented
herein.
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